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Foreword
Agenda of Global History Studies
In 2000, Professor Sølvi Sogner (1932–2017) wrote for the 19th Inter-
national Congress of the Historical Sciences at Oslo:
Global history is increasingly becoming our common concern. …The field
is still in its infancy and the practitioners are relatively few. Historians
have traditionally concentrated on national achievements and dug deep in
archival depots to substantiate their findings. The hallmark of the histo-
rian’s craftfull command of the sources and methodological acumen—
may seem at stake when confronting universal history…. The twenty-first
century differs considerably from the previous one. The historian must rise
to the new challenges and address them.1
Until the 2020s, we have so many global studies and global history
studies ranging from various disciplines and topics to a wide variety of
theoretical frameworks and ground archival works. Particularly, proce-
dure of enlarging the field of global studies occurred mostly by absorbing
different disciplines such as world sociology, political science, economic
history, anthropology, religion, natural sciences, meteorology, maritime
studies, health, disease, cultural studies, and history studies. However, as
for disciplinary discussion on global study itself seems to be rather limited
1Making Sense of Global History, Universitetsforlaget, Oslo, 2000, pp. 10–11.
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and confined within individual discipline. It is expected for historians to
take first tentative initiatives to create a wholly new inter- and multi-
disciplinary commission for global history, a meeting place for a budding
discipline where researchers in letters and science could meet, exchange
ideas, cultivate, and develop a new field under global study’s perspectives,
as Professor Sogner suggested.
From these disciplinary discussions on global studies, we can recog-
nize the role of global history studies that have the following three levels
of discussion. Firstly, global history studies are based on a strong basis
of synthesization as discipline with disciplinary consciousness of global
analysis. Secondly it has peculiar methodological characteristics of global
history study. Then, thirdly, these two layers are supported by archival
and contemporaneous source materials with formal and informal archives
of human societies with natural environments.
Global History with Layered Analysis
Judging from these criteria above mentioned, theoretical framework,
methodological analysis, and historical source materials Professor Manuel
Perez-Garcia elaborated in his book Global History with Chinese Charac-
teristics, are representing one of the most comprehensive and complete
accomplishments of global history studies in Europe and Asia. Firstly,
his work is based on empirical research works in many archives both in
Europe and Asia. He focused Macao and Marseille as local and peripheral
port cities for his start:
Looking at Macao and Marseille, two port cities located on the periph-
eries of China and Europe, allows us to accurately observe how changes
in consumer behaviour, prompted by the intermediation of traders, were
correlated with economic growth and how the state bureaucracy and
mercantilist policies facilitated or impeded the circulation and entry of over-
seas goods. The common features shared in both areas is the cross-cultural
trade that stimulated local economies, the internal organization of trading
families, as well as the assimilation of different cultural forms. (p. 148)
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Then, secondly, the upper level of historical stage, region, and regional
relations, is introduced:
The analysis of socio-economic transfers and the acquisition of new cultural
forms between regions of south China and western Mediterranean Europe,
through the economic circuits of Macao and Marseille, might allow us to
better understand the connections and global encounters in between far-
flung regions. During the early modern period, mainly in the eighteenth
century, markets tended to be integrated on a global scale, and the analysis
of such connections at a regional level might allow us to identify possible
divergences and/or convergences. (p. 149)
Thirdly, global synthesis and dynamics follow by combining empirical
archival works connects global encounters and global process of economic
development:
The empirical grounding we can gain by cross-referencing European and
Chinese sources might help to illuminate the global process of economic
development between a specific territory of China, with the case study of
Macao, and its European counterpart, Marseille. Therefore, such specific
analysis is based on a jeux d’échelles [game of scales], from a micro perspec-
tive, by analyzing trade networks, to a macro perspective, by taking global
markets and goods as the main axis of comparison. (p. 150)
These layers of analytical framework and synthesis of global history
through the southern maritime channel between Marseille, Macao, and
Manilla is the most important contribution to our global history studies.
Global History Studies and China
Scholars in the world now are endeavoring to locate China under global
perspective and Professor Manuel Perez-Garcia accomplished unprece-
dented insightful historical work and presented one of the historical and
theoretical response to the question by characterizing China in compar-
ison with Qing China under historical continuity and comparison with
contemporary China by putting Spanish empire for the global comparison
with Qing empire.
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Professor Manuel Perez-Garcia in his basic scheme and idea for this
book, questioned a historical issue on China from the global history with
“Chinese characteristics”:
The analysis of modern economic growth, the great divergence debate,
and the use of macro-economic aggregates such as gross domestic product
(GDP) are the main factors that have fuelled the interest for global
history among Chinese academic circles. Within this big polychromic
canvas, mixing history, politics, economics, and the sociocultural diver-
sity inherent in China, there appears to be what might be called global
history with “Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色]. In this
sense, the main question that emerges is: Can global history be really
implemented and institutionalized within such neonational and patriotic
policies which certainly involves academic ecosystems and the university
environment? Such a rigid bureaucratic and administrative system diverges
sharply from a meritocratic system based on the modernization of academic
life that includes three pillars to implement internationalization: mobility,
diversity, and scientific excellence. The result is an accommodation within
a new national rhetoric in which the uniqueness of China’s history, civi-
lization, and culture represents the consolidation of a new political system
and history based on these characteristics. These are presented as unique
features of the country. (pp. 2–3)
The answer on globalization is neither unification of the world nor
generalization of the globe. Globalization in his analysis is that the world
is a common globally layered and connected time and space for demon-
strating respective characteristics under reflection between history and
contemporary each other.
Further Agenda for Global Studies
Finally, I will add one issue of global studies viewed from the future
on the natural environmental issue which is inevitable for global study
and for human society. Cyclic and counter-cyclic relation between human
society and natural environment are becoming interwoven more closely.
As a result, globalization created stronger influence and consciousness of
natural environment into human societies and requires new level of global
knowledge and identity on the cyclic relationship between human societies
and natural environment.
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From this point of view on globalization as a discipline, global studies
will include research on climate, maritime studies, meteorology, health,
disease, and natural disaster together with investigation about reactions
of human societies to the ongoing change of natural environment.
The detailed historical accomplishment of this volume by Professor
Manuel Perez-Garcia contributed magnificent foundation on questions:
what is global history?, how to trace back and summarize history of global
history studies?, and how to create and discuss synthesized global history?




This monograph presents some preliminary results of the research and
academic work of the ongoing GECEM Project (Global Encounters
between China and Europe: Trade Networks, Consumption and Cultural
Exchanges in Macau and Marseille, 1680–1840 www.gecem.eu). It is
the product of my research and reflection upon imperial China and
its relations with Europe from the early modern period until today. I
wish to acknowledge the financial support of the European Research
Council (ERC)-Starting Grant, under the European Union’s Horizon
2020 Research and Innovation Programme.1 Without the funding and
support of the ERC this book would not have been possible.
International conferences, seminars, workshops, academic forums, and
visiting professorships to which I have been invited over the last four
years since the GECEM Project initiated its activities have contributed
1This research has been sponsored and financially supported by GECEM Project
(Global Encounters between China and Europe: Trade Networks, Consumption and Cultural
Exchanges in Macau and Marseille, 1680–1840) hosted by the Pablo de Olavide Univer-
sity (UPO) of Seville (Spain). The GECEM Project is funded by the ERC (European
Research Council) Starting-Grant, ref. 679371, under the European Union’s Horizon
2020 Research and Innovation Programme, www.gecem.eu. The P.I. (Principal Investi-
gator) is Professor Manuel Perez-Garcia (Distinguished Researcher at UPO). This work
was supported by the H2020 European Research Council. This research has also been




to developing and enhancing this volume. Many fruitful conversations
with academics during my invitations and stays in Beijing, Canton, Taipei,
Tokyo, Boston, Vancouver, Cambridge, Oxford, Lisbon, Paris, Mexico
City, Guadalajara, San Jose in Costa Rica, Seville, and Murcia, and of
course in Shanghai, have contributed to enriching the book’s ideas and
drafting of arguments.
I am truly honoured and grateful for the academic collaboration and
support of my colleague and friend Professor Lucio de Sousa (Tokyo
University of Foreign Studies). After I arrived in China in 2011, we both
embarked upon the project of creating an academic network of global
historians and specialists in East Asia. This network crystallized in the
workshop on global history and East Asian studies we both organized
in Beijing at Tsinghua University in the spring of 2012. Thereafter, the
Global History Network in China (GHN) www.globalhistorynetwork.com
has formed an excellent space for academic exchange of ideas and collab-
oration that has materialized in annual workshops, publications, and in
obtaining research funding in China, Japan, and Europe.
The GHN has opened new venues to promote academic debate,
knowledge, and ideas with the aim of improving our knowledge of East
Asian (mainly China) history and cultural exchanges between China and
the Western world. Understanding historical relations between China and
Europe in the past helps us to realize how current international relations
(political and economic ties) between Europe and China are taking shape,
and how future relations might evolve. Thus, new global history research
takes on a special vigour in which the renewal of the field indisputably
passes through the implementation of new case studies. Economic devel-
opment and modernization of Asia, Europe, the Americas, and African
sub-continental areas and comparisons among polities need to be re-
evaluated and analysed by decentralizing the scope of research beyond
the conventional divide of core-periphery economic zones.
The academic activities and projects organized by GHN members and
collaborators have contributed in shaping the ideas and main core of
my research. I obtained my current European Research Council (ERC)-
Starting Grant in the fall of 2015, and the publication of this book by
Palgrave Macmillan shows preliminary results of the research under the
ERC grant.
I have to express my gratitude to academic institutions and partners
of the GECEM and GHN such as Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Pablo
de Olavide University, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, the Beijing
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“Perez-Garcia’s book exemplifies his ambition and investment of real time
acquiring the languages and intellectual credentials required to write a
truly impressive foundational text for a series of books in global history
revealing the heuristic insights obtainable from reciprocal comparisons.”
—Patrick Karl O’Brien, FBA, Visiting Professor of Economic History at
LSE and former fellow of St. Antony’s College, UK
“Manuel Perez-Garcia’s book, Global History with Chinese Character-
istics, outlines a truly ‘global’ history of the development of the early
modern trade networks linking China and Europe. This is a work that
neither follows the heavy-handed ‘One Belt One Road’ school of world
history emanating from China nor the need to explain China’s lack
of an industrial revolution that dominates Western analysis. Instead, it
unfolds a global history through more localized research of market inte-
gration between Asia and Europe in the movement of goods, people,
and silver. By not only focusing on the circulation of global goods
and trade networks that established transnational communities in places
like Marseille, Macao, and Manila, but also how that exchange created
a new global consumerism of changed tastes and new habits, Perez-
Garcia refocuses our attention on the unofficial links between China
and Europe that were the foundation of the pre-modern economy.
Conducting global history from the ground up reveals how merchants
and merchant networks were the engines of both economic development
xxi
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and new consumer tastes. This is an important work that will provide a
framework for future research in global history and urban development.”
—James Cook, Associate Director, Asian Studies Center, University of
Pittsburgh, USA
“In a world where global has become the synonym of all that is modern
and up-to-date, this trend has not left history and academia out of its
influence. Global History with Chinese Characteristics. Autocratic States
along the Silk Road in the Decline of the Spanish and Qing Empire 1680-
1796 is one of the finest works of its kind. Dr. Manuel Perez Garcia,
one of the leading historians in the field, confronts the existing narra-
tives of global history and pursues the creation of a systematized guide-
line on methodology and approaches to various readers, academic and
even casual. This masterpiece shows the light at the end of the tunnel
for historians who seem to believe that a new age of global history is
approaching.”
—Liu Shiyung, Adjunct Professor, Asian Studies Center, University of
Pittsburgh, USA, and Distinguished Professor, School of Humanities,
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China
“Manuel Perez-Garcia challenges (a) 2013 ‘New Silk Road’ politics and
(b) Chinese academics (including Marxists), both promoters of historical
narratives centered upon narrow concepts of cultural unity. Despite world-
wide challenges to (and replacement of) traditional nation-state histories
by polycentric global histories today, Chinese scholars typically view global
history as a ‘Western’ threat to Chinese culture. Perez-Garcia argues,
on the contrary, that Chinese history must be viewed in global context
and that Sinocentrism is no improvement over Eurocentrism. His theo-
retical/methodological framework is used to construct a new case study
that compares economic axes of Macao-Canton vis-à-vis Marseille-Seville,
both micro-scale areas beyond the dominion of mercantilist and autocratic
states of Qing China and Bourbon Spain. Perez-Garcia analyzes the state
capacity of Qing China via a new ‘power paradox theory’ and ‘supremacy
dilemma,’ which demonstrates that state interventionism entails weak
governance. Empirical information gleaned from trade records, probate-
inventories, local gazetteers, imperial edicts, and manuscripts are entered
into a huge database (an alternative to abstract and misleading macroe-
conomic constructions, such as GDP estimates). Based upon considerable
first-hand experience at Chinese and European universities, Perez-Garcia
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reveals a database path forward for global histories while acknowledging
unique Chinese characteristics.”
—Dennis O. Flynn, Emeritus Professor, University of the Pacific, USA
“This is a refreshing new study on global history with ‘Chinese charac-
teristics,’ in which the author argues that the present regime in China
has created an all-encompassing ‘New Silk Road’ template that dictates
how Chinese scholars rewrite their global past and political leaders frame
economic strategies. In this well-researched book, richly illustrated with
maps, grafts and tables, the author has a keen eye for pointing out crit-
ical issues and raising important questions concerning China’s past and
present global economic policies. While not everyone will agree with
his conclusions about the Great Divergence, Oriental despotism, and the
viability of China’s 18th century Age of Prosperity, the questions he raises
will undoubtedly stimulate further debates on these important topics. The
book is well worth the read.”
—Robert J. Antony, Professor, School of History and Culture, Shandong
University, China
“Another new approach to global history has been born here. The
uniqueness of this book is that it is an analysis of Chinese socio-economic
history combined with a perspective on Chinese political philosophy. A
comparison of Chinese socioeconomic development with that of Europe,
including a vision on mutual influence after the Great Divergence, makes
us think about how the complex world system can grow in the same
period with elements in common or in different ways. Readers will find
this book very helpful when they try to understand China’s current
strategy in the international environment.”
—Mihoko Oka, Associate Professor, Historiographical Institute, The
University of Tokyo, Japan
“Global History with Chinese Characteristics challenges the last twenty
years over the great divergence debate. By presenting a micro-history
case study of how merchant networks interlocking Macau and Marseille,
Manuel Perez-Garcia advances a holistic understanding about why flour-
ishing material culture went beyond official control both in Qing dynasty
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and Spanish Empire. Inquiring how bustling non-official trade and trans-
ferred knowledge interwoven with weak state capacity, this book offers a
novel and illuminating study of economic growth in early-global world.”
—Pengsheng Chiu, Distinguished Professor, School of Humanities,
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China
“Manuel, a Spanish academic who completed his PhD in Italy but spent
the last decade as a full time academic in China, has written a remarkable
and unique book in Global History. While much of the global history
written in the West aims at correcting Eurocentric bias, Manuel’s book
also elaborates and debunks the myth of Sino-centrism in the Chinese
historiography. Through a careful archival based study of the trading
networks of Macao and Marseilles in the early modern era, the book offers
an intimate and balanced portrayal of global history linking the world with
the local, the macro with the micro. All in all, a stimulating read.”
—Debin Ma, Professor, Hitotsubashi University, Japan
“Exploiting a large mass of original documents: account books, commer-
cial correspondence, Perez-Garcia’s highly scholarly volume revisits the
question of the great divergence between China and Europe by insisting
on the role of institutions and the weak capacity of the imperial admin-
istration. It draws our attention to the role of local actors, their practices
and the constraints within which they operate. Focusing on exchanges
between Macao and Marseille, the book magistrally delineates the role
of trading networks struggling with bureaucratic empires and offers
a sophisticated account of the socio-economic stakes in late imperial
China.”
—François Gipouloux, Emeritus Research Director, National Centre for
Scientific Research, France
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction: The Implementation of the New
Global History in China
Global History with Chinese Characteristics is the result of reflection and
observation upon the meaning of global history in China during the last
decade, where historians have made big efforts in redefining old and new
narratives. The implicit intellectual exercise to link the theoretical frame-
work with empirical work, however, stands out as a major challenge to
implementing and putting global history into practice. Although global
historians should take their own experience and consider the research
landscape as a point of departure to reflect on global history, the use of
new historical sources and case studies is unfortunately missing. Recent
works have constantly focused on theories and interpretations rather than
refining and applying global history to case studies based on new historical
evidence (Olstein 2015; Conrad 2016; Belich et al. 2016; Drayton and
Motadel 2018; Beckert and Sachsenmaier 2018). Seeking new approaches
to reinvigorate the field thus transforms history itself from an archaic
discipline to an extremely lively one. That is certainly the case with China
from imperial times until the present day.
Inevitably the past, present, and future affairs of China and the West
intertwine when the historian attempts to study the development of
the Asian giant through a global lens. International relations, foreign
languages, theory and methods in history, sinology, among other fields, all
represent the main composition of the interdisciplinary focus when global
history is applied to China. Accordingly, it is relevant to pay attention to
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the key role played by rising economies in global affairs and socio-political
transformations and economic growth, with special emphasis on the East
Asian region. Within this context, China currently attempts to exert a
political and economic supremacy in global affairs. The historian progres-
sively realizes that the use and abuse of history in China by intellectual
and political oligarchies becomes a powerful weapon to legitimize and
redefine the new political situation of China.
From the past until the present day, the acknowledgement of a long-
lasting and unique civilization serves to legitimize the political direction
and the nation’s aims. Neo-Confucian policies, implemented by the
government, attempt to reorganize all aspects of life and society. In a very
pragmatic way, individual and social directions are put in order and reori-
ented. The conjugation of domestic and international affairs in a still very
interventionist, autocratic, and bureaucratic political system, on one side,
and a compulsive market economy, on the other side, has given shape to
a socio-economic, cultural, and political structure with special features.
This type of polymorphic, non-linear system that governs a very diverse
and vast country and geography tends to engage internationally without
losing its real patriotic and national face.
The directions of the new global era and how to accommodate global
challenges with domestic affairs constitute the real challenge in China.
This has permeated throughout scholarly debates on how global history
should be written, interpreted, and empirically implemented. Rather than
decentralizing the world through its polymorphic nodes and polycen-
tric spaces (Frank 1998; Duchesne 2001; Perez-Garcia 2018), there is a
constant revival of Eurocentric (Anglocentric) exceptionalism and a turn
to a Sinocentric history (Yu 2006; Wu 2009; Darwin 2013; Perez-Garcia
2014). That is why in recent years global history has emerged as both
popular and as an outstanding political tool within Chinese academia.
The analysis of modern economic growth, the great divergence debate,
and the use of macro-economic aggregates such as gross domestic product
(GDP) are the main factors that have fuelled the interest for global history
among Chinese academic circles.
Within this big polychromic canvas, mixing history, politics,
economics, and the socio-cultural diversity inherent in China, there
appears to be what might be called global history with “Chinese charac-
teristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色]. In this sense, the main question that
emerges is: Can global history be really implemented and institutionalized
within such neo-national and patriotic policies which certainly involves
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academic ecosystems and the university environment? Such a rigid bureau-
cratic and administrative system diverges sharply from a meritocratic
system based on the modernization of academic life that includes three
pillars to implement internationalization: mobility, diversity, and scien-
tific excellence. The result is an accommodation within a new national
rhetoric in which the uniqueness of China’s history, civilization, and
culture represents the consolidation of a new political system and history
based on these characteristics. These are presented as unique features of
the country. The following chapter explores the origins and development
of “Chinese characteristics” in detail.
China’s strategic policy named “The New Silk Road” [zh̄ongguó x̄ın
s̄ıchóu zh̄ı lù 中国新丝绸之路] or “One Belt, One Road” [ȳıdài ȳılù 一带
一路] has political, social, economic, historical, and cultural implications
(Wang 2010; Li 2010; Liu 2010; Antony and Schottenhammer 2017).
Within Chinese academic circles, this policy demonstrates the exception-
ality and long-lasting values of Chinese civilization. History in China has
strong political connotations, and one of the objectives of the “Silk Road”
policy is to renew the cultural exchanges and encounters between the
West and China.
The early origins of such encounters took place after trade routes were
established during the Han dynasty (206 BC–220 AD) when trading
posts emerged from Xi’an to the eastern Mediterranean by crossing the
Middle East regions. However, Ferdinand von Richthofen, a German
geographer, traveller, and scientist, was the one who coined the concept
of “Silk Road” or “Silk Route(s)” [Seidenstraße and Seidenstraßen] (von
Richthofen 1877). This term is, therefore, a modern concept, a product
of the nineteenth century; a period of reconstruction of historical myths
that aimed to build and develop the modern nation-states. Contempo-
raries of the Han dynasty and subsequent dynasties never used the term
“Silk Road,” it was just simply a modern invention (Chin 2013). As
Craig Benjamin has documented for the early period he studies from 100
BCE-250 CE in empires of ancient Eurasia, as well as in my own case
as I have never found any evidence in Ming or Qing dynasty historical
sources, “the Silk Roads have no basis in historical reality or records”
(Benjamin 2018: 6).
The so-called “Chinese characteristics,” a term to distinguish the polit-
ical system of the country with the rest of the world, aims to present a
different type of socialism opposed to Western countries. This term was
coined by Mao Zedong, later by Deng Xiaoping, and today reused by Xi
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Jinping. By knowing the importance of the new landscape in global affairs
and international relations, Xi Jinping launched “The New Silk Road”
policy in 2013. It is an international-orientated strategy, but with a strong
national emphasis. The aim is to keep the vast geography and provinces of
China unified, to strengthen regional socio-economic and political power,
as well as promoting cultural supremacy.
Today in China the role of global history is to develop a new national
narrative to foster the unification of the country through a shared
common past of more than fifty ethnic minorities. Thus, this book intends
to deconstruct such new nationalism and global history with “Chinese
characteristics” by introducing new comparisons across the diverse geog-
raphy of China, as well as making some comparisons and engagements
with western regions during the Qing period.
In this sense, it is pertinent to explore the academic ecosystems of
faculty life in which we really can see the implementation of global history.
Global history should be considered as an approach to analysing socio-
economic, cultural, and political dynamics of change over centuries, as
well as potential similarities and disparities between the West and the East.
Global history in its nature implies institutional frames of internationaliza-
tion and scholarly diversity. The implementation and institutionalization
of such frames is the responsibility of departments, faculties, and univer-
sities. Certainly, in this sense, a very relevant question is how successful
are other countries, outside of China, in implementing global history into
the humanities and social sciences?
Likely we might find the same answer as in China, but with a different
context. It is important to mention the implementation of global history
in Latin American countries, other Asian regions (i.e. the case of the
Philippines, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, Thailand, among
others), Latin Europe and Northern Europe, or even core countries of
Europe such as Germany or France. It can be observed in those cases,
mainly in countries with a profound colonial past, and in those recently
founded as independent nations, that global history confronts and goes
against the new national rhetoric and narratives which serve to culturally
present a unique national history based on past civilization. We might
probably find similarities with the case of China that is presented in this
book. In this sense, global history undermines and even places patriotic
narratives and national history(ies) under deep criticism.
Ethno-nationalism (Adelman 2017) that represents the rise of patrio-
tism, populism, and anti-global movements is very present in neo-national
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narratives of countries that currently rewrite their history with the aim of
projecting a new identity and image of the country. Xi Jinping at the
beginning of his mandate coined the term “Chinese dream” [zh̄ongguó
mèng 中国梦], which is an obvious reference to the so-called Amer-
ican dream, claiming for the unification and glory of the nation. In
such rhetorical discourse, the history of China and the construction
of new narratives play an essential role. Thus, global narratives chal-
lenge national history(ies), and the history of nation-states that were
constructed in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The collapse of
the Soviet Union represented the creation of a new global order. Supra-
national trade agreements such as the European Economic Area (EEA)
that was established in 1992, the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) that came into force in 1994, the World Trade Organization
(WTO), officially inaugurated in 1994, the South American trade bloc
(MERCOSUR) established between 1991 and 1994, and the Associa-
tion of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), among others, foster the free
movement of people and economic capital. Such supra-national institu-
tions created worldwide and across continents attempted to meld political
and national interests of the region in which they were created within a
global economic agenda.
China joined the WTO in 2001 and launched policies to engage with
the new global order. Within this political context, globalization rose with
great energy and global history started to play an essential role in the
new narratives, re-definition, and identity of nations. Books on global
history, mainly by the California School authors, started to be trans-
lated into Chinese and soon bestsellers become very popular with the
Chinese public. We can first discern this trend by looking at the monu-
mental multi-volume work of Joseph Needham’s Science and Civilisation
(Needham 2004).
Needham was especially considered as a “friend by [the] Chinese audi-
ence” (Mackerras 2018). This is mainly explained by his encyclopaedic
presentation of the scientific discoveries in China and the technological
development of Chinese civilization which reached its peak in the Song
dynasty. This was very well received by the Chinese public as a unique
contribution, making him something of an exception since in academic
and non-academic circles a Westerner is not seen as legitimate to do,
write, and interpret China’s history.
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Following other bestsellers, we should obviously include Kenneth
Pomeranz’s The Great Divergence (2000) and Thomas Piketty’s Capital
in the Twenty-First Century (2014). The interpretations, and most impor-
tantly the translations from English to Chinese, largely mislead the
original concept, topic, and context in which these books were written.
We should note that today in China not many academics can read English,
and also that Western books and translations go through censorship
screening of what is considered to be politically correct.
These three translated books reinforced the uniqueness and value
of Chinese history, modern development, and economic growth to
the Chinese public. Scientific discoveries since Tang (618–907) and
Song (960–1279) dynasties (gunpowder, compass, nautical devices, etc.)
presented by Needham’s work; the levels of standard of living of some
Chinese regions such as the Jiangnan area or lower Yangtze Delta that
were equal or higher than other European regions (i.e. Great Britain
or Netherlands) in Pomeranz’s Great Divergence argument; and Piket-
ty’s Capital presenting the growth of China’s GDP as an indicator for
the hegemonic role of the Middle Kingdom in the new world order, all
presented a set of variables to understand China’s economic development.
Scientific developments, uniqueness of history and culture, standards
of living, economic growth, as well as the global hegemonic role are the
fundamental features for the cohesion of China’s historical and cultural
identity in the twenty-first century. This new national history and revision
of Chinese history is fundamental to the patriotic eyes of the People’s
Republic of China (PRC), and how this history and identity is portrayed
in the society.
Here is when such national narratives attempt to hush the voices of
new histories, global and transnational history(ies), which challenge the
official and patriotic version of history created by the establishment. The
history of the global starts by reducing the geographic scales of compar-
isons in national and regional units (Subrahmanyam 1997; Gruzinski
2001). The meta-narrative is coherently developed when applying such
jeux d’échelles [playing with scales] (Revel 1996; Levi 1991) going
from a micro to macro perspective (Brewer 2010; de Vries 2019) and
cross-referencing historical sources of diverse nature and origin. The
aim, therefore, is to create a better approach to understanding the
complexity of socio-economic and political structures in the formation
and modernization of nation-states.
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The composite of transnationality generates resistances in legitimizing
national and patriotic histories. This is very present in the development
of modern nation-states and the multi-ethnic value of communities, resi-
dents, aboriginals, language, and consumer goods. Such process was
initiated in the early years of the nineteenth century (Osterhammel 2014),
as well as in present times with the new wave of rejuvenation of national
history. The ambiguity of political discourses, as well as the identities
of inhabitants such as those of the different provinces of China, or of
European and American regions, etc., makes that current neo-national
(populist) programmes fail in presenting a coherent social frame of unifi-
cation, in which the identity and solidarity of the people marches under
one flag.
For the case of China this has resulted in anxieties, resistances, and a
discourse of victimization through the concept of “Chinese,” the meaning
of being “Chinese,” and who is legitimized to deal with Chinese history.
Since the second half of the twentieth century, and more precisely during
the Cultural Revolution, Mainland China’s scholars are presented as only
those responsible to write and rewrite Chinese history and its long-lasting
civilization.
Theories, methods, and narratives outside the realm of this orthodoxy
and school are portrayed as Western contamination. The aim is to keep
the core of Asian values through neo-Confucian policies in which society
should respect the political order, the social hierarchy, and the willingness
of the community, through the motto of letting the other do and rule,
to respect the actions of one’s superiors.1 This is directly expressed in the
hierarchical Confucian system of society respecting superiors (Tu 1998:
128; Chan 2004) from “king to subject, father to son, husband to wife”
[jūn wéi chén gang, fù wéi zı̌ gang, fū wéi q̄ı gang 君为臣纲, 父为子纲,
夫为妻纲]. This illuminates East Asian values through Confucian author-
itarianism embedded in the autocratic state and governing forms of the
emperor and officials across dynasties.
In a recent essay about what constitutes global history, Jeremy
Adelman precisely mentions the domination by national narratives when
practising and implementing global history: “until very recently, the
1See also Benedict Anderson’s (2001: 1283) comment on the importance and power
of the language, cultural values, and identities of what is the meaning of “Chinese,”
mainlander, and East Asian identities.
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practice of modern history centred on, and was dominated by, the nation-
state. Most history was the history of the nation.” (2017) This conclusion
goes hand-in-hand with what Benedict Anderson has told us about the
construction of “imagined communities” and build-up of fictional history
with the aim to glorify the past, legitimize the present, and imagine the
future of modern nation-states. Adelman’s statement that “every nation
cherishes its national history, and every country has a cadre of flame-
keepers” (2017) seems a pertinent quote to support the argument that
fictional histories are deeply kept in the public psyche.
Adelman’s observation might help us to understand the concept of
global history with Chinese characteristics. He points out that “After years
of falling enrolments, declining majors and a dispiriting job market, many
saw ‘global history’ as an elixir” (Adelman 2017). In other words, some
turned to global history as a means of producing a national narrative that
could rejuvenate the history of the nation (Bell 2014). This can be applied
not only to China, but to any nation that uses its “imagined” history to
legitimize its political project and create a discourse of “victimization”
against invading nations or searching for “invisible” enemies to validate
national narratives. Latin American nations provide an example of this as
they have constantly used the myth of the “black legend” (Keen 1969;
Kamen 2003; Paquette 2019, 2020) about the Spanish empire as the
main cause of their past, present, and even future problems.
However, the “Columbian exchange” (Crosby 1972), and the causes
of disparity, was more complex due to biological socio-economic and
cultural factors. Political speeches by the president of Venezuela, Maduro,
or of Mexico, Lopez Obrador, who have claimed for an official state-
ment to the king of Spain and the Spanish government asking for
forgiveness to the Mexican and Venezuelan people for the “atrocities
caused by the Spanish empire and conquistadores,” is an example of
the constant creation of national and “imagined” histories (BBC News
Mundo 2019). Likewise the pernicious and resentful “Ley de Memoria
Historica” [Historical Memory Law] issued in 2007 by the Government
of Spain puts itself forward an “official” history and purports to be taken
as representing a mainstream consensus. Presumably, this effort seeks
to shape collective memory and even control the limits of what can be
thought, written, and believed about the past. In 2019 stories appeared
in the media arguing that teaching the history of Hernán Cortés or even
attempting to analyse the period of Cortés’ arrival is an insult according to
some Latin American circles. The writing and interpretation of history, or
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more precisely the official history, seems to change at the will of presidents
and governments. Historians are coerced to follow the mainstream and
rarely global history in regions of Latin America, Asia, and even Europe,
step outside the official canons.
Although the real institutionalization of global history, curricula devel-
opment, and research centres under such political frameworks appears
utopian, in China the funding of research centres under the “New Silk
Road” (or “One Belt, One Road”) aims to showcase the uniqueness
of Chinese history and civilization and its connections with the West.
Presenting this “new China global history” with strong national charac-
teristics, also applicable in the case of Latin American nations or nation-X
in Adelman’s words (2006, 2017), as I have already mentioned, is a
contradiction in terms.
Global history is an approach that looks for connections through
comparisons (O’Brien 2006) from macro to micro scales presenting diver-
gences and/or convergences across spaces. In the following chapters I will
develop this idea on how to implement global history through compar-
isons and reduction of scale through local case studies. As Jürgen Kocka
and Heinz-Gerhard Haupt (Haupt and Kocka 2009) have stated, the
implementation of global history is a very demanding task both method-
ologically and empirically. Without institutional support at the university,
faculty, and department levels, then such a task requires constant training
of students in foreign languages, history, methods, and theory to deal
with a diverse array of sources in several languages, with the likelihood
that any attempt to empirically implement global history will fail. Within
a strong interdisciplinary package in which the historian can command
several languages and apply a toolset of diverse fields such as history,
economics, social sciences, digital humanities, among others, it is possible
however to minimize the bias in any attempt to implement global history.
There is a very selective process in any historical narrative; what
is included and excluded is based on random choices by the histo-
rian (Adelman 2017). Such segregation and bias are constantly repeated
when historians research the origins of globalization (O’Rourke and
Williamson 2004; de Zwart and van Zanden 2019), mass consumer soci-
eties, or modern economic growth. The focus on the British empire
and England’s economic boom during the first industrial revolution
has further blurred the global (historical) analysis through Eurocentric
(Anglocentric) perspectives (McKendrick 1982; Brewer 2004; Berg 2005;
Humphries 2016). The so-called great divide (Toynbee 1934; McNeill
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1963, 1990; Huntington 1996) continued this trend by only approaching
global history within the study of the British world, the so-called
British exceptionalism (Duchesne 2011; Vries 2015; Berg 2019), and its
colonies. The same interpretative model can be seen with other Euro-
pean empires. Therefore, the difficulty in implementing global history
is not only caused by institutional constraints in research institutions and
universities, but also within the historians’ provincialism “who continue to
look inwards instead of acknowledging the importance of global history”
(Adelman 2017).
The inherent components for institutional reforms that accompanied
academic internationalization, which are more than necessary for really
implementing core research and teaching global history, are defined by
non-linear models of scientific innovation. Such models are character-
ized by the interdisciplinary scope by which clusters and networks for
advancing new education policies are connected to open science and inno-
vation itself. This intrinsic toolset for the implementation of global history
can present scientific results in a coherent, transparent, and accessible
form for academic audiences and the public in general.
This model of open science to the world certainly might contribute to
solving current socio-economic and cultural problems derived from the
financial crisis of 2008 and the political aftershock in Western democra-
cies. Nevertheless, it would be a bit naïve from my side to believe that
such model is in real terms taking place in academic life. What can be
defined as “academic ecosystems” in research institutions and universi-
ties, mainly for the case study of this book, global history in China or
in nation-X, are deeply rooted in the above-mentioned provincialism and
local teleological scope of the historian. Undoubtedly, it is a very valid
model, and we should pursue its implementation, but there is still a long
way to go due to resistance not only in China, but in Western areas as
well.
Global History with Chinese Characteristics analyses global history in
China, as well as in connected histories with other spaces (the Americas
and Europe), by separating politics and ideological bias from academic
work. By doing so I present a brief literature review on how global
history is being implemented and perceived in China, and how it has been
conceived theoretically and methodologically in academic circles. With
the limitations in global history research outlined, I next introduce the
theoretical and methodological framework behind a new case study that
compares in a specific region/locality of south China (the economic axis
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Macao-Canton) and Europe (the economic axis Marseille-Seville), trade
networks and transformations in consumer behaviour mainly during the
eighteenth century.2 Within such a micro-scale, new insights and clues on
the micro-foundations of the great divergence by cross-referencing new
empirical evidence from Chinese and European historical archives might
be found.
Macao and Marseille serve as units of comparisons and linchpins
of both Mediterranean and south China markets to understand how
social actors (mainly traders) interfered with mercantilist rules and
stiff economic interventionism of autocratic rulers such as eighteenth-
century Spanish monarchs and Qing dynasty emperors. The correla-
tion of Marseille and Macanese merchants as agents and mediators in
local economies and trade affairs in south China (by extension in the
Pacific area) and the western Mediterranean contributed to define a new
economic scenario in which the languishing Spanish and Qing empires
did not have a predominant position. And more intriguingly, this poses
the question how were these spaces connected to the so-called imaginary
Silk Road?
Through such comparison, mainly in the exercise of political power
and state capacity of the two empires, we might find, as Pomeranz said,
but through a different angle, “surprising resemblances” and intriguing
“global conjunctures” (Pomeranz 2000: 4). Using and cross-referencing
both Western and Eastern sources, or at least asking questions of the
sources within a different approach, might help to unveil such “global
conjunctures” which took place in local socio-economic and cultural
interactions. The agency of traders, artisans, missionaries, intellectuals,
and travellers fostered such contacts creating a network of transnational
alliances, in many cases through unofficial institutions and various forms
of trade and partnerships, with native and foreign communities.
Macao and Marseille, as main hubs for the circulation of goods, capital,
and people from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, were closely
connected with the Spanish and Qing empires. After the Succession War
and the triumph of the French Bourbon dynasty, a massive number of
migrants who worked as artisans and merchants (retailers, peddlers, and
2For a better understanding of socio-economic and cultural processes of trans-localism
and global history connected to micro-historical phenomena from the perspective of social
agents, family groups, and goods, see Trivellato (2011) and de Vito and Gerritsen (2017).
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wholesalers), from southern regions of France, mainly Marseille, estab-
lished their economic activities along the Spanish Mediterranean coast in
Alicante, Cartagena, Cadiz, and Seville as main port cities.
The progressive global demand of overseas goods from Asia, such as
silks, porcelains, tea, or household furniture from China, or cottons (cali-
coes and mousselines) from India, made the Spanish economy extremely
dependent upon foreign trade. French merchants were the key social
agents in fostering such demand creating a new market in Spanish
localities and villages, and ultimately changing consumers’ choices. The
attempts of Spanish monarchs throughout the eighteenth century to ban
the introduction of goods from China and find “import-substitutes”
clearly failed. Marseille was the business place, the new economic
dominion in the Mediterranean market during the eighteenth century,
interfering in the economic development of Spain.
Macao exerted the same role in the economic affairs of the Qing
administration, similar to what the Spanish empire did (though it was
a colony of the Portuguese Crown), by bypassing the regulations and
supervision of Qing officials, by becoming the central place for the drain
of American silver, and by corrupting local government in areas of the
Guangdong and Fujian provinces. Such illegal systems and smuggling
activities had branches and extensions in the Philippines. The Manila
galleons, officially under control of the Spanish empire, was in fact
the main channel of unofficial institutions, families, and trade networks
from diverse origins, mainly French, Armenian, Macanese, Cantonese,
Fujianese, and southeast Asia communities, and other European social
actors.
These transnational networks and trade agents were the de facto rulers
of the galleons and the decision makers of trade governance in the South
China Sea. The analysis of the diffused community of the sangleyes ,
Chinese traders from south China regions who were allowed to trade
with the Spanish empire in Manila, is paramount to understanding the
unregulated trade and informal rules in the South China Sea.3 This of
3The study of the sangleyes has been partially undertaken by scholars, only referring to
the episodes of the daily life of this community in the parian (neighbourhood where they
lived) of Manila, the massacre of sangleyes and their integration with local communities,
and limited studies on their trade activities (Ng 1990; Blussé 1991; Ollé 2005; Ruiz-
Stovel 2009). Other chronicles of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century should
also be mentioned. See: Biblioteca Nacional de España (hereafter BNE), de Morga, A.,
Sucesos de las islas Filipinas, México: Casa de Geronymo Balli 1609.
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course had in the long term a strong negative effect on the Spanish
empire’s economy during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as most
economic resources reverted into the hands of individuals, groups, and
companies acting in the Pacific region. The Spanish empire failed to create
efficient institutions to manage such a long-distance trade, to implement
policies, and to manage economic resources in the Philippines in order to
control the trade from south China.
The concept of the purity of blood is also important to understanding
such transnational alliances among traders settled in Macao and how they
developed business partnerships in Canton and Manila. Many of these
traders arrived in Macao during the period of the Union of Crowns in
the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. They had Jewish origins
and were escaping from prosecution by the Inquisition (de Sousa 2015,
2018). Hiding their identities through conversion to Catholicism and
changing their surnames by marrying people of the same social status
or above were their main strategies.
This issue is very important when comprehending how the long-
distance trade of the Spanish empire in the Pacific area and its connections
in Manila and Macao functioned (Souza 1986). The social agents, fami-
lies, and partnerships were articulating business and alliances through
blood, even though the crowns of Portugal and Spain were separated.
The state capacity of the Iberian empires and the performance of insti-
tutions cannot be understood without the role, origin, and socio-cultural
features of the main agents: traders who had mixed backgrounds of Jewish
and Catholic origins.
Thus, Macao and Marseille could be defined as peripheral areas in
southern China and Europe whose main feature was to relocate, and
divert, economic resources of the Qing and Spanish empires. The state-
ment “There is nothing we don’t have that we need from you” made by
Qianlong emperor to the Macartney Embassy, can be challenged through
the case of Macao which shows that there were many things that the
Qing empire (mainly officials, the gentry and business elites from Fujian
and Guangdong provinces) needed from foreign powers and European
empires. Those items were American silver and the progressive demand
for Western goods. Goods of American origins (i.e. chili, potato, sweet
potato, corn), and goods of European origins (i.e. mirrors, clocks, crystal
glasses, liquors or wines, among others) were among those items that
created a new market and demand in China.
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Macao and Marseille stand out as a clear example of eighteenth-
century economic polycentric areas which were beyond the dominion
and centrality of mercantilist and autocratic states of Qing China and
Bourbon Spain, connecting trade and routes ruled by trade networks and
long-distance partnerships (Perez-Garcia 2018). The vicarious consump-
tion theory, which I developed in previous works and I apply to Qing
China in this study, places emphasis on the role of traders creating a
new market where initially the demand for foreign goods was scarce
or null (Perez-Garcia 2013). The introduction of silver and the above-
mentioned Western goods is an example of items that progressively
changed consumers’ choices in China, ultimately creating new local habits
and fashions. This shows the transcultural dimension of the economic
circuits and the international trade hub of Macao integrating Western and
Eastern markets through trans-Pacific and Indian routes of commerce.
Within the historical context presented above, a concrete definition
of space and chronology and referring to scales of comparisons, it is
essential to observe how the local socio-economic and cultural changes
were influenced by global processes of integration. The delimitation of
cross-chronological and geographical sections in temporal sequences of
historical facts or events, which took place in the regions to be compared
(Werner and Zimmermann 2002, 2006; Douki and Minard 2007), are
the main coordinates to implement this case study.
The chronology range from 1680 to 1796 is well-known as the “High
Qing” period [shèng q̄ıng 盛清], in which the scholarship has given credit
to the three emperors Kangxi, Yongzheng, and Qianlong for the devel-
opment of an efficient state, economy, and trade system. Roy Bin Wong,
among other scholars, has presented the Qing state and its institutions
and bureaucracy as well-organized and effective in developing “an infras-
tructural capacity to mobilize and disburse revenues beyond imagination”
(Wong 1997: 132, 2015; Deng 2015). But corruption increased among
officials when, in the late Ming dynasty, the tax system changed from
corvée to silver. And this growing corruption was not corrected by the
Qing state. On the contrary it was accentuated through low salaries
paid to officials, and autarky promoted mainly by the Qianlong emperor
when he implemented the Canton System of trade (1757–1842) [ȳıkǒu
t̄ongshāng 一口通商] (Liang 1999) to control foreign trade in China
within one single port.
This created a dense and uncontrollable network of Qing officials,
Hong merchants, Western trade companies, and the Manila sangleyes as
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mediators between Western contractors and Chinese buyers. Economic
policies were orientated toward merchant initiatives and unofficial institu-
tions. However, the incapacity of the Qing state to control and regulate
this system in the southern provinces is well-known. Also the mercan-
tilist policies of the Spanish empire that created the Real Compañía
de Filipinas , 1785–1834 [Royal Company of the Philippines] (Díaz-
Trechuelo 1965; Martinez-Shaw 2007) at the same time as the Canton
System were both directed to tackle (unsuccessfully) smuggling (Ho
1959; Huang 1974). Both in the mid and long run, these actions had
negative consequences for the Qing and Spanish empires being such dense
bureaucratic systems. In both, an endemic inefficiency of officials drove
their economies to chaos and collapse.
This proves that when advocating for a micro-level approach it is
vital to compare specific geographical units, such as port cities, defined
as strategic geopolitical sites and how the state policies implemented
by Qing China and Bourbon Spain effected trade, the state economy,
and international relations between China and European regions. Macao
and Marseille were the “interlopers,” the “unexpected guests,” as trade
zones interfering in the affairs of the Spanish and Qing empires. The
study of merchant networks that operated in both Pacific and Mediter-
ranean markets is crucial to observing the correlation of state policies in
trade and economic affairs. Macao and Marseille were the nodes of such
complex socio-economic and unregulated systems in western Europe and
the South China Sea. Thus, for an accurate definition of the temporality
it is essential to observe through cross-chronological sections, as bench-
marks, global socio-economic transformations and its impact on the local
economies of these areas.
Such a case study might enrich the debate of the great divergence from
a local basis by analysing differences and/or convergences between East
Asia and Europe within a specific geographical and chronological delin-
eation. Southern China and western Mediterranean Europe were regions
defined as transnational and transcultural due to the foreign communities
that were established. For the case study I present, Macao and Marseille
are also geo-strategical sites in the South China Sea and Mediterranean
Sea, respectively, as their privileged location allowed them to create trade
links with other nearby ports and external areas for international trade and
distribution of commodities. Marseille was the transnational entrepôt that
connected Europe with Asia through Levantine routes (Panzac 2004),
mainly through the trade activities of Aleppo and Armenian merchants
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from New Julfa (Aslanian 2011). Whereas Macao was connected to the
West via the commerce with India and through the Manila-Acapulco
galleons (Boxer 1969; Flynn and Giraldez 1996, 2010). Macao was
bounded to the West through the trans-Pacific area and both maritime
and land silk trade routes of China.
Global history approaches have been emphasized in order to visualize
the progress, form, and method which historians have undertaken when
carrying out ambitious research projects analysing and comparing diverse
geographical and cultural areas of Asia and Europe. In dealing with
comparisons and cross-cultural studies in Europe and Asia, some schol-
arly work remains vague when defining geographical units as well as the
chronology. The result of this research has an application to the present
day for a better understanding of perceptions, discourses, and encoun-
ters between China and Europe by analysing strategic geopolitical sites
as dynamic areas of trade, consumption, and socio-economic networks
between China and Europe through specific localities and regions.
How did foreign trade networks and transnational communities
of Macao and Marseille operate during the eighteenth century and
contribute to somehow transfer respectively European and Chinese socio-
cultural habits and forms into the local population? What was the extent
of these trade networks and where were the channels of redistribution
of European goods in China and Chinese goods in Europe? These are
relevant questions when exploring Sino-European trade relations and
how the transnational dimension of overseas commodities changed tastes
by creating a new type of global consumerism. Such concrete compar-
ison can help to narrow the gap that some researchers have created
when widely analysing differences between Asia and Europe without a
specific geographical and chronological delineation. This book’s origi-
nality is based on the use of Chinese and European sources to compare
the trade system in both areas and changes in consumer behaviour, as well
as establishing connections between the Qing and Spanish empires.
The major peril in such big comparative and cross-cultural studies
is that some ambiguities and vagueness might appear when using vast
geographical units and a longue durée chronology (Sawyer 2015). In some
cases, it is not quite clear if we are talking about Europe, northwestern
Europe, Great Britain, or the Netherlands, for the West (European) side,
and for the East Asian (Chinese), if we are referring to China, the Yangtze
region, or its prefecture areas, when we analyse the economic differences
between both areas during the period of the industrial revolution and
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mid-Qing dynasty. Such large generalities might lead to vague and weak
results as Pomeranz mentioned in his work (Pomeranz 2000).
Probably some works on this topic have exceeded the debate of the
great divergence grounding their arguments on the interpretation of
sources, especially on the Chinese side, mainly guided by sloppy assump-
tions since some data are considered questionable (Prak and van Zanden
2013; O’Brien and Deng 2017; Broadberry et al. 2017; Maddison 2007).
This has misled the analysis about global (economic) differences between
the West and Asian territories, mentioning that the big differences
between both continents appeared after 1800 (O’Rourke and Williamson
2004) as before this date regions of China and India had stronger levels
of economic growth than Europe.
There is still a need for more concrete case studies that can apply such
theoretical frameworks by using specific empirical data in order to observe
the real framework and micro-foundations of the divergence (Zan and
Deng 2017) between the West and East and/or the channels of socio-
economic and cultural transfers through the circulation of people, goods,
and technology. The analysis of such transfers and new cultural forms
might enable us to better understand the early connections and meetings
between the West and China in the period of early globalization.
In Global History with Chinese Characteristics, the main method
presented is to cross-reference and analyse Chinese and European sources
such as trade records, probate-inventories, local gazetteers of China
[zh̄ongguó dìfāng zhì 中国地方志], imperial edits of the First Historical
Archives of China, and manuscripts by Jesuits settled in China, among
others. This analysis has been carried out through a multi-relational
database and social network analysis (Perez-Garcia 2019). Such method
allows quantification of the quantifiable beyond the doubtful GDP data
for early modern East Asian economies. This will give us a better under-
standing of the socio-economic transformation of China, the impact
of Chinese goods in European markets, as well as transnational trade
networks.
Richard Drayton and David Motadel are correct when they state that
“the enterprise of the global will depend on collaboration… more training
in languages, particularly non-western ones… this must be matched by
an acceleration of the digitization of sources” (2018). I would add to
the equation of languages and digitized sources the indispensable need
for new multi-relational databases (beyond the rigidity of Excel tables
or metadata) as a method for cross-referencing sources of diverse nature
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and languages (Perez-Garcia 2019). The equation to implement the new
global history should consider the following variables:
New GlobalHistory = collaboration (academic networks)
+ training in languages (non - western ones)
+ digitized sources (western and eastern archives)
+ digitalmethods (multi - relational databases)
+ cross - referencing primary sources
One of the misunderstandings I wish to clarify concerns the implementa-
tion of global history in European and Chinese academia through a new
case study and use of new historical evidence to re-examine the great
divergence debate from a local basis. In recent years a shift from a Euro-
centric to a new Sinocentric approach has emerged in global economic
history. The California School has contributed to move the analysis
from Eurocentric perspectives to ones that look at global conjunctures.
Other Western scholars have also recognized such errors (Brewer 2005;
Batchelor 2008) by assuming that the pivotal axis of analysis for the study
of global movements, connections, exchange, meetings, and encounters
between the West and the East should not be uniquely focused on the
European powers and their colonies.
However, this has led in turn to a very Sinocentric focus, first
fostered by Chinese scholarship whose particularities on global history
are primarily linked with political issues in a neo-Confucianist attempt to
glorify Chinese history and civilization (Yu 2004; Cheng 2005; Li 2011).
The aim of this perspective is to analyse the economic performance of
Qing China by making backwards projections of GDP, from year 1 CE
to the present day, an economic indicator which does not work well for
early modern China and its diverse provinces and regions.
This will be clarified in Global History with Chinese Characteristics
by providing new empirical evidence from Guangdong (the commer-
cial axis Macao-Canton) and Fujian provinces, as primary places in
China orientated towards international trade. The same will be done
for the western Mediterranean region of Europe through the trade
connected areas of Marseille and Seville-Cadiz. Western Mediterranean
trade zones were integrated with the Pacific and Atlantic market via the
Manila galleons through the route from Manila-Acapulco to Veracruz-
Cadiz-Seville-Marseille, as well as other South American routes. These
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interconnected port cities and trade networks fostered the circulation of
Chinese goods in the Americas and Europe, as well as the circulation of
American and European goods in China.
Within this polycentric and world network system of trade and circu-
lation of goods, it is important to consider social actors, institutions, and
business practices in south China and Europe during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. It is particularly relevant to pay close attention to
business families’ alliances, the commenda contracts as the main financial
form, as well as the strategies, shrines, and places of religious worship
the traders founded in south China and Europe to hide their socio-
economic status and professional identities. The case of Huizhou traders
is paradigmatic when they founded the ancestral halls, or that of the
neo-conversos , Portuguese/Spanish Jews who hid their religious past by
founding Catholic institutions such as capellanias [chapels, churches] to
escape from the Inquisition in Iberian territories and colonies, especially
when they settled down in Macao. Arranged marriages, trade networks
strategies, trust and institutional arrangements through the mediation of
family, lineages, religious and trade organizations, the land tenure system,
and the entailed-states in Spain and Portugal were all a way to secure
economic life, profit, and on occasions extend the social promotion of
the family.
The context of the Union of Crowns [the dynastic union between the
Kingdom of Portugal and the Crown of Spain from 1580 to 1640 under
the Habsburgs] and the post-Union period played a very important role
in the trade between China and Western powers, as the British, French,
and Dutch took advantage of the separation and weakness of Spain and
Portugal in order to take over the lucrative Portuguese oceanic trade of
Chinese goods and slaves.
Analysing this European context, in which a new political and
economic order was established as the Spanish empire declined and the
British empire took over, is essential when considering the chronology
of the great divergence. The changes and mutations of western trade
networks operating in China under this new political context seem
paramount when observing alterations in trade and consumption. The
new dynasty in China, the Qing, was established in 1636 and started
to rule in 1644, the same period where the separation between Spain
and Portugal occurred. This time frame, which brought convulsive socio-
economic and political changes demands further attention, whereby
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conclusions on periodicity, evaluation, and causes of the great divergence
might change.
Providing new micro-level comparisons within regional cases beyond
modern Eurasian polities, as well as mining new historical data in the
archives instead of using macro-aggregates, the unknown or neglected
history, Global History with Chinese Characteristics plans to go beyond
Eurocentric bias through new comparisons and data from Chinese and
European archives, and also from the Americas (Mexico) (O’Rourke and
Williamson 2004; Allen et al. 2011; Cox 2017; Broadberry et al. 2018).
In fact, the study of Chinese economic development and its compar-
isons with European regions does not work well with economic indicators
such as GDP and its backward projections to the early modern period. In
this way, China has been merely contemplated by economic historians as
a modern nation-state for the early modern period. However, we should
not talk about China as a modern nation-state until after the May 4th
Movement of 1919. It should be considered as a Kingdom in which the
Qing dynasty drastically changed its frontiers and borders.
This consideration, which for many sinologists or specialists in China
should be an obvious element, has not been quite present in histor-
ical analysis that deals with comparisons treating China as a large and
homogeneous geographic unit. The Qing expansion to western provinces
and the inefficient bureaucracy and institutions could be the real cause
of Chinese economic decline, as well as the constant attempt by Qing
emperors (mainly Qianlong), a Manchu Dynasty not Han, to legitimize
themselves to govern the Middle Kingdom.
Chinese provincial elites and local trade networks created much
internal instability in the long run. These elites were composed of Shanxi
bankers, Huizhou traders, Hong merchants of Canton, and sangleyes
[Chinese traders of Manila], among some preeminent social actors. The
Qing government made a softer policy to them as a “concession” by
not supervising their activities, reducing taxes, and enabling smuggling
activities. The failure in the negotiation between the central government
of Beijing and local trade elites, mainly from Fujian and Guangdong
provinces, seems a crucial factor for the economic decline of China during
the Qing dynasty.
Scholarship, mainly from Chinese researchers, has blamed the progres-
sive intervention of Western powers (Great Britain, France) for such
decline. However, we should further explore the disruptive political
performance of Qing China, mainly from the eighteenth century onwards
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through non-official institutions and alliances between south China
traders with Western companies, internal shocks, uprisings, rebellions,
among other relevant factors. Due to the diversity of the Qing territory
the government confronted a serious domestic problem: unification vs.
disintegration of the territory.
Global History with Chinese Characteristics examines Chinese historical
sources, which have been scarcely used, and contrasts them with Euro-
pean sources, mainly those from the Archive de la Chambre de Commerce
de Marseille in Marseille, France, and the Archivo General de Indias ,
in Seville, Spain. Trade records, merchant letters, Jesuit manuscripts
and accounts, private correspondence, family accounts, and probate-
inventories, among others, are used in this book. This makes it possible
to compare both Western and Eastern sources in order to give a solid
explanation within a micro-scale perspective of the divergence between
Europe and China, and disruptions in economic affairs and government
institutions through Macao and Marseille as “interlopers” interfering in
the Spanish and Qing empires.
To examine such divergence, it is necessary to look closer at the interac-
tions between European (Portuguese, Spanish, French, or Dutch families
of Macao) and Chinese social groups. Connections and comparisons will
be made as to how European trade networks interacted with Chinese
merchants connecting Macao with coastal networks of China, mainly with
those of Canton, Amoy (Xiamen), and Shanghai, and inner networks
through the lower Yangtze River with Nanjing being one of the main
sites that connected the coast with inner regions for the export of silks to
Western markets.
The empirical basis provided by using such sources will help in under-
standing the global process of economic development between a specific
territory of China, with the case study of Macao, and its European coun-
terpart, Marseille. Therefore, such targeted analysis is based on a jeux
d’échelles, from a micro focus, analysing trade networks, to a macro
perspective, having pivotal axis port cities as global markets for the
circulation of goods.
Finally, this research and its application might contribute to the aware-
ness of historical relations between China and Europe, as well as offering
a better knowledge of the concept of Europe and the diversity of Chinese
territory beyond nationalistic implications. By no coincidence, the Euro-
pean Delegation in Beijing, since the opening of its office in 2008
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through the EURAXESS scientific network, has served as a major plat-
form to diffuse high-quality research outside academic boundaries. This
can be visualized through the current scientific programmes and coop-
eration between Chinese institutions, such as the Chinese Scholarship
Council or the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and the Euro-
pean Commission with the permanent launch of the European Research
Council, the Marie Curie Programmes, the 2020 Horizon Programme or
the recent Horizon Europe Programme.
These scientific institutions promote and develop projects in all disci-
plines, such as the one funding this book, for the awareness in society of
the importance of Sino-European socio-cultural encounters, in the past,
present, and future. In addition, the vast group of sinologists, global
historians, and economic historians dealing with China and Europe are
keen to use new historical sources in a very global perspective. Therefore,
Global History with Chinese Characteristics helps to clarify a wide set of
issues such as shifts from Eurocentrism to Sinocentrism in global history,
the state capacity in Qing China which has resemblances to the present
day, and the engagement in Sino-European trade. In addition, it aims to
offer some views on how currently in China global history is marked by
national and patriotic issues that constitute a major challenge for its prac-
titioners, and the pedagogical turn and challenges that we should consider
when doing global history.
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CHAPTER 2
The “Global History Paradox” in China:
Sinocentred Approaches Along the Silk Road
This chapter presents a synthesis of the diverse academic traditions in
China and Europe to implement global history. Supremacy and excep-
tionalism have characterized the socio-economic and cultural develop-
ment of European powers, mainly Great Britain, the Netherlands, France,
and Germany, on one side, and, on the other side, there is the long-
lasting civilization and uniqueness of Chinese culture and history which
is present today in the rise of China’s economy. Such exceptionalism
on both sides has been echoed in academic circles and historiographies
on global history. The Sinocentric and Eurocentric perspectives reflected
in many scholarly works on global history are a consequence of the
exercise of power and political hegemony. In current neo-mercantilist
policies in the main world economies, where China is an outstanding
example, such national exceptionalism has led to a reversal of national
narratives. The “New Silk Road” or “One Belt, One Road” [ȳıdài ȳılù
一带一路] implemented by the Chinese government in 2013, as well as
the concept of “Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色], and
neo-Confucian policies are the main elements of China’s current strate-
gies to take the lead as main world power. Academic circles are affected
by this national turn, and the writing, conceptualization, and method-
ology of global history by Chinese scholars is overshadowed by national
narratives distinctly lacking in historical analysis. This chapter highlights
the Sinocentric perspectives in global history, which is a replica of the
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Eurocentric ones. If I had not had the experience of living and working
in academic ecosystems in China for the past ten years, arguably this book
would have come from a different perspective.
2.1 From Eurocentrism to Sinocentrism
The cultural divergence between China and the West became more
tangible when the Italian Jesuit Matteo Ricci [lì mǎdòu 利玛窦] (Po-
Chia Hsia 2012; Zhang 2015) did not map China at the centre of
the earth [zh̄ongguó 中国]. His 1602 World Map thus challenged two
seminal concepts. First, it showed the real position of China according to
accurate scientific methods of cartography and cosmology (Day 1995).
Second, Ricci challenged the expected attitude of submission, honour,
and tribute that foreigners (Westerners) as barbarians should pay in the
presence of Chinese officials as superiors (Morar 2019). The subjects of
the Chinese emperor believed he was the Son of Heaven [tiānzı̌ 天子]
as he was the protector of such a large and diverse empire securing food,
stability, and liberation from natural disasters (Chang 1955; Miller 2003;
Selin 2003; Waley-Cohen 2006; Rowe 2009). However, Matteo Ricci
and other Jesuit missionaries confronted this profane concept according
to the Catholic doctrine of Jesus Christ as the only Son of God (D’Elia
1934; Gernet 1981).
Such confrontation between western regions and the Middle Kingdom
can be seen as a continuation of an event in 1524 when the Ming Court
closed the so-called “Silk Road” to the west, forbidding western trade
relations in China (Li 2017). Seven border garrisons [guānx̄ı q̄ı wèi 關西
七衛] were located in northwestern regions to ban commercial relations
with the west across Eurasia. “Close the door [to the barbarians in west
China] and suspend the tribute trade [with them], and never have deal-
ings with them [bìguān jué gong, yǒngbù yú t̄ong 閉關絕貢, 永不與通]”
(Li 2019).
This was an expression of Sinocentrism (Fairbank 1989; Huang 2011)
and Great Ming Empire [dà míng dìguó 大明帝国] supremacy, as well
as the exceptionalism of the Ming dynasty (Brooke 2010) resuming the
early origins of Sinocentrism of the Song dynasty when Taoism, Confu-
cianism, and Daoism converged. Ricci’s map of 1602 was the material
expression of the perception of the world by the Jesuits and his Chinese
collaborators. Through cartography the Jesuits were putting aside the
Sinocentric vision of China and the world that portrayed westerners
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as barbarians. This was an early attempt to decentralize China’s world
position by emphasizing that the origin of civilizations was not China
[zh̄ongguó 中国]. Ricci’s map not only argued against China’s supremacy
as an Eastern power, but also challenged ethocentric beliefs in general,
including the ethocentrism that was historically endemic to the Western
economic empire power houses of Spain, England, and France.
Ricci’s map thus aimed to evade such ethnocentrism and can be seen in
fact as an early source of mutual collaboration between Europe and China.
The Jesuit missionaries and Chinese literati acted as the main actors in
such global encounters between the West and China. Their perception
of the world was quite divergent, and in many instances at odds, as we
can see in the maps of Chinese local gazetteers [zh̄ongguó dìfāng zhì 中
国地方志] in the way they represented and conceived the world. Ricci’s
map, however, was a common project of depicting the world as being
an important landmark of collaboration, mutual curiosity, and conversa-
tion between the West and China (Gallagner 1953; D’Elia 1961; Waltner
2012). China, in the map, is under a Christian cosmos, in Ricci’s own
perspective—the map only gives the longitudinal and latitudinal coordi-
nates of China, providing no coordinates for European countries (Waltner
2012) (Map 2.1).
The five relations system [wǔlún 五伦] embodies the core of Confu-
cian ethical principles of Chinese culture (Fung 1953). This is symbolized
in Ricci’s map as the chief point of encounter between China and Europe.
The long-lasting Chinese civilization, culture, and history are character-
ized by these principles from the period of Confucius until today. We
might find the application of such principles in the current global affairs
of China through the neo-Confucian policies adopted by the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) (Kim et al. 2019; Guo 2017; Angle 2012) with
the aim to keep all society unified respecting hierarchy and rank, economic
success, and education as pillars of China’s political system and its ruling
bureaucracy (Lin et al. 2006; Tu 1996). This, of course, has a clear histor-
ical precedent with the Song dynasty when scholars and officials in the
Court synthesized Confucian thought with the teachings of Daoism and
Buddhism (Chan 1986). The three fundamental bonds and five constant
virtues [sān gāng wǔ cháng 三纲五常] aimed to guide people’s behaviour
and keep society in order in traditional China.
The wǔlún 五伦 principles (see Fig. 2.1) are represented in the five
relationships (ruler-minister, father-son, husband-wife, brother-brother,
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Fig. 2.1 Traditional China Social Order Based on wǔlún 五伦, Five Relations
System
Source: Author’s own elaboration
Jesuits, praised the value of wǔlún 五伦 as a universal form that might
find its replica in Christian values through tradition, justice, correctness,
respect of elders, family loyalty, and personal and governmental morality
(Tu 1998). Having good personal relationships [guānxi 关系] is a funda-
mental pillar in this system to maintaining harmony and hierarchy among
the ranks of society, families, and clans (Chen 1911). Traditional Chinese
scholarship has considered this interpretation of Confucianism as a trend
employed by Western and Chinese scholars to rationalize Confucian
thought according to Western standards of secularization (Creel 1932;
Yang 1957).
Some passages of the Analects [Lúnyǔ 论语] of Confucius are consid-
ered to be agnostic. One might infer some ambiguities in the inter-
pretation by these scholars and classic Chinese thought. However, the
subjacent aim of pre-Song and Song commentaries and officials was to
keep the unity of China (Bol 2008). In the attempt to reconcile Chinese
social life and religion through a rational interpretation of Confucianism
through the Sinocentric view and conceptualization of the world, one
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might find some resemblances of rationalization and life secularization as
occurred during the European Enlightenment.
“The subjects on which the Master did not talk were…extraordinary
things, feats of strength, disorder, and spiritual things.”1
Ricci’s map could be interpreted as a projection of such universal values
and virtues, an early form of universality as a convergence between Euro-
pean and Chinese values. In other words, it was a mutual project of
understanding new forms of representation and knowledge by embracing
both Confucian and Christian tradition by which Jesuits and Chinese
literati were the mediators. Ricci’s map, as an example of collaboration
and understanding to learn different ways and cultural forms of Europe
and China, is the point of departure for this book to illustrate how global
history is perceived and implemented in Western and Chinese traditions.
The ways each culture perceived the world, continued today by
academic ecosystems in Europe and China, have been inherited since
Ricci’s time and are reflected in and have a clear influence on histor-
ical narratives. Consequently, the practice of global history in present
times has undoubtedly been impacted by such narratives. Sinocentric and
Eurocentric perspectives from both Western and Eastern academic tradi-
tions have marked the development of global history and comparisons
between China and Europe as regions. This chapter provides, therefore,
an overview of such divergent academic perceptions that impact the way
of thinking, writing, and conceptualizing global history.
Controversies that have arisen between traditional Chinese scholars and
those embracing Western forms and concepts are very intense because
integrating Western knowledge in China has been perceived as an element
of dangerous disruption for China’s social system and civilization (Hucker
1975). For this reason, global history is conceptualized and reshaped in
China in a different form compared to the discipline in Western academic
traditions. It acquires a special national connotation, applying the so-
called concept of “Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色] by
which current policies of the PRC attempt to harmonize culture, poli-
tics, economics, and social life as homogenizing structures within society.
This conceptualization oversimplifies the research agenda of the global
historian in China imposing limits to theory, concepts, and methods, as
well as the use of sources in Chinese and European archives. This is when
1Lúnyǔ, VII, 20. See Legge (1867) and Yang (1957: 393).
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Sinocentrism emerges as the manifest feature of global history in China.
The hegemony and exceptionalism of China in current global affairs and
economic growth contributes to develop a stiff national narrative within
China’s academic circles.
This “Sinocentric turn” is acquiring similar connotations to the
preceding Eurocentric, or Anglocentric, focus in global history during
the last decades which essentially pays attention to the exceptional
momentum, supremacy (Dawson 1967; Brook and Blue 1999), and
economic rise of northwestern Europe (mainly Great Britain) during the
first industrialization. Here, global history scholarship has mostly focused
on core-peripheral economic areas fostering the great divide between the
West and East or developed and underdeveloped world (Jones 1987;
Landes 1998; Broadberry et al. 2018). Global history was thus essentially
part of imperial history, in which Great Britain and its colonies were the
main geographic unit to study the global movement of people, goods,
and technology to establish comparisons between Europe (essentially
England) and the East (Berg 2006, 2015). Any attempt to seek connec-
tions univocally needed to deal with the British empire as core economic
centre. This created a serious obstacle for historians when comparing areas
and regions outside the realm of the British world.
John Brewer noticed such obstacles and at the beginning of the
twenty-first century he assumed such historiographic “error” claiming
that global history and comparison between the Western and Eastern
world should not be focused only on Great Britain and its colonies
(Brewer 2004). Craig Clunas also acknowledged that the term global does
not exclusively refer to the history of the great powers of Europe and their
colonies, a concept that was adopted during the Cold War period (Clunas
1997).
The use of a holistic view to analyse, compare, and assemble the socio-
economic, cultural, and ecological structures and transformations of the
world economy system seems more adequate to theories, methods, and
empirical evidence to new global history research. The so-called poly-
centric (Frank 1998) approach in comparing and seeking similarities and
differences among world regions might help the historian escape from
the still ongoing Eurocentric perspectives (Vries 2016; Cox 2017; de
Zwart and van Zanden 2018). More studies applying the polycentric
approach will help to deconstruct the deeply rooted traditional and ideo-
logical Eurocentric view of Marx (1971), Weber (2001), Toynbee (1934),
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Polanyi (1944), Braudel (1979), Wallerstein (1980), as well as David
Landes (1998) based on the exceptionalism of the West.
Regarding the “Sinocentric turn,” two features should be distin-
guished. The first one is the attempt by the California School at the end of
the 1990s (Wong 1997; Pomeranz 2000; Duchesne 2001) to rewrite the
history and economic development of the East (mainly China) and escape
from the limits of the Eurocentric perspectives. The second feature has a
marked national connotation presenting the “exclusiveness” of the East,
mainly the Chinese world and its “unique” characteristics. Comparisons
between China and Europe as regions to understand the so-called great
divergence and economic development have fuelled a great controversy
between Chinese and Western scholars for the real causes and economic
backwardness of Qing China (Shi 2011; Pomeranz 2013; Studer 2015;
Vanhaute 2019; Deng 2016; Ge 2018).
Thus, the Sinocentric focus has blurred the development of global
(economic) history in China due to obvious national constraints and
limits in implementing comparisons and applying theories and methods,
as well as cross-referencing Western and Chinese sources. The effects of
such a limited research agenda, and the exclusive focus on China and
its particularities, has entailed a constant repetition of the great diver-
gence debate and the use of debatable data and quantitative methods
that has only presented the evolution of China’s gross domestic product
and population indices (Deng and O’Brien 2016; Deng 2011). These
unreliable indicators and data will be discussed in the following sections.
Most practitioners of global history in China are rewriting a new
national history of the country. This group is made up of those who
believe that global history is the history of the Western world, but do
not look for connections and comparisons, or use and combine diverse
historical sources. The result is a new national history of China focusing
on the apogee and decline of the Qing empire, as well as its monetary,
investment, and fiscal system, and Chinese communities in the rest of
the world (Cheng and Lan 2009; Fan et al. 2008; Long 2003, 2006;
Wang 2001). This presents a serious lacuna in the application of theories,
methods, and sources to make comparisons with other European empires
and western regions.
This narrative follows the mainstream and neo-Confucian policies
implemented by the Ministry of Education in China. The aim is to revive
Chinese history, tradition, and ancestral culture to avoid any external
influence that might harm the interpretation of China’s unique past and
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culture. For this reason, academics who follow this trend perceive global
history as an “imported western intellectual form” that might contam-
inate China’s history and culture (Xia 2007, 2012). However, due to
the hegemonic role of China in international affairs, global history in
any of its forms and conceptualizations is an unavoidable field in China’s
academic circles. Global history cannot be ignored anymore in China and
has become the fashionable field in many academic programmes.
2.2 The “New Silk Road” and “One Belt,
One Road”: The Awaking of the Middle
Kingdom in the Twenty-First Century
The “One Belt, One Road” (OBOR) [ȳıdài ȳılù 一带一路] strategy
implemented in 2013 by China’s president, Xi Jinping, aims to interna-
tionalize the sectors of the country’s economy such as industry, invest-
ments, agriculture, services, health, and education with a clear national
orientation (Perez-Garcia 2016). The “New Silk Road” (Leverett and
Wu 2016) is the geopolitical unit that overarches the partner countries
of the OBOR across Southeast Asia, the Middle East, Europe, and also
African and Latin American countries being the last two regions added
to the so-called “Maritime Silk Road.” This ambitious and euphemistic
policy, although with non-clear goals, aims to revive the uniqueness of
Chinese civilization, culture, and history. Emphasis is placed on the histor-
ical routes of the “Silk Road” (Perdue 2003) where goods of all kinds
(mainly silk, porcelain, and tea) were traded from China to western
regions across the Middle East, as well as on the people, technology, and
cultural exchanges and encounters that took place. The early origins, and
more remarkable milestones, included Alexander the Great’s campaigns in
Persia and Marco Polo’s travels to China (Frankopan 2015) (Map 2.2).
The economic rise of China in the last decades and its hegemonic role
in global affairs fuelled the development of this policy to portray China’s
international image through its historical roots, tradition, and culture.
The “Silk Road” policy has two main targeted audiences or interpreta-
tions: (1) a domestic aim to keep the country unified through culture
and history, and (2) to present China as a “soft-power” nation to the
international community, with no intention to intervene in other nations’
affairs (Yang 2014; Mao and Shen 1988). This has some resemblance to
the aforementioned Qing policies of Qianlong when the British embassy,
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Map 2.2 China’s New Silk Road Grand Strategy, Twenty-First Century
Source: Author’s own elaboration, using the Global Encounters between China
and Europe: Trade Networks, Consumption, and Cultural Exchanges in Macau
and Marseille, 1680–1840 [GECEM] Project Database and Software QGIS v3.12
Base map from Natural Earth raster
headed by Lord Macartney, visited the Imperial Court at the end of the
eighteenth century. At that time Qianlong’s statement to Macartney’s
embassy, “there is nothing we don’t have that we need from you,” also
had two targeted audiences: (1) a domestic one, since the Qing dynasty
was not a Han dynasty and was therefore considered as foreigners, and
invaders, but Qianlong’s message through firm power and military force
aimed to keep the Qing territory unified, and (2) a foreign one, since
with this statement Qianlong launched a clear message to Western powers
(mainly Great Britain and France) to not intervene in China’s economy
and domestic affairs (Waley-Cohen 1993; Berg 2006).
We might extrapolate this resemblance from Qing China to current
politics of the PRC in which internationalization and domestic policies
do not always fit, it being a serious challenge to keep the cultural and
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historical essences of the country, but at the same time engage with
the international order. Global history and the internationalization of
academic circles in China are two issues that find themselves in such cross-
roads. As noted earlier, global history today in China is straightjacketed
within a stiff national narrative which aims to glorify the past, present,
and even future of the nation by consolidating the pillars and survival
of the political system. Application of historical methods such as compar-
isons, text analysis, and critique of primary sources, as well as theories, are
totally absent in the toolset of PRC academics who define themselves as
practitioners of global history in China. Such practitioners are influenced
by the Sinocentric perspective, and the international scope is leftover only
to “nickname” any research within the “Silk Road” or OBOR label.
As previously mentioned, the “Silk Road” as a geopolitical coordi-
nate applied to current historical studies and global affairs in China, a
somehow vague and non-clear concept, has an obvious political bias.
Li Bozhong (2017) has stated that the “Silk Road” as concept is an
“illusion” and a very abstract concept, which ended in 1524 when the
Ming emperor Jiajing closed trade between China and western regions
(Li 2019). Thereafter, in the Qing dynasty some periods of an “open-
door” policy with the West did occur such as during Kangxi’s reign, but
in general official trade and international engagement of China was very
limited. This can be dated mainly from the Qianlong emperor, when
he established the Canton system [ȳıkǒu t̄ongshāng 一口通商] (Liang
1999) to regulate foreign trade in China. The rebirth of the “New Silk
Road” in 2013 (Summers 2016; Wang 2015) aims to implement an
international agenda, but within a specific national orientation embracing
a discourse of globalization, modernization, and consolidation of the
country’s ideology.
Escaping from the Sinocentric myopias in Chinese global history narra-
tives is the main challenge of the discipline due to the political and
national implications attached to the “Silk Road” and OBOR strategy.
The practice of global history by Chinese academics entails problems in
the use of theory and methodology as these two basic categories are
avoided or ignored due to ideological constraints. For a long time, the use
of theory and methods have been avoided by PRC senior scholars due to
the belief that historiographical trends, debates, and theories in global
history have a Western foundation and are therefore useless. For this
reason, to develop and consolidate a pure East Asian (Chinese) thought
and indigenous conceptualization of history, any sort of Western theory,
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as well as methods, is deliberately avoided. This has been done by the
older generation of historians in China, and the new generation has the
same lacuna. A professional and consolidated implementation of global
history implies a serious pedagogical turn that should be undertaken by
researchers with institutional support (departments, faculties, universi-
ties). Surely, such a pedagogical turn might not go in line with the current
policies of the PRC. A profound reform should be introduced for the
development and consolidation of teaching and research programmes in
global history.
A first step would be to explain and teach to the academic audi-
ence, starting with undergraduate students, but also to senior scholarship,
the following questions: What is global history? How can we make and
write global history? Indeed, there are conceptual misunderstandings in
Chinese academic circles on the meaning and differences in global, world,
transnational, or international history. In countries such as China there
is a stiff revival of national history that aims to consolidate the roots
and foundations of the nation according to cultural identity and policy-
making of the government. Within such ideological constraints the global
historian or practitioner of global history should not neglect his personal
standpoints to reflect and objectively deconstruct how governments and
institutions have created an intellectual system as the main foundation of
national reconstruction. Only through observation, criticism, and decon-
struction of national beliefs and myths can the practice of global history
become sustainable. In other words, a new pedagogical turn might be
possible by overcoming ideological limits of Chinese academic ecosys-
tems, and we might better understand how global history has permeated
within traditional Chinese scholarship, challenging national narratives,
and introducing in a more realistic form the engagement between the
academic system of China and the rest of the world.
The conceptual limits and constraints are rooted in the national
and international legitimation of the political system of the PRC. The
image portrayed through history, in this case national history, is essen-
tial. For domestic and national purposes, culture and history are the
main strongholds consolidating and unifying the political system in the
twenty-first century. In international affairs, it portrays an image of “non-
aggressive” expansion which consolidates the rise and hegemonic role of
China. Establishing frames and cultural categories that acknowledge this
image contributes to recreating an idealistic and mythical past: “imag-
ined communities” to revive the glory of the nation. Culture, history,
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and language become a form of “soft-power” policy applied to academia.
“Countries that are likely to be more attractive in postmodern interna-
tional relations are those that help to frame issues, whose culture and
ideas are closer to prevailing international norms, and whose credibility
abroad is reinforced by their values and policies” (Melissen 2005: 4; Nye
2008: 31–32).
According to such national frames of culture, language, and history,
global history is confused with a wide range of histories and narratives
that are not connected with the history of China. In other words, global
history is mixed by academics with any sort of local, national, or conti-
nental history outside China’s borders. Therefore, the practice of global
history in China becomes an encyclopaedic collection or compilation of
the history of nations in a very descriptive way within a chronicler form.
I will return to this point later.
Global history is not a homogeneous compilation of histories. The
global historian is not a chronicler of the past. Global history is an
approach by which the historian is seeking for connections, comparisons,
differences, and similarities across world regions and specific chronolo-
gies. The foundation of global history lies upon how world spatialities
and their historical formations are conceived and structured (Subrah-
manyam 1997; Gruzinski 2001; Dirlik 2005; Adelman 2017; Drayton
and Motadel 2018; Bell 2014). Our critique and analysis should be based
on the development and practice of global history in different academic
traditions either in Western or Eastern nations. Understanding how
global history has been implemented in Western and Eastern historiogra-
phies seems pertinent when using theory and empirical evidence to make
comparisons and connections on historical phenomena, spatialities, and
temporalities. The spatialization and temporalization of the past through
concrete coordinates entails some ideological and political problems,
however, as nation-states have been constructed upon expansion, military
force, and the creation of borders. Questioning the map of such forma-
tion, as the ultimate purpose of global history, presents serious obstacles,
and in China these are compounded by the incorrect use of concepts and
lack of theories and methodologies.
Global history, as a new field in China’s scholarship, is considered
directly connected to the process of globalization and is mistakenly
conceived as the history of globalization. The overlap and abstract imple-
mentation of fields such as international relations, global or world history,
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and international history in China’s education programmes has conse-
quently resulted in confusion. The current global hegemony of China
and its economic power in which GDP is always presented as the main
indicator in academic circles to link global history to the history of
globalization and the rise of world powers. Under this principle the defini-
tion and differentiation of transnational, international, global, and world
history are put aside.
However, it is relevant to make a distinction among these concepts. A
basic and general definition should be as follows: (1) transnational history
is an approach that challenges national history and the political agenda of
nation-states, the origins of such construction started in the early nine-
teenth century when nations were unified and the ideals of nationalism
developed; (2) global history seeks connections across regions and polities
to compare and observe similarities and differences of socio-economic,
cultural, or political structures, and therefore, study how local societies
create an influence and affect the development of global events; (3) world
history puts the emphasis on nations as the main geographical unit, and
the wide use of civilizations and cultures in terms of organization and
structure of society.
An attempt to define the term globalization and international history
also seems relevant. Globalization as a postmodern term, inherited from
the post-Cold War period and the collapse of the Soviet Union, is
based on the political and economic agenda of governmental and supra-
governmental institutions to widely expand power across nations in which
mass media, technologies, and transnational companies are the main
pillars to sustain power. International history, and the field of international
relations, presents wide and vague area studies related to the development
and modernization of nation-states and their worldwide expansion and
power through institutions, policymaking, and diplomatic relations.
After making such definitions, one might realize that the practice and
development of global history in China make sense given the coun-
try’s main principle of sustaining its rising political power and economy.
Presenting a unique past, consolidating the rising power of the present,
and advancing innovative structure and technology to overcome future
problems could be considered the main pillars of the scholarship and
practice of global history in China’s academic institutions.
In Chinese scholarship, few scholars acknowledge the complexity
between global and world history. This has provoked ambiguous and
unclear use of concepts and lacunae in applying theory to historical
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research. Liang Zhan-jun admitted this mistake (Liang 2006) arguing
for an etymological difference between global and world history which
might help in developing a clearer narrative in historical research using
comparative methods.
From the 1960s to the 1990s global history research has become
a fertile ground to debate the socio-economic development of modern
nation-states or has, as some scholars have stated, become a “sub-
discipline” in academic history departments (McCants 2018). It is char-
acterized by using comparative analysis and moving away from the frames
of traditional historical analysis, in other words, from nation-states as the
main units of comparison (McCants 2018: 241).2 Global history research
does not encompass the history of the world. Bruce Mazlish defines it as
the study of the process of globalization in its historical formations, and
to some extent how it coincides with the history of the world (Mazlish
1998).
Global history is not the history of a globalized world or the inter-
pretations of the world order and the narratives that emerged after the
collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. And neither is it the history of civi-
lizations and the classic conceptualization of world cultures, as Gordon
Childe (1950) defined in the mid-twentieth century. Nor is it the compi-
lation of historical facts and events that changed the world order across
time. On the contrary, it is an approach using a wide range of comparative
methods and interdisciplinary history to seek connectivites, similarities,
and differences for the study of economic, socio-cultural, and political
transformation of world regions (Schäfer 2004: 108).
The delay in the implementation of global history research in Chinese
historiography is due to such misuse of concepts but also to inaccurate
translations from English to Chinese of major works in global and world
history. The opening of global/world history into China dates back to
when Geoffrey’s Barraclough’s work Main Trends in History (1979) was
translated into Chinese and published in 1987 (Barraclough 1955, 1979).
The sentence “a universal view of history” was translated as a “global view
of history” [quánqiú lìshı̌ guàn 全球历史观]. Pomeranz’s seminal work,
The Great Divergence (2000), was translated into Chinese in 2003. In
2000, Liu Beicheng from Tsinghua University translated Andre Gunder
2Mission Statement of the World History Association (WHA) established in 1982.
http://www.thewha.org/about-wha/history-mission-and-vision-of-the-wha. In McCants,
A., “Global History and the History of Consumption,” p. 241.
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Frank’s ReOrient (1998).3 Frank’s work was translated into Chinese as
“Silver Capital” [báiyín z̄ıběn 白银资本].
Later, the works by Ma Keyao, The History of World Civilizations
(2004), Wang Side’s three-volume textbook General History (2009), and
Liu Xincheng and Liu Beicheng’s two-volume New World History (2007)
came to represent the main historiographical trend and interpretation of
global and world history in China based on mere compilations of the
history of cultures, civilizations, and nation-states. This historiographical
trend lacks source analysis, critical views of historical facts, and a reflec-
tion on how to apply global history through case studies by balancing
theory, methods, and empirical evidence. The ongoing view of global
history, reflected in the above-mentioned works, is based on the approach
to traditional textbooks of the West covering large geographical and
chronological units.
The translation of Pomeranz’s Great Divergence in 2003, along with
Beijing’s Capital Normal University’s organization of the 20th annual
meeting of the World History Association (WHA) in 2011, both repre-
sent the milestones of global and world history in Chinese scholarship.
From 2011 on forward, departments and faculties in China’s universi-
ties started to establish centres of global history as well as undergraduate
and master courses in the field. The most relevant institutions here are
Capital Normal University [Shǒudū Sh̄ıfàn Dàxué 首都师范大学], Nankai
University [Nánkāi Dàxué 南开大学], and later in 2014 Beijing Foreign
Studies University [Běij̄ıng Wàiguóyǔ Dàxué 北京外国语大学]. Between
2013 and 2017, Capital Normal University launched the Global History
Review, the Translation of Global History Series, and the Global History
Reader.
However, the mission and aim of these research institutions have a
political orientation based on the constraints of the government’s policy
“One Belt, One Road” [ȳıdài ȳılù 一带一路] to rewrite the national
history of China and portray the uniqueness of its civilization, culture,
and past. There is a Sinocentric bias in global history following both
current policies and long-lasting limits of traditional scholarship in China.
The Historiography Quarterly and The Guangming Daily [History
Column] aimed to attract Western scholars such as Pomeranz, McNeill,
Barraclough, Stavrianos, or Bentley to portray an international image of
3The original title of Frank’s book is ReOrient: The Global Economy in the Asian Age.
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China’s scholarship. This goes in line with the strategy of academic jour-
nals and research institutions in China to appear in top positions of world
rankings. However, curriculums to promote interdisciplinary research
and programmes in global history have not yet been consolidated.
Undergraduate, Master, or Ph.D. programmes have not been established
even though Capital Normal University, Nankai University, or Beijing
Foreign Studies University aim to promote global history research, but
with “Chinese characteristics.” In other words, a new national history of
China is very much present. The Sinocentric focus is predominant and,
therefore, research centres in Chinese universities only consider global
history as the history of nations and regions outside China, i.e. history
of Japan, Russia, Germany, etc. The narrative is centred on the study of
formation and consolidation of nation-states.
As a result of such homogeneous narratives that compile historical facts
and events in a descriptive and non-critical narrative, global history has
been treated as a product or direct connection of the “process of glob-
alization” (Wu 2005: 22). Some Chinese scholars consider global history
as a reflection of “the new context of ever more frequent communica-
tion and exchanges among peoples of today’s world” or “the emergence
of global history should be seen as one of the most important achieve-
ments of post-war western historical scholarship” (Li 2000: 118; Liu
2000: 123). However, they do not question why this narrative became
fashionable among academics after the fall of the Berlin Wall. Histor-
ical narratives are the result of our present day and political agenda. Wu
Xiaoqun (2005) and Li Longqing (2000) statements go in line with
the homogeneous national narrative and political discourse. A different
approach for global history to substitute obsolete narratives based on
nation-states (Liu 2000) and development of national identities, whose
aim is to construct and invent an “imaginary” past (Anderson 1983),
should be the turn in China’s historiography that is deeply connected
with the “new world history outlook” and image of China (Wang 2003:
32).
So for academics in China who self-attribute as practitioners of global
history, their work is more connected with compiling history(ies) in cata-
logues and encyclopaedic volumes about the history of Western countries.
They borrow the global history label, but in these works there is a
complete lack of application of theories, methods, and use of sources, as
well as an absence of thorough reflection on comparative and connected
history. In an article written in 2012, Liu Xincheng referred to the
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term “compilers” (Liu 2012: 493) for practitioners of global history
in China. Cross-referencing empirical evidence through Western and
Eastern sources to study the intensification of global contacts and cultural
exchanges across world regions is the major need for the “new” global
history (Perez-Garcia 2013). The historical method should be based
on the use of different scales, from local to global perspective, the so-
call “glocalism,” to better understand the complexities of interconnected
communities through the dynamics of transcultural and transnational
exchanges.
Reorienting the research agendas to focus more on the complexity
of Asian economies or rewriting the history of China (Cheng 2005) to
escape from the secular Eurocentrism is just one piece of the complex
jigsaw of the global historian. Such stiff reorientation, mainly in Chinese
historiography, is contributing to the development of Sinocentrism (Li
2011: 9), however, which is creating obstacles to making comparisons
with other world regions when studying their function and role in
socio-economic transformation of polities and market integration.
In addition to emerging Sinocentrism, another obstacle for the prac-
tice of global history remains within academia itself. China’s academic
programmes started to become more internationalized during the 1980s
with a clear orientation towards International Relations (IR) studies and
public and defense policymaking. Within this context IR departments
boosted their structure and logistics and promoted internationally their
research programmes and projects in global studies to understand China’s
role in international affairs. This meant that global history in China
had a political bias as the main subject and issue in social sciences and
humanities was to study the different forms and development of Marxism
outside China’s borders. Marxism was, and still is considered, a Western
thought and philosophy, but it was implemented in China through the
idiosyncrasy of the country, with “Chinese characteristics.” Faculties were,
therefore, more open due to this fact, but after the Tian’anmen crack-
down in 1989, programmes in international studies closed and they did
not start reopening until the early 2000s.
Political events of the twentieth century and the different periods of
reforms to modernize China have meant that global history is a new
and “unknown” discipline not being widely embraced as it is considered
a Western cultural form. The discipline is rejected by the predominant
group of Marxist scholars who oppose global history on the grounds
“that [it] is not a compact, uniform normative narrative” (Wang 2002:
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101). Academics of the Marxist school argue that global history is forged
through a “neocolonialist strategy” by those in favour of the discipline
who might pollute the sense, perception, and interpretation of Chinese
history and civilization (Wang 2002; Qian 2001; Yu 2006).
This has resulted in a stiff confrontation between academics who advo-
cate for global history, named as “neocolonialists” by the Marxist school,
and the “neo-Confucianists” who have developed a new narrative with
the aim to recover the ancient traditions, culture, and history of China
raising a barrier against any external agent or intellectual thought that
might harm such traditional forms. Such rigid and traditional thinking has
fostered some prejudices such as being a global historian indicates that a
scholar is being “Eurocentric” (Yu 2005), and consequently the history
of human evolution, global history, and the development of modern
economies means that “a world history is a philosophical attempt to deal
with history in view of such a goal-guided process” (Liu 2012: 495).
This is a teleological and linear process to explain the development and
conquest of the “scientific revolution” in the West, which according to
the Enlightenment and modern European intellectual history should be
historicized as a “quasi-theological conjuncture” (O’Brien 2013). Person-
ally, I believe that any cultural and socio-economic conquests of any
civilization is the result of a process of hybridization in which multiple
elements and forms, i.e. cultural habits, technological achievements,
economic transformations, state and non-state institutions, etc., are inter-
twined and shared across world regions, having similar features within
distinctive results according to indigenous cultures and polities. This
creates a world mélange of social structures integrated in a constant and
reciprocal process of exchange, communication, and interaction (Bentley
2005; McNeill 1990).
However, global history in China has never been used with a
proper methodological toolset to present new research and case studies
comparing regions, i.e. city ports, villages, or urban areas to seek differ-
ences and similarities in the socio-economic and cultural process of devel-
opment of western and eastern areas. Framing the historical context and
rethinking old historiographical debates to present new hypothesis and
research questions through delimited spatial and temporal coordinates is
commonly absent.
The persistent idea of framing global history as an imported intellec-
tual form from the West means that Chinese academics reject or even
do not contemplate the use and learning of theories and methods of
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global history. Global history is presented by traditional-Marxist scholars
as an intellectual implementation of the “aggression” of Western powers.
Therefore, the rewriting of national history(ies) in China, whose aim is
to elevate national sentiments, patriotism, and traditional identity in the
twenty-first century featured by globalization, is challenged by global
history. A good indicator is the low degree of academic internation-
alization of departments, faculties, and research institutions in Chinese
universities (Perez-Garcia 2016) (see Table 2.1). Implementation of
global history programmes requires internationalization in the faculty
staff.
The rate of internationalization in China’s higher education system is
marginal for the area of social sciences and humanities, especially for the
field of global history. This may stem from the early days of the founda-
tion of China as a nation-state, the period of the May Fourth (in 1919)
era, when students rallied against the “foreign humiliations” (Westad
2012) of China. A new era marked China’s international relations, the
engagement with the outside world, and a process of hybrid cultures,
socio-political actions, and state development. The mixture between the
old generation, those who witnessed the foreign treaties humiliations and
lived in the “Old China,” and the new generation that stood up against
Western intervention to revive China’s traditions and national idiosyn-
crasy fostered a secular confrontation with Western powers during the
twentieth century against any sort of cultural, intellectual, and socio-
economic intervention. Global and world history was the intellectual and
cultural expression that might harm the road to China’s modernization
Table 2.1 Share of foreign faculty staff at major universities of China in 2018
Total number of faculty staff Overseas faculty staff (%)
Peking University 2900 0.5




Zhejiang University 3502 0.22
Source: Author’s own elaboration, based on information on university websites and percentages from
the total number of faculty and the number of foreign faculty working full-time basis. Visiting
professors have not been included, http://newsen.pku.edu.cn/Schools_Departments/, http://
www.tsinghua.edu.cn/publish/thu2018en/newthuen_cnt/01-about-6.html, http://www.ruc.edu.cn/
humanities-en, http://www.zju.edu.cn/english/wcademics/list.htm#right_box_02
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as a nation-state. It is still a paradox and creates controversies today in
China’s cultural reforms and higher education system. This could be
defined as the “global history paradox” in China.
Western theories and cultural frames in the late twentieth century and
the beginning of 2000 were pushed back through ideological constraints
implemented through neo-Confucianist policies and the revival of the
May Fourth movement, in what could be defined as a “soft neo-cultural
revolution” in China. The aim is to consolidate China’s moderniza-
tion, economic growth, and hegemony as main world power in which
the image projected to the outside world as a nation with a unique
culture, history, and civilization is paramount to presenting China as
non-aggressive or interventionist country. This is in opposition to the
model that the US has developed precisely since 1919 as an interven-
tionist country with the self-determination that the Western world and
foreign nations should engage the socio-economic and political model
evidenced in Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points to encourage world
equality among nations. The secular confrontation among nations fuelled
a constant rivalry among civilizations and the forms of writing history
(Huntington 1996).
Global and world history is in the midst of this confrontation as it
has been wrongly portrayed as a Western intellectual narrative, instead of
being acknowledged for what it actually is: a holistic historical narrative
that looks for connections, differences, and comparisons among world
regions with the aim to overcome the great divide between the West
and East, in which the observation of local socio-economic transforma-
tions (villages, cities) and the intensification of global exchanges can be
better understood. In this way, we might find “surprising resemblances”
in the formation and structures of nation-states across continents. Such
an intellectual exercise and approach collides with the current national
and patriotic agendas, as the fabrication of memories and national histo-
ries serves as the main tool to portray the illusionary image of a nation
according to political purposes and interests in consolidating the new
elites in the exercise of power.
For this reason, after the 1950s world history as a discipline was
included in China’s higher education system with the aim to study and
observe how Marxist theory and Marxist political systems functioned
outside of China’s borders. Developing global history with “Chinese
characteristics” stood up as the main objective in shifting the tradi-
tional Eurocentric (west-centric) views that were predominant in the
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Cold War period that politically and economically divided the world into
blocks along North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies and the
Warsaw Pact signatory countries. This view was predominant in studies
about the development of the modern world, with economic transforma-
tions fostering the divide between developed and underdeveloped nations
(Toynbee 1934; Polanyi 1944; Needham and Wang 1954; Huntington
1996).
Global history was encapsulated, therefore, into a politically correct
frame portraying the field as the study of Western powers relegating Asian
and other world economies into a secondary position. This perception has
been profoundly fixed in Chinese academic circles, during and after the
Cultural Revolution, and with the general public. For instance, today,
Peter Frankopan’s book on the Silk Road is embraced by academic and
non-academic circles in China as an innovative study in which the world
history view and historical analysis is shifted to central Asia (Frankopan
2015). But the historiographical milestone shifting the observation from
Western to Asian economies was Frank’s work from the late 1990s,
ReOrient (1998), followed subsequently by works from the California
School historians. Arguably, this shift could be connected back even
further to Needham’s much earlier work on the development of modern
science in China (Needham and Wang 1954). Believing that Frankopan’s
work is revolutionary in terms of historical analysis on Asian economies,
as it is rather a chronicle or description of events along the Silk Road
(a modern construct as the Silk Road never existed), stands out as a
remarkable instance which shows that critical historical analysis, and the
avoidance of innovative theories and historical interpretations such as
those by Frank and the California School, is still a vacuum within China’s
historiography.
At Wuhan University, Wu Yujin aims to study world history through
regional and global histories for the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries;
however, the scales of comparisons are not clear enough (Wu 1995;
An 1993; Zhang 1992; Li 1994). Wu Yujin and academics that follow
this trend use Marxist theories and concepts to support the classical
Chinese tradition (Marxist) to encounter an acceptance of the postulates
and concepts of world history (Luo 2007), following, therefore, Chinese
classic and Marxist characteristics. The practice of historizing rather than
the rationale of individual theories are deeply rooted in China’s historiog-
raphy. The compilation of stories and description of events stands out as
historical method. During the 1980s Wu Yujin and Qi Shirong (Capital
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Normal University) were entrusted by the State Education Commission
to develop a compendium of world history in several volumes. This was
published in 1994 (Wu and Qi). These compilations and historical corpus
were supported and promoted by the Ministry of Education of China.
China’s open-door policies in 1978 and joining the WTO in 2001 showed
the commitment of the country to engage with the rest of the world
through a clear-cut cultural agenda in which global and world history
in China were marked by the particularities and characteristics of the
country, especially the uniqueness of its history and culture.
Following this political and historical agenda, Wu Yujin and Qi
Shirong’s work was appraised as “another milestone in the development
of world history in China” (Liu 1999: 483) and as “representing the
highest level of world history compilation in our country in recent times”
(Liu 1995: 12). Indeed, most of China’s academics acknowledged and
agreed with this assessment of their contribution.
In the dawn of the twenty-first century, Chinese scholarship followed
the same historiographical trend as in previous decades (Yu 2001). The
conceptualization of global history and the historical narratives are still
adapted to the modes, forms, and needs of the political momentum being,
therefore, constrained to institutional and structural systems of universi-
ties and research centres. Global history has developed in China a model,
narrative, and approach totally different in form and content compared to
Western historiographies. This model defines global history with “Chinese
characteristics.”
Such ideological and institutional constraint means that global history
in China has a particular Chinese indigenous form and narrative which
diverges with the pure theoretical and methodological essences of the
field. The current neo-Confucian narrative is the main driver in devel-
oping global history in China according to the historical and cultural
idiosyncrasy of the country. Any intellectual form or episteme diver-
gent from the neo-Confucian framework is doomed to fail or fall in the
absolute relegation by China’s scholarship. In today’s globalized world,
China’s engagement towards global history is marching inwards through
a clear-cut national dimension by projecting the peculiarities of China’s
culture and history to the outside world. The national revival of China’s
history should be observed through the body of ideas that have shaped
the perception of China as a self-sufficient country (with all economic
resources at its hands, and no need from Western nations) in which the
etymological meaning of the term China [zh̄ongguó 中国], the centre of
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the world, outlines the position and aspirations of China (from the past,
present, and future) as main world power (Wu and Qi 1994; Ma 1999;
Qi 2001; Wang 2001).
This system of understanding China’s history and culture might help
to explain why global history in China has been reduced to the study
of story(ies) and chronicles of “foreign countries outside China” (Luo
2007: 330). This reductionism of global history has fostered academic
fragmentation and isolation of the discipline. Global history should
not be periodized according to European historical experiences (Luo
2007: 329), mainly those referring to core economies and empires
such as Great Britain as the leading region of the industrial revolution.
The core-periphery dichotomy to divide rich and poor world regions
(Wallerstein 1980) has contributed to developing Western, mainly
Anglophone, exceptionalism and the dominant position of main Euro-
pean powers in global history research (Landes 1998). The exceptional
momentum of Great Britain and its colonies to transform and modernize
its economy in the early days of the formation of nation-states and
development of capitalism should not be mechanically juxtaposed or
applied to East Asian, in this case China, experiences and/or global
history narratives.
The main error by scholars who aim to compare economic growth
and modernization between western and eastern regions has been applied
to the Western (European) rationale of the Enlightenment in which the
revolution of ideas, technology, society, and economy led to upper stages
in the modernization of nations. Why did northwestern Europe (mainly
Great Britain and the Netherlands) escape from Malthusian constraints
and enjoy higher levels of economic development in the last quarter
of the eighteenth century and why did East Asian economies (mainly
China) fall behind? The formulation of this question has univocally led
studies to directly or indirectly put the focus on Great Britain and its
colonies. This interpretation has consolidated the dependency theory that
explains the divide between rich and poor nations, creating, therefore, an
obstacle when comparing other regions and its role in the world economic
system beyond the rigid divide between developed and underdeveloped
economies and the hegemonic role of Great Britain.
Implementing cross-chronological, geographical, and cultural sections
for comparisons to observe local economic transformations juxtaposed
to global events, should be a pertinent methodology to observe the
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complexity and interaction of economic regions and nodes within a poly-
centric approach. Spatial and chronological coordinates, as well as cultural
frames, in any attempt to establish comparisons between western and
eastern regions are divergent in its own essence. Therefore, looking unidi-
rectionally at the European Industrial Revolution as main historical axis
to establish comparisons is in many instances doomed to fail. When
comparing long-distances territories and cultures, the historian’s observa-
tion should be centred on the indigenous institutions, local communities,
and transcultural transfers through the consumption of goods, circula-
tion of technology and information, and formation of social and family
networks. This bottom-up approach to see how local forces exerted
an influence on state institutions and bypassed government decrees
and rules across global regions might provide more accurate conclu-
sions when comparing the experience of world regions in the economic
transformation.
How have Chinese academics responded? Wang Jiafan was critical
of Pomeranz’s comparative methodology. He claimed that “the most
problematic part of Pomeranz’s methodology was to totally ignore the
sociopolitical system as an important factor and indispensable context
of economy” (Wang 2004: 8). Wang also mentioned that “Frank and
Pomeranz’s ideas somehow led people to reminisce and even embellish
China’s past glory while at the same time ignoring problems that were
long embedded in the Chinese system” (Luo 2007: 346).
Some academics (Hao et al. 1996; Chen et al. 2004; Qi 2005; Tang
2006) have implemented narratives to develop and portray an image of
China’s historical exceptionalism. This exceptionalism, following the same
pattern as the European (British) exceptionalism mentioned above, has
led towards a deeply rooted Sinocentrism and national turn. The Sinocen-
tric narrative, which is not that different from the Eurocentric one in
terms of locating core economies, has served to safeguard and praise the
uniqueness of China’s history as an ongoing policy of the government
(Wang 2004: 8). Practitioners of global history, thus, aim to develop the
field through the realm of Sinocentrism. China’s historiography that deals
with global (economic) history (Long 2006; Deng 2011, 2015; Li 1998,
2010; Yan 1989; Chen 2006) based their research on market integra-
tion, the structural transformation of the economy during the nineteenth
century, as well as the Chinese diaspora.
However, in this historiographical trend there is a need for a more
comprehensive approach that should include comparative studies to
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observe socio-economic transfers between western and eastern regions
through the circulation of goods, people, and technology. The lack of
transnational research in Chinese scholarship reinforces the thesis of the
current development in China of global history with “Chinese charac-
teristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色]. A set of studies deconstructing the
formation of China as nation-state and the political transition and perfor-
mance of the economy from the imperial regime to the People’s Republic
of China that goes beyond exogenous factors (foreign intervention as
cause of the economic decline) and pays more attention to endogenous
factors (state capacity to mobilize revenues, failure of local institutions,
and social uprising) is still lacking.
More studies on endogenous factors might shed light on the develop-
ment of the global role of China and its relations with foreign powers, and
on the structure and organization of the country to manage the economic
resources and govern the peoples of such a vast land mass characterized
by cultural and socio-economic diversity. Yu Pei, director of the World
History Institute of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, claims for a
robust national and patriotic spirit that prevails in China’s world history:
“Although today’s China is very different from that of the mid-nineteenth
century, patriotism remains the soul of China’s world history studies” (Yu
2004).
2.3 The Meaning of “Chinese Characteristics”
China’s economic growth in recent years has overshadowed the Western
powers as an unprecedented emergence of the economy and society of
the Middle Kingdom. This has led to a world economic change in which
China is taking the lead and forcing existing world institutions to become
obsolete as the new series of bilateral relationships and institutions devel-
oped by the Middle Kingdom have resulted in a new Sinocentric world
order. The rise of China and its world influence makes the country and
the rich eastern provinces and cities of Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou, and
Guangzhou, as regions of leverage and persuasiveness to get economic
and political achievements in the new geopolitical world order (Chan
2013). Trade, investment, productivity, and domestic demand (Chin
2016; Ren 2016) are the core economic features of China’s “grand plan”
or the so-called “One Belt, One Road” (OBOR) [ȳıdài ȳılù一带一路]
(Wan 2016; Dollar 2015).
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These economic issues are harmonized with the revival of national
history and the exceptional culture and civilization of the country. Both
economic and socio-cultural aspects of the rise of China in the dawn of
the twenty-first century were blended in the geo-economic and cultural
toolset to explicitly internationalize the structures of the country, but
also to preserve the cultural essences of China’s history and its East
Asian idiosyncrasy. This is the so-called internationalization with “Chinese
characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色], a policy implemented by Pres-
ident Xi Jinping in 2013 (Xi 2013; Johnson 2016). History, East Asian
(Chinese) culture, economics, and geo-politic strategy are mixed through
the term “Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色]. This means
that there is a willingness and commitment to engage and promote rela-
tionships with other nations but fostering at the same time stiff national
and domestic policies to keep the vast territory of the Middle Kingdom
unified in the era of globalization.
China’s dramatic economic growth has dwarfed the Bretton Woods
institutions and the post-World War II order. Its large exports of goods,
consumer markets, imports, investments, and liquidity of the credit system
and the creation of the Asian Investment Infrastructure Bank (AIIB) (Xi
2016; Ransdell 2019; Wan 2016), created as the main financial institution
of the OBOR, has generated a sharp response from China’s competitors
(US and Japan) who consider this Chinese “grand strategy” as a new
Marshall Plan (Humphrey 2015).
In November 2014 Xi Jinping4 proclaimed that China will estab-
lish a “Silk Road” fund with $40 billion to support infrastructure,
logistics, investments, and new projects in partner countries that partic-
ipated in OBOR (Callaghan and Hubbard 2016). The OBOR strategy
currently involves twenty-one countries initially subscribing to the AIIB
(see Fig. 2.2).
AIIB’s essential role is to sustain the economic rise of China being,
therefore, a financial instrument for China’s global hegemony. Credits,
“soft loans,” and circulation of information are the main tools to seek
dominance beyond China’s borders, expanding the influence beyond
traditional partners. Countries of the Middle East, Southeast Asia, the
Mediterranean basin, Africa, and Latin America became the main strategic













































Fig. 2.2 AIIB Initial Subscriptions in 2014 (more than 1%)
Source: Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
partners (Lichtenstein 2018). PRC scholarship in line with the govern-
ment insists on the harmonious relations between China and Western
powers, as well as the moral capacity, and even legitimacy, of the country
to expand its rising power and world influence. These vague concepts
are being constantly repeated by government officials and scholars (Yan
2014; Xing 2016) in line with Xi Jinping’s policies with the aim to present
China as a “soft-power” and as a non-interventionist country. However,
it is clear the opposite is happening as China seeks to be the hegemonic
power.
This is the composite and broad definition of “Chinese characteristics”
[zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色] applied to the current world scenario in which
China plays the hegemonic role. This also provides further insight into
why unidirectionally global history studies focused on China’s exception-
alism and economic role in which GDP and macroaggregate indicators
dominate China’s historiography in global history. The OBOR strategy
and China studies in global (economic) history go hand-to-hand in the
definition and significance of “Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中
国特色] in the era of globalization.
The early origins of “Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特
色] could be dated to the late Qing dynasty when the state sent students
abroad to learn science and technology. And in a broad sense their
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learning of Western concepts could be applied for the modernization of
China. The pattern to emulate was the process of modernization in Japan,
and the boom of its economy, that took place during the Meiji Restora-
tion in the second half of the nineteenth century. China also began to
emulate the systems of US and Europe with the aim of modernizing
the socio-economic and political structures of society maintaining the
East Asian (Chinese) cultural spirit (Li 2014). Although the imperial civil
service examinations [k̄ejǔ 科举 system] were eradicated when feudalism
was over, traditional values of Confucianism remained. And from the
outside, values and knowledge were transferred.
The foundation of Tsinghua University, first as Tsinghua College
[Q̄ınghuá Xuétáng 清華學堂], in Beijing in 1911 was a consequence of
negotiations between Liáng Chéng梁诚, Qing ambassador in the US, and
Theodore Roosevelt to reduce the Boxer Rebellion (Purcell 1963) indem-
nity imposed by the US and use the funds to grant scholarships to Chinese
students to study in the US (Pan 2009: 68). However, during the 1920s,
the Soviet impact in China affected the education system and the model
of modernizing the country keeping the cultural diversity and indigenous
values with the assimilation of Western knowledge and experience.
Communist ideology overshadowed the progression towards modern-
ization and the Yán’ān style of education was implemented. The Yán’ān
spirit [Yán’ān j̄ıngshén 延安精神] preceded the Long March, and a
Soviet-style educational system was established in Yán’ān [in Shǎnx̄ı 陕
西province] in which the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) (Tang 2012)
imposed stiff educational policies through a social reform programme
that funded the creation of a university for training in anti-Japanese resis-
tance. During the Yán’ān period the new revolutionary ideals and writings
on politics by Mao served to develop the national interest and unity
above everything through the set of concepts and educational reforms
based on socialism with “Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特
色] (Vladimirov 1975).
Embracing Western theories and Marxist ideology campaigns, social
movements and propaganda aimed to keep the nation unified and protect
the Central Committee’s authority and Mao’s leadership (Fairbank 2006).
The creation of a movement of cadre screening and education was
essential (Walder 2017). This was rooted through communist values
establishing a socialist education system that was consolidated throughout
the PRC (Li 2014: 8; Hayhoe 1984). These ideas and concepts were
instilled in the early years of Mao’s education when the new Chinese
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republic was founded in 1912 marking a deep influence on China’s situ-
ation and the new directions for the country (Dingle 1912; Zhou 1968;
Gasster 1980).
Deciding what type of training and education should be adopted for
China’s young generation, whether Western or Chinese, set the country
onto a path with a crossroads. The escalade of events and turmoil
provoked a swift political and cultural transformation of the structures of
China’s society, starting in 1915, having as an outcome the abandonment
by Chinese radicals of Western liberalism for Marxism and Leninism as
a solution to China’s difficulties (Ch’en 1983). The student demonstra-
tions of the May Fourth Movement of 1919 moved the new generation
to the political stage in which students realized they were the main actors
in the change for a new nation and society.
For a group of intellectuals and writers the real revolution was a
cultural revolution removing Western concepts and terms that might
damage the reconstruction of the country. The goal was to “ditch the
classical written Chinese language itself, always mastered only by an elite”
(Westad 2012: 267) inventing new Chinese terms and forms related to
foreign concepts and ideas in a way to create a new indigenous intellec-
tual construct in Chinese society. Chén Dúxiù, a writer and founder of
the CCP and Lǔ Xùn, another writer of the period, were part of this
movement. Lǔ Xùn launched strong critiques and mocked the “western-
ized Chinese bourgeoisie and its ineffectuality in his short story A Happy
Family” (Westad 2012: 268):
The family naturally consists of husband and wife – the master and mistress
– who married for love. Their marriage contract contains over forty terms
going into great detail, so that they have extraordinary equality and abso-
lute freedom. Moreover, they have both had a higher education and
belong to the cultured élite…. Japanese-returned students are no longer
the fashion, so let them be western-returned students. The master of the
house always wears a suit, his collar is always snowy white. His wife’s hair
is always curled up like a sparrow’s nest in front, her pearly white teeth
are always peeping out, but she wears Chinese dress. (Hsun 1960; Westad
2012: 268)
This excerpt is an illustrative example as to why the new nation of
China should be the hegemonic power and society that represents East
Asian values. Criticism of daily life and new cultural habits transferred
to China through the interaction with Western societies set the platform
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to remove external interference in Chinese society. New radical political
movements represented by the May Fourth Movement created a call for
unity in society as one “big family” through strong forms of action and
just state. Socialism was openly embraced as an anticolonial (anti-Western)
movement in China. Subsequently, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
was founded in 1921.
Thus, Mao Zedong’s thought and theories evoked the early uses of
the expression of socialism with “Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè
中国特色] when adopting Marxism and socialism as a Western thought
and set of ideas applied to China’s idiosyncrasy and governance (Spence
1999). This goes in line with the self-sufficiency, power, and discipline
imposed by Mao Zedong, and his ideas (Maoism), to institutionalize and
internationalize his thinking (Westad 2012: 492). The centralization of
power, recruitment of party cadres, continual ideological training, and
unification of society through a comprehensive education system were
central in Mao’s and the CCP campaigns to seal independent thinking
and indigenous set of political theories in China as independent from the
West. Scholarship has defined this set of reforms and Mao’s campaigns as
a sort of logocentric movement (Apter and Saich 1994) injecting hatred
and sectarianism into China’s psyche and public opinion to any form of
Western expression.
Deng Xiaoping, whose background from the Hakka [kèjiā 客家] group
that joined local Christian missions in southern China, after the Taiping
movement, was part of the Deng clan emerging as outstanding figures
of Communist China (Westad 2012: 129). Since the first encounters
between China and Christianity in the late Ming dynasty until the late
Qing dynasty, many Chinese valued the education provided by Christian
missions acknowledging that education and literacy were the cornerstones
for modernization and development of the country. At the end of the
nineteenth century a great number of Chinese students trained in the
US or Europe and became intensively nationalistic, most prominently, for
example, was Deng Xiaoping who studied in France between 1919 and
1921. Later, in 1926, he went to Moscow which was the main desti-
nation for Chinese students to learn the doctrines of Communism. The
generation he belonged to was of the late nineteenth century, the years of
the Sino-Japanese War, in which China’s economy was collapsing due to,
in their words, “the humiliations of our country” (Ye 2002: 19; Westad
2012: 411). Being born into a “perishing nation,” they realized that “we
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instinctively want to know what we shall do to save China” (Ye 2002: 19;
Westad 2012: 411).
For the generation of students and intellectuals at the time of the May
Fourth Movement in 1919, such as Mao Zedong or Deng Xiaoping, the
belief was that the country should be rescued from the “humiliations”
suffered from the First Opium War. Chinese communism was embraced
to reconstruct the old empire into a modern nation-state. Blending
Confucian ideals of rectitude with the planned economy and organization
that this young generation of Chinese students learned from the Soviet
Union was the main instrument implemented by the new Chinese leaders
to modernize the country through rigid power control and advanced
technology. This makes it clearer to understand that Chinese Communism
is not truly based on Marxism. First, The Capital was not translated into
Chinese until 1937 (Chan and Pollard 2001) due to the period of wars in
China, and mainly the Sino-Japan wars. Second, in Chinese intellectuals’
minds Marxism has also being considered as a Western intellectual form
and doctrine.
Such form should be adapted to China’s idiosyncrasy and indige-
nous peculiarities. This explained the adoption of socialism with “Chi-
nese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色] mentioned earlier. China’s
Communist ideals were inspired by Leninism and the Soviet planifica-
tion for the economy and organizational structures. This allowed Deng
Xioping, when implementing his “open-door” policy to engage on trade
and economic ties with Western countries, to reuse again the term
“Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色] seen earlier in Mao
Zedong’s social ideals. Deng Xiaoping applied it later in the 1980s to
China’s economic planification defining it as a market economy with
“Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色]. This meant that
all the tools and organizational structures of an interventionist state
would be employed, based on what Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping
had learned from Lenin and Stalin: strict regulations to control party
members and people’s lives, as well as rigid party power, militarization,
and hierarchy (Westad 2012: 489–490). This went hand-in-hand with
the reopening of China’s markets to Western countries, but with stiff
restrictions such as tariffs, customs control, and intervention in state and
non-state companies.
Deng Xioping’s reforms of the 1980s aimed to put an end to China’s
isolation and political campaigns of the Cultural Revolution that sank
the country in terms of economic development and modernization. After
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Mao’s death and once he took leadership of the country, Deng’s purpose
was to import new technologies via Hong Kong and open through testing
new political theory (Westad 2012: 632). A good example of such polit-
ical tests was the setting up of special economic zones (SEZ) [j̄ıngjìtèqū
经济特区] to attract foreign direct investment, such as Shenzen in 1980,
followed by the coastal cities of Guangdong, Fujian, and in 1990 the
Pudong areas within Shanghai’s municipality.
He made clear that the US should be the model for China’s technolog-
ical achievements and modernization, but with “Chinese characteristics”
[zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色] that defines China’s market economy (Liang
1994; Kim 2016). This is a mantra constantly repeated today in China
by official and unofficial circles when defining the role of China in the
world’s economy and globalization. Deng declared himself that a sudden
shift reversing Mao’s policies and mistakes should be undertaken, paying
much attention to “modernization centering on economic construction”
(Deng 1981, 1983; Westad 2012: 633). But this of course set China on a
path with crossroads that was manifested in the crackdown of Tian’anmen
on the 4th of June, 1989 (Sandby-Thomas 2011).
Whereas Communist systems were collapsing all over the world,
internal debates within China’s political circles were arguing for a change
in the political system. This led to the events of 1989 with the student
demonstrations in Tian’anmen Square and the brutal suppression of
protesters. The protests in Beijing and other cities were seen by polit-
ical leaders and Deng Xiaoping as a sign of growing foreign influence in
China that could potentially put the economic reforms in peril (Lieberthal
2004). In parallel an immense opening up of China’s economy was
put forward in the 1990s. China entered the twenty-first century as
a market economy; the socialist economy remained as a relic (Brady
2008). However, the state keeps its control and intervention by “a party
dictatorship that was still Communist in name” (Westad 2012: 654).
When appointed president of China in 2013, Xi Jinping retook the
rhetoric of “Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色] but applied
it to the internationalization of China with a clear domestic orienta-
tion covering education, the economy, and international affairs. China’s
culture, history, and traditions are key issues of the ongoing policy of
internationalization with “Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特
色] in which the aim is to present China as a “soft-power” to the inter-
national community contrary to the military interventionism of the US
(Yang 2012). Presenting an international image and engagement through
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cultural aspects, attracting foreign students to learn Chinese language and
culture, and fostering academic exchanges with countries to host Chinese
students, as well as implementing new national policies to sustain the
future of the CCP (Li 2014) and the political system, are all part of the
government’s national and cultural campaigns of the so-called “Chinese
dream” [zh̄ongguó mèng 中国梦] (Xi 2013; Wang 2010).
2.4 From “Soft-Power” to “Soft-Cultural
Revolution”: Nationalism
and Postmodern Neo-Confucian Practices
The concept “Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色], which
has its roots in the reforms and new strategies implemented in the tran-
sition from imperial times to the Republic of China, and, thereafter, to
the PRC, caused in the long term a backwardness in academic quality
and socio-economic and political development (Miao and Cheng 2013;
Yang 2006). Even though the CCP changed the emphasis of its poli-
cies from class struggle to economic development in the late 1970s,
to implement a market economy through marketization, privatization,
and decentralization measures, China still faces today the challenge of
being internationally and domestically competitive (Mok 2005). Neolib-
eral reforms introduced in education, and society in a large extension,
boosted the competition of the education sector and universities, but
still the quest for academic excellence and world-class status is the main
priority and agenda (Li 2014: 9).
The quest for economic hegemony in China is rooted in promoting
international engagement in education, investment, infrastructure, and
social mobility, going in line with the “One Belt, One Road” [ȳıdài ȳılù
一带一路] grand strategy. But such engagement has a rigid domestic and
national perspective. Neo-national and postmodern neo-Confucian poli-
cies are, consequently, implemented. The aim is to keep the order of
society, allowing each class and social group its aim and mission in life
without interfering in the national governance, and to transfer all benefits
of the global engagement to the nation. Autarky and neo-mercantilist
economic measures are to some extent behind the scenes of China’s
world strategy. This is reflected in inbound and outbound flows of capital
and investments, bank tariffs, high tax customs for imports, favouring of
exports, the absence of social security benefits, and the low international
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profile in academic programmes. These features encapsulate that interna-
tional engagement and acquisition of a world-class status is still on the
horizon.
The conceptual controversy and debate regarding the differences
between world history and global history goes in line with the issue of
internationalization with “Chinese characteristics,” since it has a strong
national component. World and global history might have a similar
meaning, but they present different connotations depending on the
context and academic circles and principles. This is precisely the case in
China and why world history is the preferred term as it goes in line with
the current national narratives linked with the neo-Confucian policies and
is defined as the history of world nations outside of China’s borders. In
fact, global history [quánqiú shı̌ 全球史] or world history [shìjiè lìshı̌ 世
界历史] are usually mixed up and confused in academic debates. These
debates emerge on different occasions as a consequence of the political
context and “academic ecosystem” in China marked by the revival of a
national narrative.
The use and conceptualization of world history [shìjiè lìshı̌ 世界历
史] is, therefore, in line with the ancient recurrent theme of catego-
rizing world history in China through the concept of cóngshū 丛书.
This term means the compilation and mere description in encyclopaedic
volumes and accounts of the national history of China and the rest of
the world. This type of narrative does not present any analysis or crit-
ical thinking but is just a compilation of historical events and descriptive
storytelling. This academic tradition is influenced by Song and Ming
dynasty historiographies in which books of story(ies) compilations and
knowledge circulated through the networks of the literati. Such tradi-
tion remains present today in Chinese academic circles, being part of the
policymaking linked to “One Belt, One Road” [ȳıdài ȳılù 一带一路] in
which recovering China’s unique culture, history, and civilization is a vital
component of the government to reconstruct and internationally present
a new national history of China.
This vitalization of a new national narrative relates to the “soft-power”
policies of China in recent years by which the main purpose is to present
in international affairs the mission of the country as non-interventionist.
Culture, history, and language are the main devices or tools to present
such strategy. The implementation of a “soft-power” policy is attractive
to China as it diverges from the military and “interventionist” policies that
the US has traditionally applied since the end of World War II. This does
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not mean that a “soft-power” nation, as China intends to present itself,
stays away from interventionism. On the contrary, “soft-power” poli-
cies also present interventionist features which are less aggressive on the
surface, but still very coercive, than traditionally interventionist measures
of big powers that seek global dominance.
The application of “soft-power” policy is perhaps, in the eyes of
Chinese policymakers, more pragmatic as they aim to achieve their goals
by apparently using non-coercive means. China dominates the whole
spectrum of the current international relations by applying such prag-
matism. This can be observed nationally and internationally. In domestic
terms it goes in line with the political agenda of keeping society in order,
in which each social group and individual should follow his mission in
life, obey superiors, and acknowledge group and communal ideals. The
aim is to maintain social order and unify the country. Neo-Confucian
policies are implemented to keep order in society through stiff regu-
lations in education and political campaigns. This could be defined as
a “soft-cultural revolution” implemented by China’s government in the
global era to avoid national fragmentation in society. Internationally such
implementation can be observed through the expansion of cultural and
educational programmes establishing partnerships between Chinese and
Western universities.
China has used a wide variety of measures and reforms with the aim of
expanding its political influence beyond its frontiers. Culture, language,
and history are the main catalysts to successfully implement “soft-power”
policies in what can be defined as a new “academic diplomacy.” This
“academic diplomacy” consists in developing a consolidated network of
Confucius Institutes across the world whose main role is to act as cultural
delegations or “embassies.” Confucius Institutes can be found in more
than 140 countries.
From the early 1990s until today, there has been a growing flow in
academic exchanges of students and scholars between China and the
rest of the world. Internationalization of academic activities has become
crucial and, consequently, Chinese universities play a crucial role in
adopting and implementing the reforms devised by the government.
Besides climbing in world universities’ rankings, such reforms in Chinese
universities serve to train the new party cadres and give vigour to the
structure of the party and political system in the new global era. Xi Jinping
made a clear statement on this saying at the CCP’s 19th Congress in 2017
that “Government, military, society and schools—north, south, east and
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west—the party is leader of all” (Feng 2017). One year earlier he had
claimed that “Chinese universities must be the stronghold of the Party
and Communist system” (Phillips 2016).
From 2016, when this statement was made, until today, the control of
sectors such as education, investment, and joint ventures between Chinese
and overseas partners has increased. The aim is to avoid any sort of inter-
ference of Western values in Chinese society (Feng 2017). This is part of
the “soft-cultural revolution” model by which the central government in
Beijing aims to revive the orthodoxy of Marxist-Leninist values in society,
mainly in universities. The government has created CCP departments in
some universities to supervise the political thinking of faculty staff (Gan
2017; Feng 2017).
China’s government has established as a priority to defend its mission
beyond its frontiers making the Western community understand and
acknowledge the worldview of the Middle Kingdom for the twenty-first
century. Under a world traditionally dominated by Western values, the
shift towards a Sinocentric perspective clearly overshadows the current
international order. The central government of Beijing through the “soft-
power” policies intends to present to the world through international
activities, summits, and partnerships that there is no harm in China’s
intentions and its economy and society is engaged in an international
agenda. Chinese political elites avoid the use of the terms hegemony or
supremacy to show there is no danger behind China’s rising power. In the
current multipolar world, Chinese officials are keen to show the power of
China as a peaceful one.
The use of vague and arcane concepts such as “harmonious coexis-
tence” is usually present in political spheres, and at official levels, wherein
the Chinese government has progressively implemented in recent years
neo-Confucian policies to remove any sort of distorted or negative image
of China. The Song dynasty’s Sinocentrism, when Buddhism, Taoism, and
Confucianism converged, has influenced the policymaking of the Chinese
government during the past few years whose main aim is to revive the
neo-Confucian teachings of the Song dynasty as a “form of blind obedi-
ence to the ruler” to remove any sort of domestic frictions or Western
intrusions into China’s political affairs.
The application of neo-Confucian policies has not thwarted the central
government of Beijing from leaving the Marxist-Leninist ideals which
China embraced in the first half of the twentieth century by fostering
socialism with “Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色]. In fact,
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the current campaigns of the “Chinese dream” [zh̄ongguó mèng 中国梦]
(Wang 2010) follow this trend promoting national and patriotic ideals.
The so-called “five principles of peaceful coexistence,” intertwining neo-
Confucian teachings, aim to direct China’s domestic and international
policies, keep social order in China, and mark the direction of China’s
international relations: (1) mutual respect for each other’s territorial
integrity and sovereignty; (2) mutual non-aggression; (3) mutual non-
interference in each other’s internal affairs; (4) equality and cooperation
for mutual benefit; and (5) peaceful coexistence.
2.5 The “Western Mirror”
in China’s Economic History
“China is a resilient dinosaur” (Deng 2000). This metaphor used by Kent
Deng illustrates well the economic development and history of China as
a long-lasting civilization. The rise of the Chinese empire, as with other
European and Eurasian empires, based its strength on military force and
expansion of its borders. The acquisition of new land westwards in the
dawn of the Qing dynasty by increasing the size of the territory, popula-
tion, wealth, and agrarian resources, along with an increase in productivity
and trade made for some improvements in the local economies of China’s
regions. However, big powers, big empires, required an efficient admin-
istration and bureaucracy. In other words, the state capacity in providing
a competent and well-organized response to local socio-economic affairs
is the paramount pillar to show the robustness of the institutions of the
state. The state capacity of late Ming and Qing China will be further
explored in the next chapter mainly through examining the tax system
and administration reforms.
There is a twofold explanation in understanding the economic devel-
opment and state capacity of China during the Qing dynasty. First, there
are endogenous factors related to transformation of the institutions of
the Manchu (non-Han and foreign) dynasty based on military power
expansion and autarky. Second, there are exogenous factors with regard
to the increasing foreign trade in China and engagement with Western
powers. The second one has been regarded as a major cause of China’s
impoverished economy during the nineteenth century after the Opium
Wars.
Nevertheless, some questions should be formulated to review such
scholarly trends that have dominated the studies of China’s economy. For
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instance, what was the real impact of foreign (western) communities or
the role of the so-called “foreign invasion” in China’s economic decline
during the Qing dynasty, mainly at the beginning of the nineteenth
century? Was it a conjunction of factors connected to the incompetence
of Qing rulers to create a proper administration, favouring a parallel /
non-official administration? This could be possible due to the handi-
capped Qing rulers’ failure to manage the flows of inbound American
silver prompted by foreign trade in China. This silver was accumulated in
the hands of local elites, and even local officials and governors of south
China provinces, creating a new rich elite that was favoured through this
engagement in foreign trade. Consequently, a parallel administration, a
state inside the state was created. This explanation partially deals with the
traditional view that China’s economic decline was due to the “invasion”
of foreigners, but mostly with creation of rich local elites in southern
regions of China, mainly in Guangdong and Fujian provinces.
Deeply exploring endogenous causes of the economic development
in Qing China through the implementation of new domestic policies
is crucial. A different and plausible thesis that can be presented is that
the three foreign (non-Han) emperors (Kangxi, Yongzheng, and Qian-
long) were incapacitated by revenue scarcities to deal with the population
growth pressure that arose after 1683, and their bans and decrees on
foreign trade aimed to restrain trade networks led by local Chinese elites
and gentry. Internal and civil uprisings such as the White Lotus Rebellion,
the Taiping Rebellion, or the Boxer Rebellion should be observed as a
consequence of revenue shortages and the incapacity of Qing institutions
to eradicate corruption and contraband. The epitome of an interventionist
state is represented by a large bureaucracy that seems to be inefficient at
managing revenues and distributing wealth among the population. Such
inefficient systems in the mid-long run spark internal and civil uprisings.
In 1683 the Kangxi emperor established four maritime customs posts
with the aim to control overseas trade: Jiang/Jiangsu customs [jiāng
hǎiguān 江海关], Zhe/Zhejiang/Ningbo customs [zhè hǎiguān 浙海关],
Min/Fujian customs [mı̌n hǎiguān 闽海关], and Yue/Canton customs
[yuè hǎiguān 粤海关].5 The Canton customs connected Canton with
5First Historical Archives of China (FHAC), Nei Ge Qi Ju Zhu (hereafter NGQJZ)
(11th July, Kangxi 23rd Year). Guangzhou Liwan District People’s Government, Qing
Gong Guang Zhou Shi San Hang Dang An Jing Xuan, Guangzhou: Guangdong
Economic Press, 2002, p. 39.
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Macao as a geostrategic location to control foreign trade and its networks
with local Chinese elites. During the early eighteenth century, the
Yongzheng emperor continued Kangxi’s maritime customs system. There-
after, the Qianlong emperor established the one single port for foreign
commerce, the Canton system [ȳıkǒu t̄ongshāng 一口通商] (Liang 1999),
as a result of several factors: (1) the Qing state’s incapacity to collect
maritime customs revenues in several locations; (2) the geostrategic loca-
tion of Canton due to its regional economic development; (3) strong
interventionism of the state; and (4) control of trade through officials
institutions with the aim of eradicating contraband.
These three foreign emperors, particularly Qianlong, mirrored mercan-
tilist and autarkic policies of European states such as Louis XIV and
the French Bourbon dynasty ruling Spain from the eighteenth century
onwards. Bypassing official channels of state tax revenues and failure in
the payment was a common feature in the ports of the Spanish empire
most evident in the tax evasion of the almojarifazgos [royal tariffs levied
in the ports of the Spanish empire] (Schurz 1939; Atwell 1982; Chaunu
1960; de Sousa 1986, 2018). Spanish and European galleons, as well as
Chinese junks trading in Manila commonly practiced such tax evasion and
contraband in Southeast Asia and the South China Sea, through the trade
nodes of Macao-Canton, for the exchange of Chinese goods for American
silver (Flynn and Giraldez 1996).
With its roots in the sixteenth century, this was the main praxis that
continued throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The
difference in the eighteenth century is that within the Enlightenment
period and the arrival of the French Bourbon dynasty to the Spanish
throne, Spanish ministers aimed to solve the problem by codifying new
decrees and rules to forbid contraband, illegal trade, and the introduction
of foreign (Chinese) goods such as silks and textiles that were causing
damage to national centres of production.
But of course, such stiff mercantile policies had a negative effect on
local economies due to the high dependency on foreign trade. For the
case of Qing China, it triggered hatred towards foreign communities as
they were deemed by Qing rulers, mainly Qianlong, as the cause of the
decline of China’s economy due to interference from Western powers.
Qianlong could be identified in China as the archetype of European
mercantilism, and also a physiocrat monarch, due to a supremacist atti-
tude, self-sufficient economic standards, and development of national
production that the imperial Court established. The imperial decrees,
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tariffs, and bans aimed to raise capital accumulation, foster national
production in local factories, increase exports, and reduce imports.
The survival of the Qing dynasty was based on military force and terri-
torial expansion. The new frontier of the empire depended upon the
reaffirmation of its sovereignty over new territories and tributary states,
as well as control of commerce and rigid socio-economic and political
supervision of institutions. The number of officials and supervisors rose
in provinces, prefectures, and villages. The state revenues to sustain such
a big, and underpaid, bureaucracy, were insufficient. Consequently, local
officials jointly with urban and rural communities engaged in illegal trade
creating over the years non-official institutions and solid networks that in
real terms managed the political and socio-economic daily life, mainly in
the southern provinces.
Realizing this problem, the Manchu emperors launched the above-
mentioned decrees and policies over foreign trade and communities,
creating an “external enemy,” thus granting privileges to local gentry and
new rich Chinese elites who made their fortunes through foreign trade
and accumulation of American silver. Blaming external communities for
the own faults of the state and not realizing that the “enemy,” or cause
of the decline of the Qing economy was of a domestic nature, pushed
the Middle Kingdom into a long-lasting spiral of political, social, and
economic instability that lasted until the end of the Qing dynasty.
From the Qing dynasty, during the republic period, and up to the
founding of the PRC, China has used a “Western mirror” to provide a
narrative of the causes of the decline of its economy during the nineteenth
century, having the Opium Wars as a cornerstone and the progressive
modernization and political changes of the country. The Meiji Restora-
tion in Japan was observed in China as a process of “Westernization”
or conquest of East Asia by foreign powers. The Tongzhi Restoration
in China, though it failed in the attempt to modernize the country, had
some resemblances to the Japanese experience. The French Revolution
of 1789 was used as a pattern more than one hundred years later by
Sun Yat-sen’s revolutionary campaigns of 1911 to put an end to the
Qing empire (Deng 2000). And next of course, there were the Marxist-
Leninism ideals with “Chinese characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色]
with the Communist uprising and the founding thereafter of the PRC
with the aim of unifying the nation and modernizing the country without
any features of capitalism.
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The inference of Western powers in China’s economy has been widely
present in scholarly research. However, by ignoring the fact that the
decline of China’s economy during Qing times was also due to endoge-
nous factors through the consolidation of Chinese local elites and the
creation of trade networks, any historical analysis is incomplete. Local
gentry, officials, and bureaucrats, whose fortunes were made by silver
accumulation and engagement in trade activities beyond the official realm,
were the strongholds of a non-official system and parallel institutions.
They were a state inside the state.
Shanxi bankers, Huizhou traders, the so-called sangleyes [Chinese
traders in the Philippines], the Hong traders of Canton and their Chinese
and Western partners in Macao, were the main social actors that inte-
grated such economic networks and the non-official system in Qing
China. The policies of Qing (Manchu) emperors towards these trade and
local (Han) communities were soft. This was likely due to the fact the
majority of these traders were of Han origin (the Qing dynasty in the
eyes of Han was a foreign dynasty), and therefore, any fear of social and
civil uprising was always on the minds of the Qing emperors. Granting
concessions such as not supervising activities, reducing (or exemption
of) taxes, and enforcing smuggling activities was the negotiation made
between Qing officials and trade elites of the southern provinces of China.
The growing number of institutions, appointments of bureaucrats and
officials, issuing of imperial decrees by the Court of Beijing, and imposi-
tion of tariffs to control local and foreign trade had in the mid-long run
a negative effect on the state’s capacity to manage economic resources, as
well as on the economic development and modernization of the territory.
Tight control of the socio-economic life of villages and towns, as well
as supremacist and self-sufficient attitudes through rigid imperial edicts
shows that the state was incapable of managing the extended webs of
trade in southern and eastern provinces of China (i.e. Jiangsu, Zhejiang,
Anhui, Fujian, and Guangdong) which triggered the rampant corruption
that involved local institutions and officials whose salaries and resources
were very low. As institutions and official appointments grew, corruption
and illegal trade continued to increase (Acemoglu et al. 2002, 2005).
With the arrival of the Qing dynasty, the conquest of the new western
frontier by the Qing, not the Chinese, as Peter Perdue very well outlined
as “many of the participants were not Han Chinese” (2010: xiv), marked
the changing moment in the configuration of the map of the Middle
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Kingdom and its road to the formation of a nation-state in the twen-
tieth century. The incorporation of territories gained by the empire such
as Mongolia, Xinjiang, and Tibet, dramatically enlarged the size of the
Middle Kingdom. Population trebled in size (Ho 1959; Elvin 1973; Cao
2001), non-Chinese minorities were Sinicized and incorporated into the
empire’s borders, and a grand scale economic and military programme to
control new regions and local economies was launched (Elegant 1980;
Spence 1999; Waley-Cohen 2006).
This was a crucial factor that aggravated the problem of the unifica-
tion of the territory and the capacity of the Qing state to manage the
new resources provided by the conquered regions. It was also important
to make the non-Chinese minorities, as well as the Han majority, to feel
identified with the political programme of a Manchu (foreign) dynasty
ruling the vast geography of the empire. State unification was at stake
and political campaigns were launched, taking into account that “nation-
alism” or “nation-states” as a modern Western concept that developed
during the nineteenth century was not enrooted in the Middle Kingdom,
and therefore landlords, traders, and local communities did not identify
themselves with the grand scale of a nation (as we know is the case today),
but identified with their own interests in terms of capital accumulation,
family honour, and prestige.
The Middle Kingdom (Qing empire) was not orientated to overseas
expansion to acquire new territories (colonies) as opposed to European
empires whose military and economic power was based on the acquisi-
tion of overseas colonies (i.e. the Americas, Africa, Asia) (Toynbee 1934;
Polanyi 1944). However, the Qing empire was orientated to overland
expansion; it can be inferred that the new incorporated lands through the
Manchu campaigns, Turkistan, Mongolia, Tibet, and even Taiwan, were
the “colonies” of the Qing empire. These Qing empire “colonies” could
be the counterpart of the overseas colonies of the European empires, as
any empire per se based its supremacy and military force on the conquest
of new lands.
Thus the Qing experience in building a powerful empire by expanding
its lands and borders should not be seen as that different to the European
experience in building empires. Therefore, Qing China during the second
half of the seventeenth and until the end of the eighteenth century could
have had a “reversal fortune” experience due to the institutional burden
(Acemoglu et al. 2002; Feuerwerker 1958; Levy 1954). The conquest of
new regions, the implementation of institutions from the imperial Court
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of Beijing in superior prefectures [fǔ 府], secondary prefectures [zh̄ou 州],
subprefectures [t̄ıng 廳], and villages [cūn 村] in the incorporated lands
was a form of domination and centralization of power from the capital.
This was a secular and endogenous cause of the economic decline of Qing
China as the western expansion as a form of colonialism by the Manchu
emperors was not accompanied by the proper administrative reforms to
face the dramatic growth in population, wealth distribution (local officials
and bureaucrats’ incomes were low), and technological breakthroughs
(Rawski 1989; Rawski and Li 1992).
The Qing empire in the Middle Kingdom was composed of deep
rooted layers of civilization and culture. With more than fifty ethnic
minorities, the transcultural features of the territory depended upon the
constant movement of people and goods that challenged the rigid polit-
ical and Sinicized programme of Qing rulers whose aim was to unify the
territory through a standardized cultural and “imagined” identity. On the
contrary, the true concept of empire in Qing China could be defined as a
“multipolar ethnic empire.” In other words, the Middle Kingdom under
Qing rulers was a polycentric state in which the main regional nodes that
dynamized the economy were in southern and coastal areas with no domi-
nant space despite the fact that the political centre was in the imperial
Court of Beijing.
Western communities mainly led by Jesuits, and European traders
(from Portugal, France, Spain, Italy, England, Sweden, among others), in
coalition with the sangleyes and local elites of Manila, as well as Chinese
traders from Macao and Canton, all shaped a dense network of informa-
tion not only to exchange goods and silver, but also to bypass the strong
control of Qing emperors. This complex system of communication, trust,
and partnership based on the medieval form of commenda (this term will
be further explored in the next chapter) was extremely difficult to control
by the central government of Beijing and its appointed local officials (who
were also engaged in this system) in the southern provinces.
The Qing expansion to the west and the incapacity to administrate
the newly incorporated lands, as well as local communities, could be
pinpointed as one of the main causes of Qing China’s economic decline
beyond the traditional narrative of the Opium Wars and foreign interfer-
ence. Further attempts during the nineteenth century to modernize China
were mirrored through Western experience and Japan’s Meiji Restora-
tion. The Tongzhi Restoration in China to modernize the economy was
doomed to fail because of the political and social outrage of keeping the
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East Asian (Chinese) essences versus any sort of Western “invasion” by
incorporating or assimilating Western technologies, values, and thought.
Likely such phenomenon presented in the traditional bipolar form
of “Orientalism” (Said 1979) versus “Occidentalism” acquired a special
form and connotation in China through Sinocentrism, deeply rooted
since the Song dynasty, versus Eurocentrism. Such long-lasting confronta-
tion between Western and Eastern values in which the exercise of
supremacy and power by both Western and Eastern polities triggered
the inferiority complex [qíngjié 情结] established in the public psyche of
China’s communities from imperial times up to today in which the collec-
tive perception of China’s backwardness, social uprisings, and wars during
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were mainly caused by Western
powers and foreign communities (Li 2002).
Such an inferiority complex commonly takes place in regions that have
passed from being colonies to independent states. Some resemblances
of this socio-economic and political process might be found in Latin
American states by building their national identity during the nineteenth
century (the Bolivarian political campaigns in Venezuela, Bolivia, Mexico,
Colombia, among other nations, is a good example) and reinventing until
the present day their culture, history, and geography. It is a clear instance
of “imaginary” communities and reinvention of the past through contin-
uous political programmes and campaigns by the ruling elites to legitimize
their present sovereignty and control the future of the nation by creating
an official version of history and a general narrative in the collective
imaginary.
Maoism in China as a form of Marxism and Socialism with “Chinese
characteristics” [zh̄ongguó tèsè 中国特色] was adapted from Western polit-
ical thought and ideology. Sun Yat-sen and Chiang Kai-shek respectively
adapted Western forms to China’s national movement which were utterly
criticized by their CCP counterparts as elements that could contaminate
the prospects of unification within the rising nation.
The subsequent triumph of Communism in China and the foundation
of the PRC erased any sort of Western thought and elements visualized
in the education and scholarly research. In the words of Kent Deng the
field of Chinese economic history has been dominated by the West: “not
only because of the systematic, effective destruction of Chinese academia
under Maoism in the 1950s–1970s but also in terms of analytical tools
and methods in use, including Marxism, as well as the sheer volume of
scholarly works” (Deng 2001: 1).
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As a continuation with the imbedded cultural and educational trends in
PRC scholarship, today one might find a stiff resilient attitude in academic
(traditional) Marxist circles to embrace and implement global history.
Global history is viewed as a Western form and theory which goes against
the new patriotic narratives adapted to national Chinese (or better to say
PRC) “indigenous” culture, frames, and categories. The consolidation of
these frames and categories aims to construct a robust patriotic identity as
the process of “globalization” after the fall of the Berlin Wall and collapse
of the Soviet Union is seen, mainly by countries non-aligned with the US
and main Western powers, as potentially harmful to national history, as
well as to local traditions and cultures.
The current use of global history in some cases, mainly in regions of
Asia, Latin America, or Africa goes in line with the revival and unification
of nations through the construction of a patriotic identity. An illustra-
tive example is the Manila galleon project by UNESCO in which China,
the Philippines, Mexico, and Spain were competing for the bid. Finally,
the bid was granted to Spain and Mexico, as the Manila galleons that
navigated across the Pacific were under dominion of the Spanish empire
having as major ports Acapulco (New Spain, today’s Mexico) and Manila
(the Philippines).
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CHAPTER 3
TheMandate of Heaven, the Rule
of the Emperor: Self-Sufficiency of theMiddle
Kingdom
This chapter pays special attention to the analysis of the state adminis-
trative capacity of late Ming and Qing China by exploring the reforms
introduced from the late sixteenth century up to 1796 regarding tax
collection. Institutional constraints will be further explored through the
rooted mandarinate system and despotic rule of the emperor and offi-
cials who fostered the multiplication of institutions, mainly during the
expansion to western provinces throughout the Qing dynasty. A highly
bureaucratized system thwarted stable economic growth in the Middle
Kingdom which reached its peak in the Song dynasty. The self-sufficiency
of China showed by Qing (foreign) non-Han despotic rulers under the
undisputable power and mandate of the emperor set Qing China onto a
divided path. One direction would either modernize the country through
acquisition of new technologies and economic reforms via economic and
cultural transfers with the West; the other would close the borders and
keep tight control of the newly incorporated western territories. This was
a “supremacy dilemma” and a “power paradox” model that can be applied
to the Middle Kingdom, and by extension to highly interventionist poli-
ties and countries. The firm exercise of power and control of society, the
coercive forces implemented to keep such dominion, and the creation of a
complex bureaucracy with incompetent institutions all prevented sustain-
able economic growth and state capacity within Qing China. A deep
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analysis of the Local Gazetteers of China [zh̄ongguó dìfāng zhì 中国地
方志] serves as an indicator to test the low state capacity to regulate Qing
China.
3.1 Post-Needham Practices: Uniqueness
of Chinese Civilization and Economy?
The vast geography of China, alongside the variety of economic resources
and rich land, provided the Middle Kingdom with advantageous condi-
tions to reach higher levels of economic development than its European
counterparts. Scholarly research on China’s economic history acknowl-
edges that the Song Dynasty (960–1279) (Deng 2000) was the most
prosperous period, surpassing that of medieval Europe. The use of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) as a modern economic indicator, and its back-
wards projections to year 1 AD, seems invalid when analysing early
modern economies and polities of Eurasia, mainly China (O’Brien and
Deng 2017). Dwight H. Perkins (1969) and Albert Feuerwerker (1976)
acknowledge a dramatic growth in China’s marketed agricultural output,
circa 20–40%, from the Ming dynasty to the late Qing dynasty. In less
advanced areas of northern China, from George William Skinner’s anal-
ysis, we might deduce some symptoms of proto industrialization (Chao
1986; Wong 1997), earlier than in eighteenth-century western European
regions, as farmers increased their incomes from market and artisan activ-
ities creating a dynamic trade network connecting rural and urban areas
(Skinner 1964, 1971).
In the Song dynasty the large circulation of minted-iron coins, and
ingots, dynamized regional markets fostering an economy based on
monetary metal for individual transactions, but without a standardized
system. The annual iron output during this period reached circa 150,000
tons (Harrison 1972; Hartwell 1963). In addition, during the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries the exports of porcelains, silks, and
teas (Perez-Garcia 2013) grew rapidly to satisfy the European craze for
Chinese exotic goods. The Middle Kingdom since the Song dynasty
had advantageous conditions to reach high levels of prosperity and
modernization, much earlier than the western European experience of the
eighteenth century, but the Middle Kingdom lacked a sustainable model
to keep its economic growth in the long run. I put forward the thesis
that institutional constraints and the creation of a complex and inefficient
bureaucratic system created in the Qing dynasty, a dynasty based on the
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military force to control the newly conquered territories, was one of the
main causes that made China’s economy stagnant.
The so-called Sinological trend in Chinese economic history research,
which was mentioned in Kent Deng’s work (Deng 2000), has some
special characteristics, perhaps in line with the “Chinese characteristics”
mentioned in the previous chapter, beyond the overwhelming praise
about the Middle Kingdom’s unique conditions of economic develop-
ment in premodern times at the dawn of the European Renaissance
(Mokyr 1990). This scholarly view has more significance following
current PRC studies that develop national narratives inherent to Sinocen-
tric views positioning the Middle Kingdom, or China (as modern term),
in the centre of the world. This assessment has prevailed from imperial
times until today serving in PRC scholarship as a patriotic flag to present
the uniqueness of China’s history and civilization.
This perspective, but with different connotations, was rooted in the
Song dynasty wherein Sinocentrism and neo-Confucianism was estab-
lished by converging Taoism, Buddhism, and Confucianism. This explic-
itly set, for the first time in the Middle Kingdom, the concept of
supremacy and self-sufficiency by the emperor and his ministers. The
improvements during the Song dynasty in agriculture (land use and irriga-
tion systems, efficient labour force, output distribution) (Deng 1993; Ho
1959; Rawski 1972; Perkins 1969; Elvin 1973; Needham and Bray 1984;
Huang 1985; Smith 1988), technological discoveries, in which some of
these innovations were made in the Tang dynasty, such as metallurgy,
gunpowder, the compass, nautical devices, paper making and currency,
manufacture of silk, tea, and porcelain, as well as credit institutions
and dynamic networks of commerce and transportation, all created the
preconditions in a special environment for the possible rise of capitalism
and modern science.
But why did the industrial revolution and modern science not occur
during the Song dynasty, and why did it take place much later in
eighteenth-century western Europe, mainly in Great Britain and the Low
Countries? This is the well-known Needham’s puzzle that seeks answers
about why modernization and economic development did not take place
in Song China when it had all the preconditions for a socio-economic
and cultural transformation of the country (Needham and Wang 1954).
Self-sufficiency and supremacy, however, were embedded within China’s
institutions (Ma 2012), rulers, and the Mandate of Heaven [tiānmìng
天命], symbolized in the emperor as the superior being governing his
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subjects and life of the kingdom. This cultural mindset set from the
Song dynasty to the deeply rooted alien (non-Han) Qing emperors, to
modern China with the Republic and then the founding of the PRC,
resulted in the economic and social life of the country being straight-
jacketed into the conditions of an interventionist and mercantilist system
(de Bary 1993). This motive is rooted in the cultural beliefs and the rigid
hierarchized society (Kishimoto 2011). Supremacy of the state limited the
social dynamism and economic growth of China from imperial times until
today.
Technological and economic breakthroughs have occurred in any
historical period across time and space. The key factor in maintaining and
stabilizing regional economies, dynamizing markets, and fostering local
demand is to implement efficient policies that reduce bureaucracy, the
appointment of officials, and any unnecessary institutions. A rise in invest-
ments for innovation based on the individual action of the market agents
is a crucial element for the sustainability of the economy.
However, the European (mainly in southern European countries, i.e.
Spain, Portugal, France, Italy, and also Northern Europe) (de Vries and
Van der Woude 1997) and the Asian (Chinese) experience of the early
modern period to break free from institutional constraints was doomed
to fail (Ogilvie 2011). A clear example is the artisan and merchant guilds
of Spain (Pike 1966; Iradiel 1974; Casado 2004; Yun-Casalilla 2019)
and Qing China [huìguǎn 会馆] (Quan 1993), which aimed to regulate
quotas of production, exports, imports, prices, and output distribution
thus limiting the action of the market and economic agents (Shiu and
Keller 2007). In many cases these institutions acted as self-governing
organizations (Chen 2001) controlled by local elites and the gentry
creating therefore a parallel institutional system.
The transition from feudal systems to capitalism and a market-driven
economy is based primarily in the reconversion of primary sectors of
production (agriculture and the traditional workshop system) into the
factory organizational system. This transformation of the economy, from
medieval and premodern forms of production based on the control and
restriction of the forces of production and limiting entrepreneurship,
innovation, and specialization of the labour force to foster an efficient
economy according to the environment or milieu, might be applicable
in the long run to better grasp the constraints encountered by socio-
economic agents. Institutional constraints derived from a highly bureau-
cratic system posed limitations to matching the gap on economic growth
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Table 3.1 Matching the gap on economic growth: from institutional
constraints to free market economy
Stimulus on National Consumption
GDP Growth Growth of household disposable income (savings +goods expenditure) 
Structural Reforms of the Economic System
Reduction of bureaucracy Mobility and stimulus on job market Reduction of subsidies 
Rise in the number of 
working hours
Reconversion of Primary Sectors
Agriculture Industry 
Source: Author’s own elaboration
between East Asian regions and advanced areas of Western economies (see
Table 3.1).
As with agrarian-based economies which are orientated around primi-
tive forms of production with feudal features such as latifundia in Latin
America (Frank 1969), or even in some regions of Mediterranean Europe
during the twentieth century where land management by elites consti-
tuted the main source of political power, the transition to a free market
system (see Table 3.1) has not taken place equally in East Asian regions.
The lack of structural reforms in East Asian regions such as China in
which the reduction of bureaucracy and fostering at the same time a
stimulus job market based on mobility and incentives (social promotion
and meritocracy) might be pinpointed as one of the main reasons for the
gap, not only between China and western European economies, but also
among socio-professional groups within China’s provinces.
Reducing the number of inefficient and unnecessary officials, as well
as the elimination of subsidies (see Table 3.1) seems a difficult task
in interventionist, self-sufficient, and mercantilist economies. Within
such traditional and power-driven societies, the prevalent feature of
favour exchanges, deeply rooted in primitive societies in which the
“gifts”/“donations” (Mauss 2006; Racine 1979; Caillé 1991) consti-
tuted the invisible force for the perpetuation of power of the ruling elites
(from feudal lords to landlords and government ministers and officials),
limited the possibilities of creating “open societies” and thus widened
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the economic gap among social classes, income inequality, and wealth
distribution in regions and provinces.
Certainly in different periods of China’s economic history from the
Song to the Qing dynasty, and also during the twentieth century, the rise
in the number of working hours per household allowed for an increase
in the level of income due to family members holding several jobs as
market producers, and also their participation in local exchanges as market
consumers. This has allowed economic historians to detect symptoms of
the “industrious revolution” as a previous stage of the consumer revo-
lution and, therefore, economic modernization of the country (Hayami
1976, 2015; de Vries 2008; Perez-Garcia 2013). Features for an “indus-
trious revolution,” “hardworking creates earlier spring” [rén qín chūn
lái zǎo 人勤春来早] in China might be detected in eastern regions (Li
1996, 1998). However, no economic or technological breakthroughs
occurred due to the institutional constraints mentioned above, which only
prompted symptoms or “sprouts of capitalism” in coastal areas of China,
i.e. Jiangsu, lower Yangtze delta, and Jiangnan (Fig. 3.1).
Fig. 3.1 The “industrious revolution” model
Source: Author’s own elaboration
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GDP is an invalid economic indicator to measure economic growth.
The stimulus on consumption constitutes the main artery of a dynamic
economy as capital circulates smoothly among the economic agents who
are less dependent on credit and subsidies and, thus, the direct inter-
vention and regulation of the state. However, GDP in modern times
champions as an economic measure to weigh world economies serving,
therefore, as an instrument embedded with nation-states’ supremacy and
hegemonic power.1 For the case of China there is no doubt that GDP
might be metaphorically related to collective forces of production led by
the state, the communal spirit of the nation, against the individualism or
sole action of market agents on freely choosing consumer goods. In addi-
tion, carrying out entrepreneurship, marginal savings, and health security
are features that consequently lead to the modern welfare state and devel-
opment of the middle class as a cornerstone of developed regions based
on a sustainable economic growth model.
China’s current economic rise has reinforced the country’s hegemonic
role through GDP. However, this economic measure is based on produc-
tion forces of the economy (nation), but not to the wealth and income
distribution as major drivers of the demand side which is where the pros-
perity of any economy and the middle classes lies upon. Thus, GDP
somehow has contributed to perpetuate the bipolar economic world
(core-peripheries) (Wallerstein 1980) inherited after WWII, in the Cold
War period, and between Western and Eastern economies locating one
sole economic centre or hegemonic power in either region. This has exac-
erbated national exceptionalism and the spread of patriotic ideas which
today are very much present in China.
During the early 1990s, in the dawn of globalization and after the
collapse of the Soviet Union, a time of world economy reorganiza-
tion within socio-economic and political reforms, Andre Gunder Frank
attempted to correct such misleading arguments on economic history
analysis by introducing the concept of polycentrism (Frank 1998). This
proposes that there is no one dominant economic centre, but rather that
1GDP served to boost western (Eurocentric) exceptionalism as an economic national
measure formulated by Simon Kuznets in 1937 during the time of the Great Depres-
sion (Eichengreen 2015), and later adopted at the Bretton Woods conference of 1944
(Eichengreen 2006). As it is a measure created in times of autarky aiming to reach equi-
librium of the balance of payments, it has national and neo-mercantilist implications to
boost national production and reduce imports (Kuznets 1967). As an economic measure,
GDP has contributed to a sort of national exceptionalism in world economies.
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a holistic view is essential in which all world regions have a crucial role
being interconnected with each other.
Frank shifted the focus of world economies to Asian regions
challenging, thus, the prevalent Eurocentric perspectives on global
(economic) history analysis (Landes 1998). The challenge to the Euro-
centric approaches (Duchesne 2001) was based on the following argu-
ments: (1) living standards of Chinese households were equal to or higher
than European regions before 1800; (2) local markets in eastern regions
of China (Yangtze delta, Jiangsu province) had an efficient system that
could match its European counterpart regions; (3) improved agricultural
techniques and irrigation systems were in place; and (4) both Chinese and
European regions had to cope with Malthusian pressures.
These four findings established that East Asian regions were the main
developers of a world market economy setting the Middle Kingdom in
current scholarship as the main economic centre (Perez-Garcia 2014).
However, this flourishing economic period ended circa 1796, mainly in
China during the so-called “High Qing” period [shèng q̄ıng 盛清], and
consequently northwestern European regions (Great Britain and Nether-
lands) took off and China stood behind. This decline, according to
the scholarship, was due to the outbreak of the White Lotus Rebel-
lion and the subsequent economic depression during the reign of the
Daoguan emperor (1820–1850) (Von Glahn 2018). The Middle King-
dom’s dominion, which was the main territory fostering this global
market economy, had ended by the end of the eighteenth century. As I
will show in the following sections, the benign view that some scholarship
has given to China’s economy of the eighteenth century for the “High
Qing” period [shèng q̄ıng 盛清] (Wong 1997; Li 1998; Von Glahn 2016)
dismisses the fact that the stiff control of trade, mainly during the period
of the Yongzheng emperor and the Qianglong emperor and his establish-
ment of the Canton system, created in the long run a negative effect on
the economy and society.
In economic terms, the bureaucracy and inefficient administrative
system of the Qing emperors showed their inability to manage trade, espe-
cially with the constant influx of American silver to private elites that did
not revert back into the state coffers. And also, the handicapped economic
administration of the alien (Manchu, non-Han) emperors and their domi-
nance of both maritime and inland trade routes aimed to control the Han
population to avoid uprisings and internal rebellions. Both rigid mercan-
tilist decrees and control of the Han population deserve to be further
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examined as relevant factors which in the long run pushed back China’s
economy.
Quantitative analyses of China’s economic development, mainly those
following Maddison’s estimates (Maddison 2001, 2007) and research line
(Broadberry et al. 2017; Li and van Zanden 2012), dismiss these qual-
itative dimensions of the Qing economy in the eighteenth century. In
addition, the use of macro-aggregates economic indicators such as GDP
does not fit well for early modern economies (see Fig. 3.2) (Allen et al.
2005; Broadberry and Gupta 2006; Allen 2009; Broadberry and Hindle
2011; O’Brien and Deng 2017) and has led to conclusions about how
the great divergence took place in the late eighteenth century when
Great Britain took off during the first Industrial Revolution, and China,
therefore, stood behind. According to this interpretation, before the year
1500, Europe had minimal influence in the world economy, but when
the Americas became the main supplier of economic resources (Pomeranz
2000) the so-called “European miracle” of industrialization (Sugihara
1996; Pomeranz 2000) came to fruition. This conclusion is blurred by
a Eurocentric perspective which puts the accent on the British excep-
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Fig. 3.2 Per capita GDP (1990 international Geary-Khamis dollars)
Source: Maddison, A., Monitoring the World Economy 1820–1992, Paris: OECD
Development Centre, 1995. Maddison, A., The World Economy: A Millennial
Perspective, Paris: OECD Development Centre, 2001. Maddison, A., The World
Economy: Historical Statistics, Paris: OECD Development Centre, 2003
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following Wallerstein’s analysis of core-periphery dismisses the role of
other world regions and connectivities. A more holistic view of such
processes of cultural and scientific achievements in which institutional and
religious constraints were the main obstacle for economic development
is necessary when comparing East Asia (China) and its European coun-
terparts. The role of institutions and elites is crucial in a transition to a
scientific revolution, which reduces the intervention of the state, freeing
the market, and therefore giving more space to individualism in which
scientific and technological innovation is rooted.
To achieve technological innovations and set the path towards modern-
ization, the Scientific Revolution and modern science in Europe emerged
from the tensions between Christian theology and natural philosophy
during the Renaissance having as a result the displacement of the Aris-
totelian understanding of the natural world (O’Brien 2013). Religious
and political tensions that crystalized in a dense network of institutions,
inherited from medieval feudal systems and adapted to European regimes
of the early modern period, served as the main obstacle for scientific
breakthroughs. It might be inferred, thus, that the Scientific Revolution
that took place in some European regimes by the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth century following the Galilean and Newtonian methods,
also followed as well the Aristotelian tradition of world order and scientific
knowledge.
It has been argued, therefore, that this process of acculturation and
scientific discoveries turned into a process of global conjunctures in which
in some European polities, mainly northwestern Europe (Great Britain
and the Netherlands), modern science was reordered into a new cosmo-
graphical belief system (Weber 1950, 1951, 1958; Needham 1969).
Within this system new institutions were organized into a more produc-
tive way so that the forms of production, knowledge, and technologies
could serve the formation of modern nation-states and the consolidation
of emerging empires. Such an explanation is rooted into the Eurocentric
tradition of global economic history by which the British empire and its
colonies are located as the hegemonic power during the late seventeenth
and eighteenth century.
Thus, the European Scientific Revolution (Gillespie 2008; Huff 1993;
Lindberg 2007; Levine 2001), which matured in the first Industrial Revo-
lution at the end of the eighteenth century, has been analysed more as a
world economic process than a cultural process that succeeded in specific
regions in which individualism was gaining more terrain to the detriment
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of semi-feudal ruling elites and institutions that limited innovation and
knowledge (Clagett 1959; Epstein and Prak 2008; Hall and West 1976;
Gies and Gies 1994; Gimpel 1977). Following such a linear process that
assumes the dominant position of northwestern European regions in the
world economy after 1750, the analysis and the question of why such
European regions took off and China stood behind, or why modern
science and capitalism emerged in Europe and not in China, is biased
from the beginning through the Eurocentric perspective.
The reason for such bias is that economic analysis and interpreta-
tions should consider the cultural aspects and dramatically hierarchized
East Asian (Chinese) society which did not undertake the transition to
individualism, and/or substitution of semi-feudal institutions and ruling
elites that were very powerful in south China provinces where the capital
(American) silver accumulation did not revert into technological or scien-
tific investments. This self-sufficient and hegemonic exceptionalism of
China was rooted since the Song dynasty in neo-Confucian policies and
Sinocentrism where a rigid social hierarchy limited individualism, techno-
logical breakthroughs, and, therefore, a scientific revolution that might
have consolidated, in the long run, economic growth and development
in the Qing dynasty.
3.2 Institutional Constraints: Feudalism,
“Nosphimeric Bureaucratism,” and Mandarinate
According to the interpretations of the California School (Von Glahn
1996; Flynn and Giraldez 2010; Li 1998), and mainly Pomeranz’s
work (2000), European regions were progressively surpassing their Asian
counterparts through the exploitation of American resources and the
implementation of European institutions in the New World. In addition,
Europeans were gaining terrain in Asian markets and the Pacific region.
American silver and the natural resources of the Americas allowed Euro-
pean regions, mainly northwestern Europe, to develop faster. However,
according to the economic resources available in the vast geography of the
Middle Kingdom and the growing accumulation of American silver since
the Ming dynasty which might have offered both China and northwestern
Europe the same conditions for economic growth, then we should ask:
why didn’t China achieve a sustainable economic growth when it had
both the natural resources and a great accumulation of American silver as
main world currency?
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I believe the answer lies with a number of factors: the institutions,
the inefficient bureaucracy that proved to be handicapped when coping
with population growth and tax reforms, as well as the corruption of the
gentry and local elites (Chang 1962) who had accumulated American
silver through smuggling activities. In addition, the extremely hierar-
chized society based on neo-Confucian values and self-sufficiency of the
state and the mandarinate also prevented China from achieving higher
levels of economic growth. In the next chapter, I will develop this argu-
ment by cross-referencing historical sources that prove the failure of
institutions and state capacity.
The key aspect is to observe whether individualism penetrated into
Ming and Qing China to the detriment of the stiff interventionism of the
state through feudal institutions, lords, and supervision of government
officials. We know that this transition did not take place in China during
the imperial period. The Middle Kingdom was from its early days looking
inwards as the expansion of its borders was mainly westwards, whereas
the expansion of European empires was orientated overseas. According
to Euro-centred scholarship, mainly Ricardo Duchesne’s work (2001),
Europeans were no more rational than Asians as they based the expansion
of their territories and extraction of economic resources on military force
and implementation of coercive institutions based on slave and colonial
trade. This was accompanied by a marginal increase in European wages,
as well as costs of production derived from investments in new techniques
and technological innovations.
Frank’s affirmation that from 1400 until 1800 the hegemon of the
world economy was Asia (Frank 1998), and therefore, China was the
end-market of silver and gold flows, whereas other interpretations suggest
that European powers exerted the monopoly since the sixteenth century
(Landes 1998; Vries 2003), should be re-evaluated considering why such
silver flows in China did not revert into technological innovations and
economic growth.
European feudalism and social groups were based on a rigid social
division and separation in estates or castes, i.e. clergy, nobility, busi-
nessmen, court and administrative officials, master artisans, artisans,
peasants, yeomen, etc. This system was basically dominated by the ruling
elites such as military aristocracy and landowners where inheritance and
succession were based on primogeniture, where the firstborn son gained
all rights.
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Chinese feudalism, on the other hand, was based on imperial exami-
nations to select the most talented candidates for the state bureaucracy.
The civil service examination system [k̄ejǔzhì 科舉制] (Man-Cheong
2004; Miyazaki 1981; Ch’ü 1957) was implemented during the mid-
Tang dynasty and reached its apogee in the Song dynasty to ensure that
state bureaucrats and officials were the most talented ones. This system
of carrière ouverte aux talents [open career to talents] had no precedent
in European Medieval kingdoms, and its early implementation in China
could have potentially created an environment conducive for technolog-
ical breakthroughs, diffusion of knowledge and innovation, and ultimately
economic growth and modernization.
The European Renaissance was based on testing mathematized
hypothesis about nature separating scientific and religious laws. This set
the grounds for the European transition to capitalism during the sixteenth
century in which the main features were discoveries by Galileo, Torricelli,
the rise of the bourgeoisie, the emerging city-states, and the Protestant
Reformation with its emphasis on individualism, entrepreneurship, and
innovation. The role of cities or towns and the exercise of power and
intervention of state institutions in Chinese and European regions are
relevant when observing the transition from a feudal to modern system.
The management and power executed by individuals in state insti-
tutions is essential for an efficient functioning of the administration
and ultimately for successful development of the state capacity. Joseph
Needham coined the concept “nosphimeric bureaucratism” (Needham
2004) by which we might test the effectiveness of state capacity in
social, economic, and political terms in delivering a well-governed society.
“Nosphimeric” derives from the sphere of human thought and how the
individual’s behaviour is driven for an efficient performance of his tasks
based on a set of rules, ethics, and morals. The word derives from the
Greek νoàς [nous “mind”] and σϕα‹ρα [sphaira “sphere”]. The use
of this word might have a “non-pejorative” connotation for the word
“corruption” as a characteristic of the bureaucracy in China, which was
growing during the Ming and Qing dynasties because of the continuous
flows of American silver accumulated by the local elites and gentry of the
southern provinces. Therefore, civil service, complex bureaucracy, and the
mandarinate as executive power were intertwined factors that shaped a
complex and arcane administration in China based on the hierarchy and
mandate of the superior social rank, ultimately limiting social mobility.
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These three interconnected factors, plus the self-sufficiency of the
Middle Kingdom which reached its peak in the Song dynasty, were
in the long run responsible for the stagnation and limited moderniza-
tion of China. Benign views of China’s economic development from
the fourteenth century onwards put the accent on Needham’s puzzle
by dismissing these three factors (civil service, complex bureaucracy, and
the mandarinate) plus the self-sufficiency that characterized hegemonic
powers, and therefore such scholarship has only limited the analysis to
the failure of supply and demand technologies (Lin 1995).
Justin Yifu Lin’s re-evaluation of Mark Elvin’s high-level equilibrium
trap thesis based on the rapid population growth of China as the main
factor for the stagnation of China’s economy and incentives for techno-
logical innovation asserting that “Chinese family’s obsession with male
heirs to extend the family lineage encouraged early marriage and high
fertility” (Lin 1995: 271) is not accurate. The very same problem was
encountered by western Mediterranean kingdoms at the end of the
fifteenth century (if not earlier) when the Spanish Catholic monarchs
repelled the Muslims from the Iberian Peninsula.
Extended lineage based on male primogeniture with the heir to accu-
mulate and expand the wealth of the family by establishing coalitions
and arranging marriages with families of similar or higher status was
a common feature in Mediterranean Europe, and also in northwestern
Europe (Casey 1989, 2007). The entailed state [mayorazgo] in the
Iberian Kingdoms and the morgadio in Portugal (Yun-Casalilla 2019),
aimed to keep the lands and assets of the family in the hands of the
eldest son, resulting in early marriages and high levels of fertility to find
heirs and, therefore, preserving the lineage’s wealth. The family size was
between two and four members per household (see Figs. 3.3 and 3.4) in
which there was a mixture between nuclear and extended family.
Thus, the similarities in extended family lineage systems in both Euro-
pean and Chinese regions could also prove an obstacle for economic
development and incentives to invest in new technologies in both regions
(Goody 1983). But here we should distinguish between Mediterranean
(Catholic) and northwestern (Protestant) Europe (Delille 2003; Stone
1979; Owens 2005). In the Catholic states, kingdoms, landlords, and
institutions were a detrimental factor against technological investment as
institutions such as the aforementioned entailed state, as well as craft
and merchant guilds (Ogilvie 2011), prevented any technological inno-
vation in order to keep a monopoly on the exploitation of the economic
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resources (land, labour, capital, raw materials, technologies). Whereas in
Protestant Europe, entrepreneurship and implementation of new tech-
nologies had less constraints due to the cultural implications of the
Protestant ethic, less intervention of the state, and the development of
individualism.
This goes in line with Max Weber’s theory on the Protestant ethic as
main driver for the development of modern capitalism (Landes 1998). Its
absence in the institutions of Catholic Europe and Qing China was the
major constraint that hindered incentives for entrepreneurship, incentive
for innovation, and sustainable economic growth (North 1991). Absolute
states and multiplication of institutions (Acemoglu et al. 2005) whose
main goal was to perpetuate local elites in power, either by the Mandate
of Heaven in imperial China (Chao 1986; Elvin 1973; Tang 2006), or the
divine monarchies of western Mediterranean Europe (Vilar 1974; Braudel
1949, 1996; Anes 1994), contributed to economic stagnation and lack of
modernization. The rationale and despotism of Chinese and European
elites could be similar in the use of labour, institutions, and economic
resources (Anderson 1987).
As noted earlier, in European regions the power structures and society
were divided into ranks based on military-aristocratic feudalism, whereas
in China the socio-economic and political structures rested upon bureau-
cratic feudalism and the civil service examination system established in the
mid-Tang dynasty and consolidated in the Song dynasty. In the paradigm
of the former type of feudalism, power was managed by medieval knights
who conquered new land and conveyed it to next generations in which
lineage and family was the main institution to safeguard the wealth of
the elites. This system granted relatively small power to the emerging
group of merchants in the cities who, in the transition from the medieval
to early modern period, assimilated with the old nobility and knights
who conquered new lands and managed the economic resources of
feudal estates (Perez-Garcia 2020). This transition and the collapse of the
medieval feudal system at the dawn of the sixteenth century within the
expansion of European powers to the New World prompted the rise of
bourgeoisies triggering, in the long run, the road to the Industrial Revo-
lution and incentives to seek technological breakthroughs in some urban
areas of northwestern Europe.
In contrast, the hierarchical social structures in Ming and Qing China
in which merchant groups were at the bottom of society made social
assimilation and promotion much more difficult (rich merchants through
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their fortunes could also buy official titles). Ultimately such rigid social
structures thwarted a smooth transition from feudal structures to a
bourgeoisie-based institutional system as a prelude to forming an open
society in which the circulation of people, capital, technology, and goods
could open the path to economic growth.
China’s bureaucratic feudalism acknowledged the emperor as the sole
authority of the territory under which there was a highly powerful
and centralized government (Adshead 2004) where the territories were
unified around the Middle Kingdom in the Qing dynasty under the scope
of the “great unification” (Li 2012, 2014). The absolute power handled
by the emperor, officials, and governors prevented merchant groups
and business families from achieving social promotion and assimilating
with families of higher status who had an official title. The bureaucratic
feudalism based on official titles and political status around imperial Court
and government institutions was orientated towards consolidating and
unifying state power through the recruitment of skilled leadership. So in
contrast to European regions where the male heir was the only legitimate
successor of land and family assets, China’s socio-political power since
the Song dynasty was based on recruiting individuals as officials based on
talent after passing the official examination system.
As a result, the central government was full of talent. This might
provide some clues as to why China’s government was more advanced
than its European counterparts during medieval times, but this also
set China onto a system in which power was highly concentrated into
the hands of small elite groups preventing the rest of society’s lower-
middle classes to achieve social mobility. The high concentration of power
held by elites around the Court and government institutions thwarted
the unification of the Middle Kingdom when its lands were expanding
westwards after the Qing (Manchu alien emperors) arrived in the mid-
seventeenth century. Such concentration of power created tensions in
the long term between established political elites, “small family dynas-
ties” that passed the examination systems and consolidated their political
status around the Court and local institutions in villages and small cities,
and the rising new rich families that were making their fortune in trade
by accumulating capital (American silver).
Consequently, it seems quite relevant to observe the structure of the
formation of bourgeois city-states of western European regions in contrast
with the concept of “citizenship” (if we might apply this concept) or
urban identity in China. In Ming and Qing cities or urban areas, nodes of
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administrative political networks of the central government can be identi-
fied. The crucial question is how the state was able to efficiently manage
such a complex administration especially in the Qing period when land
accumulation and population growth were both rapidly increasing. In the
case of some European regions, small city-states were ruled by the lords
who granted powers to rich business elites, and these groups in return
recognized the power of their lord invested through divine powers.
The city was regarded as land property of the lord, the feudal patron,
who protected and defended it (de Vries 1984). This structure of power
acknowledged the leadership of the lord and patron, but also granted at
the same time some agency to the emerging rich and bourgeois groups
participating in local institutions and taking part in the political deci-
sions of the city-state (i.e. Amsterdam, Lyon, Turin, Venice, London,
Stockholm, Marseille, Cadiz, are outstanding examples). This allowed
for a certain amount of cohesion and a balance of power that gener-
ated a unified stance to consolidate the domestic structures of the city
and efficiently secure and defend it from potential attacks of other cities
or kingdoms. The consequence of the distribution and consolidation
of power in the socio-political structures of the city fostered flour-
ishing market-orientated family groups emerging in urban areas where
merchants invested profits and institutions and power into the hands of
these trade elites.
However, for the case of China, especially during and after the Song
dynasty through the implementation of Sinocentrism and neo-Confucian
policies, self-sufficiency characterized people’s daily lives. This occurred
even in periods of scarcity and lack of supplies, as it was the central
government who coordinated and administrated rural areas and cities
around provinces, prefectures, and counties to assist and aid the cities that
were in need. In return, the government levied taxes on local communi-
ties and families [d̄ıng 丁] (Huang 1974; Ho 1959; Cao 2001; Elvin
1973). In this way, the socio-economic and political structures of ancient
central government of China functioned as a trade/business entity among
cities and villages (Li 1981). The state created parallel state structures with
a clear trade orientation, and in many cases diverted revenues to private
pockets.
Therefore, the growing merchant communities of the Ming and Qing
dynasties, mainly in the southern provinces, found that there were no
proper political structures and ecosystems to institutionalize their activi-
ties. They were not operating under the protection of the government,
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and consequently they were forced to act outside the officialdom. This
unbalanced economic system and unequal distribution of power, in
contrast with the emerging city-states and burgs of early modern Euro-
pean regions, doomed imperial China to collapse when domestic tensions
emerged in mid-Qing China due to the high accumulation of Amer-
ican silver in new rich communities that had made their fortune through
overseas trade.
Questioning the state capacity of Qing China could be linked with Karl
Wittfogel’s classic thesis on the “Asiatic Mode of Production” (Wittfogel
1931), in which the bureaucratic structures created by the state aimed to
control society through despotic and self-sufficient rule. The coined term
“Oriental despotism” (Wittfogel 1957) emphasizes this idea of the sole
and unquestionable mandate of the emperor (and mandarinate system)
centralizing power with the goal of keeping the kingdom unified. This
ultimately prevented the economy from moving onto the later phases of
economic development when China had the preconditions to develop as
modern an economy as Great Britain or the Netherlands in the eighteenth
century.
The economic unit and main structure and institution in ancient China
to sustain such a despotic system of mandate and rule was the family. How
families, lineages, groups, and communities responded to state rule and
centralized power in the Ming and Qing period is key to understanding
the path towards modernization, against the backdrop of domestic and
external conflicts, at the dawn of the nineteenth century. The wet-rice
production of China during the early modern period seemed enough
to maintain stable financial income in family groups leaving, therefore,
farmers motiveless to seek efficient and innovative modes of production
(Marks 1998; Bray 1986).
A relevant feature of the “despotic” system was derived from the
cultural environment that rendered the merchant as a derogatory and
negative figure in ancient Chinese society. Due to the “Asiatic Mode of
Production” in which the government was the sole agent upholding the
power, economy, and socio-cultural structures, the institutions and agents
that emerged from this system acted as coordinator between cities and
supplier of basic economic resources such as wealth, energy resources, raw
materials, and food and shelter. And more importantly the government
and its structures were the only capable and legitimate organizer of daily
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life and massive infrastructure projects such as building dams and irriga-
tion systems or deflecting the river track to prevent flooding. This was
a direct link to the livelihoods of the people, and ultimately the govern-
ment (and its officials) was placed at the top of the ancient Chinese social
hierarchy.
The irreplaceable and unquestionable management function of the
government thus engendered high social status to governors, officials, and
local bureaucrats. The rise of any emerging power through accumulation
of capital, outside the realm of official authorities and central government,
was therefore deemed a potential threat. The invisible force of money
might jeopardize the power and despotic rule of the emperor creating
a parallel or invisible state through non-official institutions within the
state. This potential danger appeared to be occurring in southern China,
as new rich families, lineages, and communities emerged through trade
activities in south China markets, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific markets
connected with the Americas and Europe. The accumulation of American
silver in private family fortunes that escaped the official coordination of
the central government was the major threat, and in the long term the
main cause that set China into an economic depression at the beginning
of the nineteenth century.
The central government’s aim of maintaining intact the superiority of
bureaucrats and officials abolished any prospects of social mobility for
middle and lower social groups. The rising economic power of merchant
groups posed a threat to bureaucrats by endangering their social status
and hegemonic position (Rowe 2001). Thus, the government intensified
the idea that the merchant class had low social status, ethics, and morals
being ruthlessly driven by the worldly and evilly forces of money. The
Qing (Manchu, non-Han rulers) despotic emperors, mainly Qianlong,
stressed this idea on trade through autarky and mercantilist policies in
which the state must be the main power intervening in the economy and
trade affairs. Qianlong also indirectly emphasized the concept of race and
ethnicity due to the foreign origins of the dynasty. In 1755 in a memo-
rial to the emperor issued by local officials it was described that forty
boatmen “without pigtails” were seen on a trade vessel along the coast of
Macao.2 Even though it was verified that part of the crew were foreigners
who had settled in Macao, Qianlong’s concern to control southern China
2FHAC, Lu Fu Zou Zhe (hereafter LFZZ), reference (hereafter ref.) 03-0092-060.
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trade groups and maritime activities was growing. Manchu communities
had the tradition of keeping their hairstyle with a pigtail—they commonly
had the habit of shaving the head and leaving partially a round part of the
hair tied back. Han rulers, as the Han ethnic group was the dominant one
in China, forbade the cutting of hair as part of traditional Han culture.
In a gesture of symbolic alliance with the Han population, after the
arrival of the Manchu (foreign dynasty) and its aim of showing the
authority and power of the new dynasty, Shunzhi emperor decreed the
“hair shaving order” in 1644: “keep your hair or keep your head” [liú tóu
bù liú fà, liú fà bù liú tóu 留头不留发,留发不留头].3 In the following
years and centuries, insurrections and revolts would sporadically take
place. Consequently, Qing emperors had special concerns on racial and
ethnic cultural habits and traditions such as “hair identity” as a symbol of
loyalty to the empire. Cultural habits in dress style and fashions such as
hairstyles were ways to control the population (Zhu 1998).
This created over the centuries a gloomy social environment which
prevented, at least in official circles or socially acceptable, merchant
groups promoting themselves and becoming assimilated with the upper
middle classes. The government aimed to intervene and control merchant
groups’ endeavours. The aim of keeping and likely creating a new cultural
identity by Qing rulers, who expanded westwards the borders of the
Middle Kingdom and therefore controlled new lands and ethnic groups,
was a central policy. This was based on maintaining the despotic rule
and control of the government with officials and bureaucrats being the
main hegemonic social agents. Within this idea the officialdom aimed to
perpetuate the mentality that being a merchant was decadent and lacking
in ethics and values, while being a government official provided honour
and social status for the family and community in ancient Chinese society
(Adshead 2000).
As a result, this provoked a social bottleneck between the emerging
business families and officials and bureaucrats. This internal confronta-
tion in China created in the long-term social endogenous causes that
impeded economic growth and caused the perpetual stagnation of the
economy from the eighteenth century onwards. Therefore, there was not
an emerging bourgeoisie, or only within non-official circles and institu-
tions, from the sixteenth century when new capital (American silver) was
3FHAC, Han Tan, Jiang Yin Cheng Shou Ji (1673–1704). See also the work by Zhao
Ximing (1968).
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entering into south China via the Iberian empires. The lack of a bour-
geoisie identity which led to the formation of an “open society” for
investments and scientific innovation was a crucial factor that aborted
any possibility of an industrial revolution bringing modernization and
economic transformation to China in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries.
The central government’s policies in keeping bureaucrats and officials
at the core of society set most individuals of the vast population of China
to a certain inaction (Chen 2011; Wang 2007). This socio-cultural feature
might be linked with the Chinese term wéi 为 and wúwéi 无为. Wéi 为
might be interpreted as the application of the force of will-power. It is
based on the social conviction that objects, animals, men, and women
should do what it is expected from them and what they are commanded
to do. Wúwéi 无为 might be defined as the contrary force which respects
the course of nature and leaves things and facts to flow alone. The
forces of nature are leading events and actions by which individuals might
benefit by accepting the outcomes instead of going against their natural
flow by not interfering (Fernandez-Armesto 2001). As Bertrand Russell
once said: “creation without possession, action without self-assertion,
development without domination” (Russell 1922, 1956: 566–578, 584).
In the case of Taoism, ancient China had basic beliefs regarding the
surrounding world and its natural phenomena. However, these prim-
itive explanations and legends didn’t later evolve into a systemized
religion, which was also supported by deep philosophic background and
content. Instead Taoism emerged, which is a social phenomenon some-
where between religion and philosophy (Lu 1999). Such primitive beliefs,
together with the deeply rooted inaction feature of individuals according
to their social belonging and ranking, were also an important factor that
prevented China from achieving higher levels of modernization and stable
economic growth in the early modern period (Chen 2013; Yan 2012; Ma
2010).
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3.3 Self-Sufficiency and Market-Orientation:
The “Supremacy Dilemma” and “Power
Paradox” of the Middle Kingdom
As noted earlier, scholarship with a marked Eurocentric perspective has
predominately focused on core economic areas and hegemonic regions
perpetuating the great divide between the West and East and core-
periphery economies (Wallerstein 1979; O’Brien 1982). Whereas studies
marked by a stiff Eurocentric perspective (Landes 1998) criticized revi-
sionist studies about the global economic role of East Asian economies
(mainly China), scholars leading revisionist studies initiated by Gunder
Frank and other Californian scholars (Wong 1997; Pomeranz 2000;
Von Glahn 1996) reoriented Western theories and socio-economic and
cultural achievements of European regions at the dawn of the Enlighten-
ment and the Industrial Revolution. Duchesne launched a counter-attack
to Californian scholars defending Eurocentric arguments against the role
of East Asian regions (mainly China) in world economic development.
Despite the deficits between Asian and European markets, Eurocentric
theses are based on rigid assessments dependent on debatable statistics
such as Europe’s share of world trade in 1720 was 69% whereas Asia’s
was 11% (Rostow 1978; Aldcroft and Ville 1994). And Asia’s share of
the European trade was only 4% in 1830. However, these amounts do
not include Asian (basically China) Western imports from Europe and
the Americas through the Pacific market, and these imports were based
on the re-exportation activities of decentralized and unregulated markets,
the smuggling trade, which makes it difficult to draw the traceability of
imports-exports.
End-markets show a better picture of the capital flow and circu-
lation of global goods (Flynn 2019; Perez-Garcia 2019). Non-official
institutions and other economic agents (Perez-Garcia 2013) were trans-
forming the forces of production and supply through the introduction
of changes in the demand. Intra-regional European markets were also at
the centre as they were connecting European territories with East Asia.
This was more obvious during the eighteenth century when maritime
trade and the navigation system became more developed, overlapping
regions and integrating markets as Frank envisioned (Frank 1998) and
Duchesne showed his scepticism (Duchesne 2001). The key aspect is to
show empirical evidence of the trade nodes and networks that were oper-
ating in both Pacific and Mediterranean regions in which alliances among
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merchants and the trust and information to undertake long-distance busi-
ness and ultimately circulation of defined global goods, contributed to
such overlapping markets escaping the realm of official institutions (Greif
2006).
The “brokerage system” based on merchant alliances, partnerships,
through the well-known practice of commenda (Pryor 1977) was a
premodern mercantile practice of business intermediation to implement
maritime insurance contracts, partnership agreements, bills of exchange,
and double-entry bookkeeping (Braudel 1949). In international entrepôts
such as Marseille in western Mediterranean Europe and Macao in south
China, we might observe such overlapping markets in what can be
defined as the “Asian-Mediterranean brokerage system” (Perez-Garcia
2019; Gipouloux 2011).
These markets and world regions defined by the multipolar, or poly-
centric, dimension was introduced by Frank’s work, and needs to be
further developed by presenting new empirical evidence from Western and
Eastern sources such as the trade records of the Archive de la Chambre
de Commerce de Marseille and the Historical Archive of Macao, among
others, that show detailed information of European demand for Chinese
goods (silk, tea, porcelain), and the inbounds of American silver into
south China markets. The revenue, in silver, through taxes levied by the
Qing state, which were registered in the Local Gazetteers of China, was
of lower quantity than the inflows of silver through the smuggling trade.
Thus, the question posed by Duchesne: “what percentage of European
trade was intra-European? What percentage of world trade was Asian,
and what percentage was European?” (Duchesne 2001: 435) seems to
be biased as it just seeks to put the emphasis on world core economic
regions using official statistics and indices (exports-imports) dismissing
local economic interactions through non-official trade and institutions.
This informal agency and trade shaped a polycentric world economic
system, featured by local connectivities, which demonstrates that the
upcoming modern nation-states cannot be defined as the sole dominant
players.
Further observation of another variable depicting trade networks, the
intermediation and density of economic nodes and social agents, might
challenge traditional explanations about why the industrial revolution
occurred first in northwestern European regions (i.e. Great Britain and
the Netherlands). Unregulated markets, the role of despotic and abso-
lute monarchs and landlords of Southern Europe, or the unquestionable
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Mandate of Heaven (Qian 1966) by the emperor in Beijing and the
self-sufficiency of the economy of the Middle Kingdom prominently
stand out as relevant cultural features that pushed back modernization,
technological innovation, and economic growth.
Conventional economic interpretations keep unidirectionally observing
Kondratieff “B” contraction and “A” expansion phases as the main
phenomena to analyse economic growth and world trade expan-
sion, locating the date of the great divergence and market integra-
tion based on price indices in 1820—arguably questionable data and
numeracy (Williamson 1985; Chilosi and Frederico 2015; O’Rourke and
Williamson 1999; Duchesne 2001; Frank 1998).
According to this rationale following Wallerstein’s thesis that in some
historical periods there were circumstances for certain economies to
further develop in which a rise in wages and access to cheap supplies
(i.e. coal, raw materials, foodstuffs) from the colonies placed European
regions into favourable conditions in comparison to their Asian counter-
parts. Consequently, European areas had the incentives to invest in new
technologies. This means that the European Scientific Revolution was
based on an economic process rather than a cultural one, which contra-
dicts my argument that hierarchized societies and interventionist states
and institutions, mainly those of Catholic Europe or the Qing dynasty,
were the main factors for stagnation and economic backwardness.
Overseas trade from the Americas, the Pacific, the Indian Ocean, and
the slave trade with Africa generated the capital accumulation and low-
cost resources that prompted the Industrial Revolution in northwestern
Europe. Despite the counter-arguments stating that oceanic commerce
was a marginal factor for economic growth in core areas (O’Brien 1991;
Floud and McCloskey 1994; Bairoch 1993; Engerman 1972; O’Brien
and Engerman 1991, 1996), the rising consumption of overseas goods
and trade profits came from non-official trade and unregulated markets.
This generated prosperity in certain areas such as Britain, Belgium, or the
Netherlands (de Vries and Woude 1997) in which both official and non-
official institutions were intertwined due to the favourable geography for
smooth channels of distribution through retailers, peddlers, wholesalers,
and environmental conditions.
The repertoire of research that outlined the British exceptionalism
(Berg 2005; Overton 1996; Inikori 1989; Williams 1966) during the
Industrial Revolution period by giving a predominant role to the supply
side, the vast national output of British markets and the inner strengths
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of Britain to seek incentives for technological innovations, dismisses the
outside forces of the vastly decentralized and unregulated markets from
peripheral Europe, i.e. Cadiz-Seville, Lisbon, Marseille, among other rele-
vant entrepôts and trade nodes, that concentrated a high accumulation of
overseas goods (mainly from south China markets) and American silver.
This American silver was again relocated in south China which acted as
main magnet for the flow of capital due to the rising demand for Chinese
goods and re-exportation in European markets. The analysis of such
polycentric world trade zones, the connectivities of intra-regional and
maritime markets through the agency of merchants and non-official insti-
tutions, demystifies the thesis that the major driver that led to economic
growth and modernization in Europe was the nature of the British
internal economy and its ability to respond to the stimulus of external
trade, such as the role of law, constitutional government, and the aware-
ness of liberty and democracy (Vries 2015; Vries 2010; O’Brien 1991;
Bairoch 1993).
Instead of providing analysis on endogenous and exogenous causali-
ties on European advanced regions’ nature and performance to further
develop during the eighteenth century in comparison with East Asian
regions through the connection with overseas markets using historical
sources from China and Europe, the Eurocentric (Anglocentric) schol-
arship has constantly focused on the uniqueness and exceptionalism of
Western civilization having as pivotal axis the British empire and its
colonies with statistical evidence and numeracy from Western sources
(Humphries and Schneider 2019; Vries 2015; Darwin 2012, 2013; Berg
2011; Belich 2009; Darwin 2009; Overton 1996; Inikori 1989; Williams
1966).
Once claimed by John Brewer as the “error of our ways” (Brewer
2004), British exceptionalism’s failure to undertake proper comparisons
among world regions and to think globally is still very much present in
recent research which perpetuates as valid the traditional view of Europe
(and by extension the British world) as the hegemonic power and culture
that brought modernization to the West. This view prolongs the idea that
Europe has been the most creative and unique civilization since ancient
Greeks developed theoretical science and thinking, citizenship, demo-
cratic politics, and in essence, the birth of modern society (McKendrick
1982). Such exceptionalism is coloured with a profound ethnocentric
perspective and cultural superiority.
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To observe and better understand Needham’s question and logic to
compare the paths of economic growth and modernization between
China and European regions (mainly comparisons have been carried out
between China and Great Britain dismissing other European regions),
other schools, basically British scholarship, have indirectly followed the
same pattern of analysis uniquely leading us to a “Eurocentric (British-
centric) trap.” This is that Britain was more efficient in managing cheap
labour, rising wages, and triggering incentives for innovation and, there-
fore, had a more productive agrarian system. In China the rationale was
the same for cheap labour and supplies (i.e. use of energy sources), but
the choice and motivation to invest in innovation, in new technologies,
and to increase wages was not the same.
Any transformation was viewed as a loss of the essence of Asian
(Chinese) cultural values because such changes were believed to be
brought into China from the outsiders (Westerners) seeking control of the
Middle Kingdom. This set China onto what we might call a “supremacy
dilemma” or “power paradox” within East Asian cultural values. In other
words, China was the hegemonic power and most advanced economy in
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries when medieval European kingdoms
were stagnant. It also led the cultural essences of East Asia over territories
and regions (Korean peninsula, Japan, western regions) which some of
them were progressively occupied in the Ming and Qing dynasties setting
China as the hegemonic power of the region (Ko et al. 2018). Abso-
lutist regimes, in which this Chinese model fits, and as Debin Ma also
confirmed in his research, sets the “paradox of strong power and weak
governance” (Ma 2014).
Strengthening its power by expanding its borders during the Ming
and Qing dynasties fully pushed China into the “supremacy dilemma.”
This was based on keeping the new territories, and its communities and
minorities, unified and controlled by the strong power and coercive forces
of the mandarinate and the complex institutions and bureaucracy that
held rigid control of society (Zhou 2012). An alternative could have
been transforming and adapting the newly acquired regions and growing
population through new incentives in productivity, technology, efficient
use of natural and agrarian resources, open overseas trade system, rising
wages, and reduction of institutions, potentially developing and modern-
izing the economy in the way that Great Britain and the Netherlands later
did during the eighteenth century (Greif 2005).
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This implied the use of new technologies, likely most of them discov-
ered in China, but they were more developed in the West. The arrival
of Jesuits in the Ming and Qing Court were the main social agents to
introduce such technologies and discoveries, but in the end the Jesuits’
“Western” technology and its application were dismissed as a potential
threat against keeping the Middle Kingdom unified in both cultural and
political terms. That is what might define the “power paradox”: China
seemed to develop further than its European counterparts (Dincecco
2014) having economic features of modern capitalism, but in the long
term its economy was stagnant due to the institutional constraints that
aimed to control new communities and minorities in southern and
western provinces under the mandarinate rule that overshadowed the
society and culture.
The rigid interventionism that defined the autocratic state of the Qing
regime fostered informal socio-economic networks, external resource
dependency, a lack of information from the central government in Beijing
to long-distance provinces, a non-compliance culture, an inefficient tax
system, and therefore a weak state capacity (Ma and Rubin 2019). This
plus the highly hierarchized society and governance based on Confucian
values (Weber 1951) which prevented social mobility, scientific trans-
formation, and innovation, made the Middle Kingdom “closed” to the
outside world for the “inner fear” of losing the supremacy of East Asian
(Koyama et al. 2018), and Chinese, cultural values.
Analysing these socio-cultural factors complements the incomplete and
biased statistics and numeracy from both Chinese and European historical
sources, demonstrating that the debate on the inner causes of economic
development between Asia (China) and western regions is in essence
based on imperfections and multiple variables of a diverse and growing
geography of China’s borders in the Ming and Qing dynasties (i.e.
population growth, trade indicators, goods and capital flows, implemen-
tation of technology, business alliances, energy resources, cultural features
of local communities, etc.). The polycentric approach, connectivities
between peoples and regions, and the holistic view of the socio-economic
process of transformation (Frank 1998) by which the historian can
observe it from local changes is paramount to avoid the conventional bias.
These are the Eurocentric (Anglocentric) and/or Sinocentric approaches
which seem currently to be connected to a neo-Cold War narrative that
seeks to set world hegemonic territories. These new narratives might be
legitimated by historical research (the -isms) and ultimately perpetuate
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the great divide between the West and the East, or superior and inferior
world regions.
For instance, the “supremacy dilemma” or “power paradox” that
began in the Ming and Qing dynasties continued throughout the twen-
tieth century up until the present day. China has tried to adjust itself to
the rules set not merely by Western powers, but through the changes of
world scenarios (Acemoglu 2005), and therefore makes a strategic ratio-
nale in its “governing dynamics” (Nash 1950) to be a decisive player in
the economic and political world order (Fudenberg and Tirole 1991; von
Neumann and Morgenstern 1944). The nature of the Chinese market
has been merely characterized by mercantilism and autarky protecting,
unifying, and securing its borders, and by exporting more than importing
ready-to-use goods (Besley and Persson 2010).
From the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, the linchpin and node
of south China markets with American markets was through the connec-
tion with the Spanish empire in Manila which served as main entrepôt
for the constant flow of Chinese goods to American colonies and the
outbounds of American silver to China. Thus, Spanish-controlled colonies
in the Americas became progressively orientated to: (1) export raw mate-
rials, energy sources, cheap labour; and (2) drain off high volumes of
silver to Asian (mainly China’s) markets, almost 2/3 of the total share
(Flynn and Giraldez 2010), instead of going to Spanish markets. Conse-
quently, in the long run, the Americas predominately became exporters
and dependent on more developed economies for the introduction of
finished manufactures (Frank 1969).
Analysing commodity chains to study the world economy system is
an accurate tool to observe within such decentralized and unregulated
markets of the Pacific (connecting China with the Americas) the flows and
exchanges of Chinese goods for American silver (Hopkins and Wallerstein
1986). Following Wallerstein’s thesis, the complexity of the economic
system of the Pacific region, which geographically encompassed 1/3 of
the world market (Flynn 2019), absorbed the small mini-systems, world-
empires (Iberian, Ming and Qing China), as well as competing with world
economies. This ultimately fostered a high accumulation of capital (Amer-
ican silver) into the hands of private merchants and local gentry in the
southern provinces of China which both the Ming and Qing states were
unable to control (Chang 1955).
Establishing long-distance trade for the introduction of goods into
Chinese but also European and American markets, and linking processes
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of the formation of worldwide trade networks and business partnerships,
allowed a significant accumulation of capital (American silver) that neither
the Spanish nor the Qing empire (Tilly 1990; Huang 1974; Irigoin
and Grafe 2013) could control in the eighteenth century even with the
implementation of stiff mercantilist and interventionist decrees on over-
seas trade. The traceability of large amounts of goods (Chinese items in
Western markets, and European and American ones in Chinese markets)
through cross-referencing historical sources from China and Europe (i.e.
probate-inventories, trade records, and confiscation records) allows us to
show the worldwide circulation of these goods beyond the realm of state
and official institutions.
The structure of these commodity chains goes further than the classic
bilinear scheme of raw materials and finished goods. Instead of this
rigid format, the complex construction of connections between economic
nodes of production, supply, and formation of social network analysis to
delimit the trade zones in which business companies (smugglers, long-
distance partners, and brokers) operated for the introduction of goods
seems a more accurate method. This allows us to analyse and scien-
tifically construct from the local perspective the role of mini-economic
systems, capital absorption, and inequality and dependence in the long
run of economic zones and their ultimate participation into a more global
economic system.
The geographies (loci) in which economic agents acted (traders,
companies, non-official institutions, etc.) generating operations in the
form of simple economic transactions (individual exchanges in local
markets) or more complex financial systems (i.e. commenda, bills of
transactions, credits, loans, or all-risks insurances for maritime trade,
etc.) provide us with an accurate evaluation of the diverse operations in
decentralized and unregulated markets of the Pacific, and also of Mediter-
ranean regions (Greif and Tabellini 2017). In these spaces, commodities
circulated globally creating secular trends and cyclical rhythms in local
economies that can be partially observed through the official figures and
statistics of import-export data.
The expansion and contraction of such trade cycles were only a product
of minimal transformations, interventions, and partial reforms (decrees,
bans, prohibition laws) of the states which in the long term could not
eradicate or prevent the operations undertaken by non-official or non-
state controlled economic agents. Institutions either implemented by the
state or in local markets (families, lineages, shrines, guilds, among others,
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either in Western or Chinese regions) had a similar logic and func-
tion. Regardless of the appearance and structure of these institutions, as
feudalist or capitalist, they were all commercial establishments responding
to the demand of outer markets with the aim of controlling and securing
profits.
The rise, transformation, and metamorphosis of such institutions
based on land power, control and access to local and afar markets, and
family alliances in the southern provinces of China (Jiangsu, Fujian,
Zhejiang, Guangdong), Manila in the Philippines, New Spain, South
America (Lima-Callao) (Suarez 2018), Buenos Aires (Ibarra 2019), and
Europe (Cadiz-Seville, Marseille) from the sixteenth to the eighteenth
century showed the demand for goods and creation of new markets that
confirmed the existence and “sprout of capitalism” and features of world
economy in the early modern times.
This “sprout of capitalism” was commercial rather than industrial or
technological and innovative-orientated in nature, another argument that
confirms why China did not modernize earlier than Europe and why the
economy of the Middle Kingdom stood behind some of its European
counterparts. The less developed regions, i.e. Asian or American (Haus-
berger 2018), were not isolated from more advanced regions or trade
zones (Flynn 2019), but they acted as providers of goods, capital, and
information to operate in distant markets creating a polycentric (Perez-
Garcia 2019) and decentralized economic system between polities and
empires.
However, such market dependency, with less capability to be more
technologically advanced and productive, set the region into a self-
generated industrialization. In other words due to the self-sufficiency of
the Middle Kingdom as provider of all kinds of raw materials and basic
supplies but with less capacity to transform manufactures within more
sophisticated systems of production placed its economy into a depen-
dency of tributary states of the border of south China and Southeast
Asia, and the capital incentives prompted by silver accumulation. In
the long term the economy of Qing China pursued self-development
by non-participation in the process of global transformation, revolu-
tion and breakthroughs in technology, and ideas and political systems
compared to some regions in Europe where these changes were progres-
sively introduced (economically in northwestern Europe, and politically
in France).
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3.4 The Local Gazetteers
and State Capacity in Qing China
To provide a new evaluation of the great divergence debate within a
micro-analysis of the economic performance of specific regions of China,
mainly coastal areas and southern provinces, the data of Local Gazetteers
of China [zh̄ongguó dìfāng zhì 中国地方志] seems a relevant approach
when looking at the state capacity of the Middle Kingdom to manage
the economic and human resources (Chu 1942; Wang 1987; Will 1985).
I am aware that the data of the Local Gazetteers on population and
taxes numeracy are biased and, in many cases, inaccurate, especially data
from the Qing dynasty. However, even from such bias and inaccuracy
we might infer the incapacity of the Qing state to manage the economic
and human resources acquired from the new lands and provinces incor-
porated within the Qing expansion (Howland 1996; Perdue 2010). Such
expansion needed a new mobilization of resources and efficient admin-
istration which was not the case for the Qing dynasty. Appointments
of new officials, supervisors, and bureaucrats were undertaken, but their
skills and techniques were poor when counting households, age of family
members working, and the numbers subject to pay tribute [gòngfù 贡赋].
As another disincentive to taking a thorough census, the salaries of these
officials were very low.
This could be one of the main reasons for the inaccurate data of the
census of population [rénkǒu pǔchá 人口普查] of the Local Gazetteers of
the Qing dynasty. This census was meant to levy taxes on a family based
on the number of family members working. The aim in presenting the
following section of figures and partial data on the population of parts of
eastern and southern China is not to account for population or provide
annual series of taxes levied by the Qing state. The goal is precisely to
demonstrate within such numeracy the low capacity of the Qing state to
manage the economic resources and have an efficient system and bureau-
cracy for tax collection. This might re-evaluate within a micro level the
so-called “footsteps” of the great divergence in provinces, prefectures,
and counties of Qing China.
Wealth was localized in some eastern and southern regions such as
Guangdong, Fujian, Jiangsu, Zhejiang (Dow 1965), lower Yantze delta,
and Jiangnan (Chan et al. 2015; Fang 1996), the latter very well studied
by Li Bozhong (1985, 1996). But this wealth was in private hands
through the initiative of local merchants and artisans who in many cases
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bypassed the state supervision. This shows a disparity, basically high
inequality, of the wealth distribution in China regions that shows the
contradictions of a wealthy state with enough economic and natural
resources, but with an inefficient system to manage such resources and,
therefore, provide the incentives to individual entrepreneurship.
Conventional scholarship has used Chinese sources such as the Local
Gazetteers to measure population or to look at tax data. In different ways
scholars such as Cao Shuji (2001), He Bingdi (Ping-ti Ho) (1959), Mark
Elvin (1973, 2004), Roy Bin Wong (1997) or Lee and Campbell (1997,
2002), among the most relevant, have approached this source to measure
population growth in China and the Malthusian pressures of Chinese
population. Through gazetteers, I re-evaluate the state capacity of the
Qing state by presenting a problem previously not solved which is to show
the economic interactions of new Qing officials in eastern and southern
localities and how this was correlated with an efficient management of
local economic resources and population.4
The Local Gazetteers are local sources the government administration
and local officials or gentry compiled from the tenth century to the late
Qing dynasty about general rules, boundaries of the region, topography
(see Map 3.1), ancient monuments, official buildings and city walls, water,
examinations, population, land and taxes, market towns, local products,
local customs, biographies, literature works by local people, and miscel-
laneous (Ho 1959; Chen 1965; Mostern 2008). In the Song dynasty
local authorities collected data more efficiently which was compiled in
the Local Gazetteers (Mostern 2011). During the Ming dynasty data
(Franke 1983) were compiled to give information for the 1461 general
gazetteer, thereafter they were re-edited, and for the Qing period new
editions were made for nearly all areas (Leslie 1973) which made the
results and information unreliable. John K. Fairbank mentioned that the
Local Gazetteers is “more than 3,000 multivolumed works available in
collections. They provide a ramified wide-ranging record – geographic
and economic treatises, historical narratives with extensive documenta-
tion, collection of numerous bibliographies, and essays on customs and
religious institutions – for all administrative areas of the Chinese empire,
4See the work by Xia Mingfang (2012) for the evaluation of Smithian features of
China’s economy during the Qing period.
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Map 3.1 Puzhou town in Shanxi province
Source: Renmin University of China Library (hereafter RUCL), Rare Book
Collection, Zhongguo Difang Zhi, Shanxi province, Kangxi reign
from the county on up to the province…Their ‘statistics’ are not those
of the modern-minded government statistician or economist” (Ho 1959:
ix). I analyse the capacity of the Qing state through the examination of
the economic performance at regional level, province [shěng 省], prefec-
ture [fǔ 府], subprefecture [zh̄ou 州], county [xiàn 县] in south China
(Hervouet 1957). Rather than using aggregates from GDP data (see
Fig. 3.5), an analysis of the administrative system from the local basis
might give us a better insight into understanding the functioning of the
Qing government and the economic performance during this time.
There are doubts about Maddison’s estimates to measure population
growth (see Fig. 3.5) in China from the Song dynasty until the present
as this data has been aggregated without counting the disparities of local
records from the Song to Qing dynasty, mainly considering the discrep-
ancies and inefficient system of the Qing period to account population as
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Fig. 3.5 Maddison’s estimates on population growth in China, 1000–1820
Source: Maddison, A., Monitoring, 1995. Maddison, A., The World Economy,
2001. Maddison, A., The World Economy: Historical, 2003
There are serious problems and errors in some Chinese sources such as
the Local Gazetteers due to an inefficient record system of Qing bureau-
crats and officials, such as household and tax registration (Ma and Yuan
2016), which makes it a daunting task for historians to accurately develop
a series of annual tax and population data (Shi 2008; He 1998). The shal-
lowness of source analysis, archival collection, and data analysis in PRC
scholarship is therefore common (Long 2011; Shi 2011; Zhao 2011).
There was under-registration in population data even though appoint-
ments of local officials and bureaucrats rose in number in the Qing period.
But their salaries were low and therefore their techniques to perform their
work got worse (Shi and Yi 2008; Iwai 2004; Hamashita 2006; Wang
1973). The channels of information between the emperor and officials in
southern provinces malfunctioned the governance (Sng 2010), and the
imperial policy taxation evolved towards a prefixed annual tax quota and
informal local taxation (Ma 2014). The fiscal system of the Qing dynasty
was a continuity of the preceding Ming dynasty, but the techniques and
methods of registering population and tax collection in the Qing period
never improved. Public statistical records were subject to deliberate falsi-
fication, governmental laxity, and technical limitations for accountability.
Table 3.2 and Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 correspond to early Ming China when
the system was more workable and efficient than that of Qing China.
The households and number of family members of southern counties
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Table 3.2 Population of southern China regions, 1371–1376
1371 1376 1376







Jixi county 9787 41,414 9942 42,483 2.51 1.55
Changshu county 62,285 247,104 61,211 263,414 −1.75 6.19
Huizhou
prefecture
117,110 536,952 120,762 549,485 3.02 2.28
Suzhou
prefecture
473,862 1,947,871 506,543 2,160,463 6.45 9.84
Source: Chi-his HC (1581 ed.), 3.1b–2b. In Ping-ti, Ho, Studies on the Population of China, pp. 6,
7, 17





Suzhou prefecture Huizhou prefecture
Fig. 3.6 Population in Suzhou and Huizhou prefectures [fǔ 府], 1371–1376





Changshu County Jixi County
Fig. 3.7 Population in Changshu and Jixi counties, 1371–1376
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and prefectures for this period present less disparities in data registra-
tion of spans of short periods. Here below are presented data of Jixi and
Changshu counties, as well as Huizhou and Suzhou prefectures featured
as dynamic local economies. Sudden and irrational changes and contrasts
in population and fiscal registration will appear in the Qing dynasty.
The average household in the above tables was four persons per house-
hold. The method applied by the Ming government was to manage 110
households into a li 邻. The so-called ten li [headmen] were chosen from
the biggest number of adult males within their household and who paid
a higher amount of taxes. The remaining 100 households were divided
into ten jiǎ 甲[one jiǎ had ten persons as head of households]. Normally
a walled city, called fāng 坊, had 110 units of households (Ho 1959:
7). The total population of China by the end of the fourteenth century
likely reached the figure of 65,000,000. The early Ming population was
smaller due to decades of chaos and wars and the eventual defeat of
the Mongol dynasty. Population was decreasing in the first half of the
fifteenth century, and the second half of the fifteenth century showed a
stationary fluctuation of circa 60,000,000 (Ho 1959: 9) (Fig. 3.8).
There are two milestones in China’s historical population and fiscal
administration system. The first one was the unprecedent and effective
fiscal and labour reform by Hongwu emperor洪武帝 (1368–1398) based
on the account of the total population. Records on labour services [called
Huangze or Yellow Registers] were compiled between 1381 and 1382,
and thereafter revised in 1391 (Ho 1959: 3). This accounting system
incorporated land-survey maps and land-tax handbooks. The second mile-
stone during the same period was the completion and enumerations in
nature and quality of such land maps and tax handbooks, the so-called
Fish-Scale Maps and Books. It was not until Qianlong’s reign, in the last
quarter of the eighteenth century, when China had a comparable system
in quality like the one of the early Ming dynasty. In 1370 the Board
of Revenue was the main institution in imposing on provincial and local
authorities to get the population officially registered under their jurisdic-
tion. The Qing fiscal regime was based on hierarchy and centralized power
which in nature was a continuity of the Ming system based on Confucian
values and the mandate of the emperor as demonstrated in the previous
section.
At the beginning of the sixteenth century, and thereafter until the end
of the Ming dynasty and during the Qing dynasty, the li-jiǎ method to
register population by officials became unfeasible. The main reasons were






































































































the following: (1) the corrosive influence of a rising money economy,
the steady influx of American silver (Von Glahn 2019; Cao and Flynn
2019; Ho 1959: 11) after 1514 with the arrival of the Portuguese (de
Sousa 2010, 2019; Perez-Garcia 2019; Boxer 1959; Boyajian 2008; Oka
2010); (2) alliances between the gentry and local government to evade
labour services and land tax (McDermott 2013); (3) protection of rural
interests by powerful landlords (Ho 1959: 10, 13; Skinner 1964, 1965a,
b). Ownership of land was concentrated in the Lower Yangtze area,
Guangdong and Fujian provinces’ omission and evasion of population
registration was fostered by landlords to protect the gentry; and (4) offi-
cial peculation was also a factor for under-registration of population (low
government payment for officials to perform their duty).
Officialdom was money-orientated due to the influx of high volumes of
American silver into early sixteenth-century China. Chinese traders shifted
the demand of silver from Chinese and Japanese to American silver which
fostered and increased corruption. High appropriation of public revenue
(see Fig. 3.9) such as taxes and labour-service payments by provincial
and local officials became progressively common in the province of Fujian
where trade with Europeans was very active. There was, therefore, a direct
Unit: silver taels. 









Fig. 3.9 Silver Income Revenue, 1368–1521
Source: Data adapted from Wan Ming, “Mingdai baiyin huobi hua: Zhongguo
yu shijie lianjie de xin shijiao” [Silver Monetization in the Ming Dynasty: A
New Perspective on China’s Connection with the World], Hebei Xuekan [Hebei
Journal], 5 (2004), pp. 145–154
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correlation between the introduction of American silver and the rising
corruptive practices in southern China provinces (Ch’u 1962), mainly
in the areas of Canton and Fujian. The under-registration of population
due to the unworkable system carried out by local officials during the
sixteenth century, and in the Qing period, incentivized these local offi-
cials to engage in contraband and illegal commerce which provided major
profits in comparison to their official salaries (Brook 1999, 2010).
Contemporaries such as the Ming scholar He Qiao-yuan 何乔远
affirmed such practices and how official revenues were diverted to private
pockets and government assistants and subjects. This scholar mentioned
that “officially registered male adults, the so-called guān d̄ıng 官丁, paid
only three tenths [guān qián 官钱] of a tael to local government. Male
adults who are not into the registers are called s̄ı-d̄ıng 私丁 [‘private’,
unregistered ting]. The private d̄ıng pays into the pocket of government
underlings who charges roughly according to the size and economic status
of the family. This is inevitable.”5 This system fostered alliances between
powerful households and local government authorities in Canton coun-
ties to escape the fiscal burden. This provoked clan (lineages) alliances to
evade official registration and therefore elude paying taxes.
The above-mentioned practices became progressively common, and,
consequently, the system to register population and extract tax revenues
in the late Ming period was imprecise. In late Ming, one d̄ıng was the
equivalent of one male adult aged between 16 and 60 years old subject
to labour services or labour service payment (Ho 1959: 22). Thus, the
account of families and family members was arbitrarily compiled in the
Ming dynasty, and such inaccuracy continued into the Qing dynasty.
It is relevant to mention that Qing dynasty tax and labour calculations
followed the procedure of compiling the Yellow registers after 1651 on
a wider scale than the Ming registers. The Qing Yellow registers were
mainly meant to account population and tax returns, whereas the Ming
ones were based on accounting population and properties (Ho 1959: 24).
Such deep changes introduced in the Qing dynasty from 1651 meant
that the registers collected on population were flawed and implausible.
Map 3.2 and Tables 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 are arranged through the Local
Gazetteers population and d̄ıng data related to prefectures of Guangdong
5Shanghai Jiao Tong University Library (hereafter SJTUL), Dingxiu Database [鼎秀古
籍全文检索平台 dı̌ng xiù gǔjí quánwén jiǎnsuǒ píngtái], Rare Book Collection, Minshu,
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Table 3.3 Population data and growth rate in Guangdong prefectures [fǔ 府],
1662–1819
Prefecture 1662 1663 1819 Growth rate from 1663 to 1819 (%)
Guangzhou 200,302 230,855 3,403,966 1.86
Shaozhou 51,720 53,598 602,795 1.67
Nanxiong 9479 11,720 205,393 1.98
Huizhou 34,500 37,359 1,300,030 2.87
Chaozhou 57,043 72,421 1,405,180 2.05
Gaozhou 24,108 25,125 1,207,411 2.68
Lianzhou 4,731 8777 269,960 2.37
Leizhou 4502 6902 368,840 2.76
Qiongzhou 46,733 47,153 728,889 1.89
Luoding 12,578 12,622 374,554 2.34
Source: RUCL, Rare Book Collection, Zhongguo Difang Zhi, Guangdong province, Kangxi and
Jiaqing reign
Table 3.4 Population data in Guangdong province, 1662–1819
Year 1662 1673 1770 1819
D̄ıng 509,537 573,910 898,088 12,323,616
Source: RUCL, Rare Book Collection, Zhongguo Difang Zhi, Guangdong province, Kangxi and
Jiaqing reign
Table 3.5 Population
data and growth rate in
Fujian prefectures [fǔ
府], 1680–1737
Prefecture 1680 1737 Growth rate (%)
Fuzhou 449,870 225,287 −1.20
Quanzhou 240,435 129,117 −1.08
Jianning 603,195 260,280 −1.46
Yanping 315,115 217,589 −0.64
Tingzhou 182,565 209,541 0.24
Xinghua 172,595 132,501 −0.46
Shaowu 199,330 125,901 −0.80
Zhangzhou 234,725 171,713 −0.54
Funing 84,685 49,833 −0.92
Source: RUCL, Rare Book Collection, Zhongguo Difang Zhi,
Fujian province, Kangxi and Qianlong reign
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Table 3.6 Population
data in Fujian province,
1680–1830
Year 1680 1737 1830
D̄ıng 2,482,515 1,622,436 17,347,799
Source: RUCL, Rare Book Collection, Zhongguo Difang Zhi,
Fujian province, Kangxi, Qianlong and Daoguan reign
and Fujian provinces where household registers in the Qing dynasty were
not properly carried out before and after Qianlong reforms. The reform
introduced by the Qianlong emperor in 1741 changed this system, but
data were still weak. The only available data for the Qing period are the
annual d̄ıng returns. The use of such data to account for population is
a very difficult, almost impossible, task for demographers. As mentioned
earlier my goal in this section is not to show any alternative to account for
population, but rather to show, as illustrative example, that it is precisely
this inaccurate data of the Qing dynasty that indicates the low capacity of
the state.
Today some scholars (Cao 2001; Zhou 1982) take the model of some
early Qing scholarship (Parker 1899; Rockhill 1905; Willcox 1930) which
is based on considering the d̄ıng, families, and population liable to taxes
in the same terms. Their method to calculate the population is to multiply
the d̄ıng digits for a given year by four, five, six, or anything statistically
plausible for them. Early Qing historians who worked on China’s popu-
lation in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries have been influenced
by each other, accepting each other’s estimates and figures. This can be
observed through the wide acceptance of the estimates of China’s popu-
lation of circa 65,000,000 inhabitants in 1651, and circa 350,000,000 in
1850 (see Fig. 3.8).
As we can see in Table 3.3 and Map 3.2 the growth rate in the popu-
lation of some prefectures of Guangdong province sharply rose from
1673 (Kangxi reign) to 1819 (Jiaqing reign). The population data system
passed from under-registration in the Kangxi reign to over-registration in
the Jiaqing reign, despite the Qianlong emperor’s reforms. Even though
there is a consensus that the population significantly rose in the Ming-
Qing transition, figures displayed in Table 3.3 showing the population
growth rate in Guangdong prefectures are not plausible according to the
data of the census of the Local Gazetteers from the Kangxi to Jiaqing
period.
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Table 3.3 and Map 3.2 also show that the growth in some prefectures
goes from 1.67% to 2.87% which is implausible as China’s growth rate
was 0.4% per annum from 1400 to 1850 (Ge et al. 2001; Ho 1959;
Elvin 1973; Brandt et al. 2014; Lee and Wang 1999; Skinner 1987).
The annual rate of growth of the whole population of China, according
to Ping-ti Ho, and also confirmed in the data by Zhou Yuanhe, from
1779 (275,000,000 inhabitants) to 1850 (430,000,000 inhabitants), was
between 0.63% and 1% (Zhou 1982; Ho 1959: 64). In the twentieth
century the peak that China reached was 2.6% in 1968, being 0.32% in
the year 2020 (United Nations 2017; Roser et al. 2020).
Arbitrary estimates in accounting population were still carried out
after Qianlong’s reign. In 1819 during the Jiaqing period the total d̄ıng
registered in Guangdong province according to Local Gazetteers was
12,323,616 (see Table 3.4) which according to my argument is still an
overrated figure. This figure has been taken as valid by current main-
land China’s scholarship to calculate the population of Guangdong for
the year of 1819 as 21,392,000 in the account book of department of
revenue [hùbù 户部], with an estimate of 21,558,239 as the final figure
for Guangdong’s population by the gazetteers of Jiaqing reign. Even
though China’s population was rising in this period, the figure provided
by the gazetteers, and still taking as valid by some scholarship, is unre-
alistic and overestimated (Cao 2001: 191; Zhou 1982; Ye 1999; Jiang
1990). Something similar can be observed in Map 3.2 and Tables 3.5
and 3.6 that show population and d̄ıng data of Fujian prefectures.
The growth rate in all prefectures is negative, and only in Tingzhou
prefecture in 1737, before Qianlong reforms on population registers,
is the growth rate positive. Also, the data regarding the total number
of d̄ıng in Fujian province (see Table 3.6) had sharp changes from the
Kangxi to the Daoguan reign offering an unrealistic view of the popula-
tion size. This shows that the Local Gazetteers’ population registers were
both under-registered and overrated during the so-called “High Qing”
period [shèng q̄ıng 盛清], defined as economically prosperous, and also
during and after the Qianlong reign and reforms. The system was unwork-
able being an indicator of the low capacity of the Qing state to create a
stable socio-economic model to manage economic resources, mainly in
southern provinces, as it is demonstrated through the data presented on
the prefectures of Guangdong and Fujian.
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The reconstruction of China’s population through Qing period data
from 1651 until 1740 is no longer acceptable as the original Qing d̄ıng
shares of several regions were fixed and later arbitrary evaluations were
made. The “original” [shízài rénd̄ıng 实在人丁] Qing quotas for d̄ıng
tax followed the late Ming return system (see Illustration 3.1) (Ho 1959:
32).
Until the end of the Kangxi reign only half of the territories of the
Middle Kingdom had completely merged the d̄ıng reform from tax labour
service to tax land. And according to scholarship, it is only in the Qiang-
long years that the data on population and fiscal policies are a bit more,
but not totally, reliable. This might lead us to the conclusion that the state
capacity of the Qing government was low and inefficient in the implemen-
tation of tax reforms and administration of the economic resources of the
empire, mainly the newly conquered lands. The d̄ıng returns from 1651
to 1740 of the alien dynasty, non-Han (Manchu), were never intended to
indicate population, but to collect taxes. As we can observe in Fig. 3.10
below, the tax returns from the shízài rénd̄ıng original population of
Guangdong and Fujian provinces were quite lower than the d̄ıng figures.
Even though data on population are not reliable, we might detect the
Illustration 3.1 D̄ıng and Tax Returns in Hebei Province, 1680
Source: RUCL, Rare Book Collection, Zhongguo Difang Zhi, Hebei province,
Kangxi reign


























































































































































































































































low capacity of the state to collect taxes as the tax digits were much lower
than those related to population.
From 1741 to 1775, the years of the Qianlong reforms to register
population, data were still flawed and the system to register popula-
tion did not have much in the way of improvements. We still observe
(see Fig. 3.10) sharp fluctuations in population figures and a lack of
uniformity in methods of population registers in the second half of the
eighteenth century, whereas tax collection remained stagnant and with
some slight decline. Through the data I present in this section, Ping-ti
Ho’s conclusions on the ineffective fiscal and population register system
of the Qing dynasty (Ho 1959: 36, 37, 38, 198) are proven, mainly
in the southern provinces where local alliances between officials and
merchants were carried out as more profitable business. Merchants from
Fuzhou, Canton, Suzhou, Shanxi, Nanjing, among other relevant areas,
were engaged in the lucrative trade of introducing goods from western
origins such as tobacco, wines, and liquors, American crops (i.e. sweet
potato, potato, chili) (Perez-Garcia 2018; Cao 2004; Ho 1979), clocks,
etc., and exporting silk, porcelain, and tea to western regions. This non-
official system was rampant and uncontrollable by the central government
of Beijing (Chang 1962) and is the subject of the next chapter.
In an effort to improve the system and eradicate such inefficient
methods and under-registration of population which was having negative
effects in collecting taxes and increasing the government public revenue,
the Qianlong emperor decreed in 1740 an evaluation and review of the
system of population registration. Ping-ti Ho mentions in his work a
very illustrative passage of this decree and the response of the Board of
Revenue which shows the low capacity of the state to register population,
collect taxes, and most importantly to control the profitable business of
long-distance provinces. Indirectly we can infer the worries of the govern-
ment to control alliances between local officials and transient merchants
who were not registered. Qianlong’s decree mentioned the following:
In spite of the quinquennial [d̄ıng] assessments, provincial officials had
hitherto been bound, in matters to the increase and decline [of the number
of d̄ıng], by administrative formality. They have scarcely realized that this
matter is indeed the foundation of good government. From now on the
provincial officials, should in the 11th month of each year, send in detailed
reports as to the changes in numbers of households and mouths…This will
provide me with data for constant reference… (Ho 1959: 37)
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The Board of Revenue mentioned that after the completion of the d̄ıng
assessments “there must not be any omissions and evasions.” Evasions and
diversion of public revenues were very common in the southern provinces,
and so a group of high officials recommended that the data be compiled
from the “original” [shízài rénd̄ıng] population and tax quotas:
…the actual increase in population, can hardly be feasible in real prac-
tice…assessment has been based on-the-spot surveys and not on the d̄ıng
registers. Moreover, people are scattered all over the countryside…If the
local officials should be ordered personally to enumerate, they could
not bear [such administrative burden]. Probably they would entrust such
task to their office underlings. Besides some merchants are without fixed
residence, as are the transients and those in services and on public errand-
s…It is requested therefore that [the annual population enumeration] be
stopped…There is no need to make a door-to-door enumeration. (Ho
1959: 38)
The population of provinces such as Sichuan, Hubei, Hunan, Fujian,
or Guangdong was clearly under reported. Despite such attempts and
reforms to improve the population and tax administration of China (Zelin
1985), the system was still confusing, and laws and decrees were very
ambiguous. Local authorities purposely magnified population data after
1741 to satisfy the Qianlong emperor. The central government’s misman-
agement of securing an efficient system of information with local officials
in procuring correct data on population could likely be explained as not
wanting to put pressure on the local population, mainly Han communi-
ties, as high fiscal pressures were seen as an omen of faulty government
and consequently might foreshadow the collapse of the dynasty (Ma
2014: 487).
The Manchu (non-Han) government, as a foreign dynasty ruling the
Middle Kingdom, had in mind potential uprisings and local rebellions led
by Han communities (Hung 2009). Therefore, in this particular issue,
fiscal pressure was put more and more on foreign trade, and foreign
communities. After his accession in 1736, Qianlong was concerned about
the increasing accumulation of American silver by local communities
in the southern provinces. In 1757 he established the Canton System
[ȳıkǒu t̄ongshāng 一口通商] (Liang 1999; Cheong 1997; Zhao 2013)
enforcing Canton as the only port in China open for foreign commerce.
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This measure can be seen as a way for the Qing state to improve its
low capacity of collecting taxes (Menegon 2017: 33; Wang 2017) from
d̄ıng returns and mismanagement in registering population, as well as an
attempt to control business alliances and activities through official institu-
tions to eliminate contraband (Perdue 2017; Menegon 2017; Van Dyke
2011: 7–9). Within such measures Qianlong also seized an opportunity
in controlling and levying taxes on maritime and foreign trade as a very
profitable sector for the imperial treasury. Precisely in the year that Qian-
long imposed the Canton System in 1757 and 1758 he collected more
taels [liǎng 两] of silver in the Canton Customs than the under-registered
liǎng of silver levied in the whole Guangdong province in 1673, during
the Kangxi emperor’s reign (see Table 3.7).
Data from the Kangxi period are biased due to such under-registrations
of the population system, but to make such comparison illustrates the
low capacity of the Qing state to collect taxes and register population.
And also, it shows the different contexts of the Kangxi period, when
trade was more open, and the Qianlong period when trade was closed to
all ports except Canton. These different economic and political contexts
of the Manchu emperors, which has been widely recognized by the
scholarship as the “High Qing” period [shèng q̄ıng 盛清] with its flour-
ishing economy, as portrayed in this section show that a re-evaluation
of this period should be made through further research as the capacity
of the Qing state was weak and therefore the Chinese economy was
stagnant. This implies that the so-called economic boom of the Qing
state was a foot of clay. As Debin Ma mentions, such a weak state and
Table 3.7 Taxes levied in Kangxi d̄ıng registers and Qianlong Canton Customs





Source: RUCL, Rare Book Collection, Zhongguo Difang Zhi, Guangdong province, from Kangxi
reign. FHAC: Zhu Pi Zou Zhe (hereafter ZPZZ), 04-01-35-0331-002
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low administrative capacity had consequences for the long-run economic
divergence between China and northwestern Europe. In particular, in
light of the inefficient Qing institutions and bureaucracy, the fiscal system
and state capacity should be re-evaluated (Ma and Rubin 2019: 279).
China had the conditions to develop faster than its European counter-
parts but the high concentration of power, the institutional constraints
with the multiplication of inefficient bureaucracy, the extra-legal taxation
system, corruption practices, and an asymmetric system of information
between provinces and the central government were endogenous factors
that pushed back the economic development of China.
In 1772 (Ho 1959: 47) the quinquennial d̄ıng assessment was
eradicated. In central, western, and southern provinces (see the data
from Fujian and Guangdong provinces, Tables 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6)
accounting the population was still done arbitrarily. The long distance
from Guangdong and Fujian provinces to the capital in Beijing, as
well as the robust and increasing individualism of southern communi-
ties and families more orientated towards business and capital (silver)
accumulation, which was more profitable, were determinant factors that
contributed to corruption of the personnel and officials in provincial and
local administration.
Qianlong realized that the [bǎojiǎ 保甲] system was not being thor-
oughly performed in the whole territory of the Middle Kingdom. Some
measures were implemented to determine the real population of the
empire, but as it is shown in the data presented in this section, such
decrees and intervention of the government was not entirely successful
as data were still falsified by officials. The goal was to register local popu-
lation. However, the personnel and officials employed in this system were
underpaid and these officials had to act not only as supervisors to register
population but also as local police which worsened the performance of
their duties (Ho 1959: 48).
The inefficiency of this system, which shows the low capacity of the
Qing state, changed alongside with the socio-economic and political
circumstances and strategies of the government. It is therefore proven
in this section that across provinces, prefectures, and counties, as well
as time spans, there existed a profound heterogeneity in the quality of
the local accounts to register population due to the complex alliances
between socio-economic and political forces (Brandt et al. 2014) and
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the difficulties of the central government in consolidating its power in
long-distance localities. In the last quarter of the eighteenth century falsi-
fications were still made. Qianlong’s prestige and authority declined as he
failed to manage and administrate government resources such as the work
of provincial and local officials to record accurate population returns. This
demonstrates that during the second half of his reign the economic condi-
tion of the nation started to deteriorate, being a long-term process of
decline that had started earlier at the dawn of the eighteenth century.
The asymmetry in receiving information and communication from the
highly centralized and political structure derived from the newly incorpo-
rated regions in the Qing expansion (Spence 1990) caused an endogenous
problem in the fiscal capacity of the state, affecting its governance in
the long term (Ma 2014: 485). The empirical evidence of the Local
Gazetteers demonstrates the low capacity of the government to register
population and levy taxes through an efficient system.6 This explains why
the Qing government’s tax revenue was not so high. This finding differs
to some scholarship’s (Wong 2012; Rosenthal and Wong 2011; Pomeranz
2000) belief that light taxation was due to the benevolence of the govern-
ment following the Confucian rules of the good sovereign. In fact, the
Qing emperors, mainly in the eighteenth century, were characterized by
their interventionist rules and decrees whose aim was to consolidate their
absolute regime and maximize their power and monopoly rents.
6Nominal Qing China’s revenue (in silver units) was larger than those from the Euro-
pean or Ottoman states in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries due to the size of
China’s population after the Qing expansion. But in real per capita terms, tax revenue
was the lowest (Ma 2014: 488–489; Allen et al. 2011; Karaman and Pamuk 2011).
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CHAPTER 4
Silver, Rogues, and Trade Networks: Sangleyes
andManila Galleons Connecting the Spanish
Empire andQing China
This chapter examines the structure of trade in the South China Sea
region through an analysis of merchant networks operating in this
geographical area. Trade networks were long-distance partnerships that
changed over time after the early arrival of Spanish and European mission-
aries to the Philippines, Macao, and Canton. The extent and complexity
of the traders’ operations and the brokerage system that integrated East
Asian and European markets can be defined as early globalization, a kind
of market integration ongoing before the 1820s’ price convergence that
conventional scholarship has used to date globalization.
The circulation of global goods in both Asian and Western regions,
the intermediation of commercial agents through the commenda, and
the creation of unofficial institutions in the unregulated market of the
South China Sea stimulated the creation of dense trade networks where
information, trust, loyalty, and territorial belonging were the key elements
shaping the durability and sustainability of such networks.
The role of sangleyes (Chinese traders in the Philippines), acting as
main trade agents connecting Manila with south China and the Americas
through the Manila galleons and exchanges of American silver for Chinese
goods, will be deconstructed and fully reexamined. Strong and intricate
coalitions between the sangleyes , Hong merchants of Canton, and Euro-
pean traders demonstrate that both the Qing and Spanish empires had
weak state capacity in regulating long-distance trade and accumulation
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revenues through maritime trade taxes. Seville and Marseille in western
Mediterranean Europe and Macao and Canton in south China were the
main nodes of this unregulated trade that operated through smuggling
activities, bypassing state control, and ineffective mercantilist rules and
decrees.
4.1 New Comparisons Through the Mining
of New Historical Data: The Great Divergence
Through Consumption and Trade Networks
Kenneth Pomeranz’s main work, The Great Divergence (2000: 207),
following Frank’s Re-Orient (1998), and others in the California School
such as Roy Bin Wong, Richard Von Glahn, James Lee, Robert Marks,
Dennis Flynn studied why the Industrial Revolution occurred in Europe
but not in China, and revisited the analysis of economic development
and comparisons by focusing on Asian regions. Providing new data and
comparing standards of living of developed areas in China, such as the
lands of Jiangnan in the lower Yangtze Delta in Jiangsu province, and
Europe (namely the Netherlands and Great Britain), Pomeranz demon-
strated that some European regions had not accumulated the so-called
vital advantage of the acquisition of raw materials, capital, and food supply
prior to 1800. As a result, and as opposed to assumed explanations of
development, some southern and central European regions were no freer
of Malthusian pressures than other large economies such as their Asian
counterparts.
Empirical evidence proved that the Industrial Revolution was not the
outcome of European economic superiority, but rather a result of Euro-
pean “luck,” and mainly England’s fortune in establishing New World
colonies that provided the energy sources and raw materials to power
the revolution’s early stages. Europeans experienced a similar process of
development to some other regions of the world up until 1800. One
example was the Jiangnan region of China. Pomeranz’s research and
subsequent works combined a comparative analysis, taking a purely local
focus, with an integrative, global approach (Arrighi et al. 2003; Duchesne
2004; Goldstone 2008; Osterhammel 2009; Coclanis 2011). His perspec-
tive challenged the traditional and ideological Eurocentric view of Marx
(1971), Weber (2001), and subsequent works of the twentieth century
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(Toynbee 1934; Polanyi 1944; Braudel 1979; Wallerstein 1980; Landes
1998) that were purely based on Western exceptionalism.
Once existing along the fringes of traditional historiography, character-
ized by fragmented and local narratives, global history in the aftermath
of the Cold War and the fall of the Berlin Wall has gained extraordi-
nary prominence in academic research. Typically, global history has been
viewed as the history of the process of globalization, with a focus on
modern economic growth of developed areas (Conrad 2016; Holstein
2015). Today, however, global history is seen as an interdisciplinary
approach for the analysis of global processes through contacts, connec-
tions, socio-economic, and socio-cultural similarities, as well as differences
of diverse territories around the globe (Middell and Naumann 2010;
Schäfer 2004).
A major pitfall in comparative, cross-cultural studies with a longue
durée chronology is that some ambiguities and vagueness are prone to
appear (Sawyer 2015; Trivellato and Heudre 2015; Armitage et al. 2015;
Krishan 2014; Struck et al. 2011). Europe is deeply diverse—there are
great differences in northwestern Europe between Great Britain or the
Netherlands, for example. For Asia, and China in particular, the same
applies if we are referring to the Yangtze region or its prefecture areas
comparing to less developed regions such as Gansu, Anhui or Yunnan,
but economic differences between both areas are analysed during the
period of the Industrial Revolution and the mid-Qing dynasty. Some
scholars have focused too intensely on the debate around the great diver-
gence, others have jumped into conclusions about India and China having
had higher economic development levels than Europe pre-1800, or have
attempted to use values of GDP for the year 1BC, which seems a weak
and unreliable way to measure economic growth even in 1700 (Pomeranz
2000; van Zanden and Prak 2013; Maddison 2007; O’Brien and Deng
2017; Levi 2019).
This chapter focuses on two city ports, Macao and Marseille, both
geostrategic entrepôts for international trade in the eighteenth century
since they represented the socio-economic nodes integrating Western and
East Asian markets allowing the circulation of Western goods into south
China and Chinese goods into western Mediterranean markets. Rather
than peripheral economies of early modern Europe and China, these
areas played a dominant role in the development of Europe and Asia as
did other northwestern European countries such as Great Britain (and
the British world) (Berg 2019; Washbrook 1997; Bryant 2006) and the
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Netherlands (O’Rourke and Williamson 2004; Broadberry et al. 2018;
van Zanden and et al. 2012; Li and van Zanden 2012).
Presenting new historical data from a wide variety of communities,
villages, regions, and polities, collected through emerging digital tools,
moves away from core or central economic areas and offers a polycentric
approach when comparing East Asian, European, and American regions
(Perez-Garcia 2018; de Sousa 2019; Cao and Flynn 2019; Ibarra 2017;
Nakajima 2018; Hausberger and Ibarra 2018). This more holistic view
of the world economic system (Frank 1998) seems to be a more accurate
scale of analysis than big observations about nation-states.
Using findings from the GECEM Project Database, I focus on
trade networks and the consumption of Chinese goods in western
Mediterranean Europe (silk, tea, and porcelain), through the economic
axis Marseille-Seville.1 European goods (tobacco, wine glasses, clocks,
mirrors, wines, and liquors) (Perez-Garcia 2019) were introduced into
south China through the trade hub of Macao-Canton, which was
connected to the Iberian empires via the Manila galleons. While using
a comparative methodology I thus decentralize the core world economic
zones and analyse global conjunctures through regional cases.
By and large, scholarship has focused on England and its colonies,
especially when looking at the development of the British empire with its
strong trade orientation during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
(O’Rourke and Williamson 2004; Brewer 2010; Broadberry et al. 2017).
It was a society of traders and consumers, and since the mid-1970s
economic historians have concentrated their explorations on the British
world searching for the roots of the consumer society. England could be
identified as a nation of wholesalers, retailers, peddlers, and consumers.
The new consumers, largely the urban elites or middle classes, desired
and sought out colonial goods such as tea, sugar, or tobacco. This
demand spurred the proliferation of networks of retailers and shops in
eighteenth-century England (Fairchilds 1993).
In particular, Neil McKendrick led economic historians in the search
for the birthplace of the consumer revolution during the first Industrial
Revolution. The 1980s saw increased historiographical interest in finding
the origins of mass consumer societies, and England, as the centre of
1For more detailed information see GECEM Project (Global Encounters between China
and Europe: Trade Networks, Consumption and Cultural Exchanges in Macau and
Marseille, 1680–1840), www.gecem.eu.
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the economic world during the early modern period, was the pivotal axis
of historical analysis. The main features of the so-called “open societies”
were changes in patterns of consumption that fostered economic growth
and new technological changes, where consumer motivations to acquire
new goods, market integration, the creation of new fashions and tastes,
and an increase in disposable income to spend on luxury goods (i.e. goods
not intended to cover basic necessities) all occurred (McKendrick 1982).
During the period of global economic expansion of European
regions, consumers and traders of Chinese goods had fostered market
integration with East Asia since the sixteenth century. There is a solid
scholarship analysing the impact of Chinese goods in Europe (Braudel
1992; Batchelor 2008; Perez-Garcia 2013; Gerritsen and McDowall
2012; McNiel and Riello 2016; McCants 2018; de Vries 2008), as
well as that one which studies the arrival of Europeans to the Americas
and East Asia during the sixteenth century (de Sousa 2019; Oka 2018;
Nakajima 2018).
While in Ming and Qing China there was no consumer revolution on
the same scale as in Northern Europe (namely London and Amsterdam),
changes in patterns of consumption did gradually occur in late Ming
China due to the introduction of American crops (sweet potato, potato,
corn, chili) (Perez-Garcia 2018; Ho 1979; Elvin 1973), the increasing
demand for American silver through the Manila galleons (Von Glahn
1996; Irigoin 2009; Flynn and Giraldez 2010) (connecting the Spanish
trade in Manila with south China), and, later in Qing China, the intro-
duction of goods such as clocks, mirrors, European wine and liquors, and
tobacco. These latter commodities changed fashions and, in turn, lifestyles
among the Chinese elites.
A key issue to unveil is observing the flows and channels of distribu-
tion of goods and its impact in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
with the arrival of the foreign (non-Han) Qing dynasty to the Beijing
Court. The same can be applied to the Spanish empire when the Iberian
Union of Crowns came to an end in the mid-seventeenth century with the
arrival of the French dynasty, the Bourbons, to the Spanish throne in the
early eighteenth century. Both the Qing and Bourbon dynasties imple-
mented stiff mercantilist rules aiming to control trade and the economy.
A relevant question is to analyse the real effect of these policies on the
socio-economic and political agents and whether a centralized power and
autocratic regime had a reverse impact on the economic development
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fostering the rise of unofficial institutions to bypass the rigid government
regulations.
There were convergences and regional differences up to the eighteenth
century, and Macao, connecting with south China, and Marseille, in
Mediterranean Europe, can both be defined as transnational and tran-
scultural sites due to the international trade communities that settled in
those areas. Macao and Marseille were geostrategic sites as their privileged
location in the South China Sea and Mediterranean Sea, respectively,
allowed them to develop trade links with other surrounding ports and
external areas for international trade and distribution of commodities.
Marseille was the transnational entrepôt that connected Europe with
Asia through the Levantine routes, mainly through the trade activities
of Aleppo and Armenian merchants from New Julfa (Aslanian 2011).
Marseille also had links to western Mediterranean commerce through
Seville-Cadiz as the main point of entry for Asian goods into Europe.
Macao was linked with the West via the commerce with India and also
through the Manila-Acapulco galleons.
This new case study comparing Macao and Marseille aims to chal-
lenge the research which has treated China and Europe as a whole,
without considering regional socio-economic specificities (i.e. the fact
that northern Chinese markets and trade groups had a different way of
working to those in southern China, mainly in the areas of Guangdong
and Fujian; and the same was true between northern and southern Euro-
pean markets) (McDermott 2013; Ma and Yuan 2016). Such territorial
holistic and homogeneous schemes and frames of analysis go hand-in-
hand with national historical narratives whose objective is to reconstruct
and present the exceptional or hegemonic position of the European
leading economies during the period of the first Industrial Revolution.
Looking at Macao and Marseille, two port cities located on the periph-
eries of China and Europe, allows us to accurately observe how changes
in consumer behaviour, prompted by the intermediation of traders, were
correlated with economic growth and how the state bureaucracy and
mercantilist policies facilitated or impeded the circulation and entry of
overseas goods. The common features shared in both areas is the cross-
cultural trade that stimulated local economies, the internal organization
of trading families, as well as the assimilation of different cultural forms.
Within this context some concepts such as trust, loyalty, and media-
tion, which strengthened international trade networks, were vital in these
heterogeneous groups. The analysis of patterns of consumption, as well
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as possible differences and similarities among these groups, can give
us a full view of the transmission of cultural values by these transna-
tional communities. Investigating the introduction of Chinese goods
into Europe and Western goods into China might allow us to better
observe the process of socio-economic and cultural assimilation. The
main mediators for such processes of socio-cultural transfer through the
consumption of new goods were the groups of merchants defined as
“vicarious consumers” (Perez-Garcia 2013) who stimulated new cultural
practices, business intermediation, and social habits in the territory they
settled in. Merchants were at the centre of this intricate map of connec-
tions. They were agents in the distribution, marketing, and selling of
goods, stimulating the demand for new goods and creating new needs,
not only in the upper social ranks but also among ordinary people.
The analysis of socio-economic transfers and the acquisition of new
cultural forms between regions of south China and western Mediter-
ranean Europe, through the economic circuits of Macao and Marseille,
might allow us to better understand the connections and global encoun-
ters in between far-flung regions. During the early modern period, mainly
in the eighteenth century, markets tended to be integrated on a global
scale, and the analysis of such connections at a regional level might allow
us to identify possible divergences and/or convergences.
The empirical grounding we can gain by cross-referencing European
and Chinese sources might help to illuminate the global process of
economic development between a specific territory of China, with the
case study of Macao, and its European counterpart, Marseille. Therefore,
such specific analysis is based on a jeux d’échelles [game of scales], from a
micro perspective (Revel 1996; Haupt and Kocka 2009), by analysing
trade networks, to a macro perspective, by taking global markets and
goods as the main axis of comparison. This approach will help us surpass
the conventional division between rich and poor or developed and under-
developed countries, providing a new case of two different models of
development, and how trade networks and merchants shaped cultural
models, changed consumer behaviour, as well as political and economic
institutions. Thus, key issues in the debate on globalization are being
addressed, as new forms of globalization contributed to transform fash-
ions and channel new cultural identities beyond traditional economic
models of interpretation (O’Rourke and Williamson 2004).
Instead of looking at this issue from a Eurocentric view (Frank 1998),
the focus is based on analysing and discussing the interactions between the
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main social agents such as consumers, travellers, traders, and the objects
themselves. These were the principal socio-economic and cultural media-
tors in the process of changing tastes and fashions through the circulation
of commodities. Scholars of this subject have focused mainly on the anal-
ysis of Chinese objects circulating in Europe in the early globalization
(Gills and Thompson 2006), but what about the chains of European
goods in China? Thus, it is relevant to introduce the concept of “differ-
ential consumption” of Chinese goods in Europe and European goods
in China. Establishing typologies of goods and the differentiation of
consumers such as the elites and non-wealthy social groups can give us a
more accurate picture of the social circulation of certain goods that were
intended for luxury markets, as well as how fashions and new consumers
increased the demand for such goods.
The historical sources used for this research come from the archives of
Macao (Arquivo Historico de Macao, hereafter AHM), Marseille (Archive
de la Chambre de Commerce de Marseille and Archives Departamen-
tales des Bouches-du-Rhône, hereafter ACCM and ADBDR), and also
Seville and Murcia (Archivo General de Indias and Archivo Historico
Provincial de Murcia and Archivo Historico Provincial de Sevilla, here-
after AGI, AHPS, and AHPM). Probate-inventories, trade records, and
private merchant letters are crucial evidence to shed light on: (1) changes
in consumer behaviour; (2) typologies of goods introduced in south
China and Europe and the global drain of American silver which was
accumulated by Chinese traders and intermediaries, such as the Chinese
merchants of Manila (the so-called sangleyes), who evaded the state
supervision; (3) the identity of the consumers (elites and/or ordinary
people); (4) the socio-economic agents, traders, who introduced such
goods; and (5) the official and non-official trade system, and state capacity
to regulate such markets. This micro-analysis, which pays attention to
socio-economic agents and commercial networks as mediators in the
introduction of new goods creating a new market, uncovers the micro-
foundations of the great divergence. In addition, it shows how institutions
and officials of the Qing state sought to create a whole economic
apparatus for sustainable economic growth.
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4.2 Stereotypes, Casts, and Imagined Communities
in the Philippines: The Chinese Sangleyes
From the sixteenth century onwards, after the arrival of European (mainly
Portuguese and Spanish) communities in south China (Macao, Canton)
and Manila in the Philippines, the role of itinerant Chinese traders, the
so-called sangleyes , is of utmost importance to understanding the influx
of American silver into China, exports of Chinese goods, and imports
of Western commodities. In the eighteenth century, in a description
of the Philippines, Jesuit Father Pedro Murillo Velarde mentioned the
transnational feature of the city of Manila inhabited by communities from
territories of diverse continents. They talked in Spanish adapted to their
own languages which on many occasions made the communication very
difficult.2
The term sangleyes has proved difficult to define within the scholar-
ship. It has been mistakenly interpreted by historians as one derived from
the Hokkien language (Fujian) referring to Chinese merchants settled
in Manila that came from the south China provinces of Guangdong
and Fujian, who were allowed to trade in the Philippines3 (Wickberg
1964; Ollé 2002, 2018; Borrego 2016; Gil 2011; García-Abasolo 2011).
Historians of the Spanish empire often and erroneously refer to the
German Anthropologist Berthold Laufer’s argument, who in his work
The Relations of the Chinese to the Philippines Islands (Laufer 1907: 259)
mentioned the large Chinese community in Manila from Fujian provinces
(Ruiz-Stovel 2009: 56; Borrego 2016: 214).
However, Laufer does not mention that sangleyes is a term from the
Hokkien language, and he makes a rather sloppy and vague interpre-
tation of the works describing China by the Dominican friar Domingo
Fernandez de Navarrete (1610–1689) and by early seventeenth century
Antonio de Morga4 (1609) who was a royal official of the Spanish
crown in the Philippines. Some scholars mention that the term itself
might derive from Hokkienese language, sengli, meaning “trader,” others
2BNE, Pedro Murillo Velarde, Geographia historica de las Islas Philipinas, del Africa y
de sus islas adyacentes, Tomo VIII, Madrid, 1752, p. 52.
3BNE, de Morga, A., Sucesos de las islas Filipinas, México: Casa de Geronymo Balli,
1609.
4BNE, de Morga, A., Sucesos de las islas Filipinas, México: Casa de Geronymo Balli,
1609.
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suggest shanglii, “traveling merchants,” or changlai, “come regularly”
(Brook 2008: 167). This scholarship has mainly taken this thesis for
granted from Laufer’s work which should be deeply revised (Laufer 1907:
263).
According to Benedict Anderson, and as I also demonstrate, the
Hokkien thesis for the origin of the sangleyes community is unsustain-
able as this interpretation derives from the current wave of national
micro-histories that claim for the legitimation of “imagined communities”
(Anderson 1988). Such imaginaries are fed by nationalism and patriotic
local narratives, and “it is a lesson for our nationalistic age that neither the
Spaniards nor the Hokkienese could yet imagine ‘Chinese’” (Anderson
1988: 6). The “Chinese” groups of the Ming and Qing dynasties did
not describe themselves as sangleyes and could not portray the political
landscape of the emerging nation-states of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries.
Chinese (or southeast Asian) itinerant communities, which were mainly
orientated to business activities, did not refer to themselves as sangleyes .
Sangleyes is a term that we only find in the Spanish manuscripts of the
period (i.e. de Morga’s description of the Philippines, the Boxer Codex ,
among the most relevant), and in the Spanish historical sources of the
Archivo General de Indias at the sections Real Audiencia, Filipinas, and
in the manuscripts from Dominican, Franciscan, and Jesuit communities.
In the Míng shílù 明实录,5 Q̄ıng shílù 清实录,6 or other Ming and Qing
dynasty sources such as trade records and memorials of the First Histor-
ical Archives of China in Beijing, there is not any record mentioning
the term sangleyes . The Míng shílù7 does mention the abundant number
of Fujianese traders settling down in Manila, but not the term sangley
(Horsley 1950: 78, 186).
It was a stereotyped Western (Spanish) Catholic concept of cast (see
Illustration 4.1) referring to the Chinese in Manila who were among the
5SJTUL, Ming shilu (Veritable Records of the Ming Dynasty), Taipei: Academia Sinica
Institute of History and Philology, 1962.
6SJTUL, Qing shilu (Veritable Records of the Qing Dynasty), Beijing: Zhonghua
Publishing Company, 2008.
7SJTUL, Ming shilu (Veritable Records of the Ming Dynasty), Taipei: Academia Sinica
Institute of History and Philology, 1962.
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Illustration 4.1 Sangleyes or Chinese Casts in the Philippines.
Source: LC, Murillo Velarde, Pedro, and Nicolás De La Cruz Bagay. Carta
hydrographica y chorographica de las Yslas Filipinas: dedicada al Rey Nuestro
Señor por el Mariscal de Campo don Fernando Valdes Tamon Cavallo del Orden
de Santiago de Governador y Capitan. [Manila: Publisher Not Identified, 1734]
Map. https://www.loc.gov/item/2013585226/
diffuse social group of traders, artisans, smugglers, and pirates or corsairs8
that were engaged in contraband activities making the routes from Amoy,
Fuzhou (Blussé 1990), Formosa, Canton, Macao, or Nagasaki (Nakajima
2018; Boyajian 2008; Ptak 2003; Qiu 1995). This is defined as unofficial
trade nánbán 南蛮 (southern barbarian), very well studied by Mihoko
Oka who has argued that it “meant vaguely the uncivilized peoples
belonging to the south of China” (Oka 2018: 163–182). The sangleyes
might have some parallels with the term wokou which Oka defined as
8Caroline S. Hau mentions the possibility of referring to sangleyes as pirates, lannang
(Hau 2003: 192; Scott 1994: 190, 279; Hau 2014: 9).
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“mixed-race smugglers mainly comprising Chinese merchants” for the
Japan overseas trade relations in south China (Oka 2018: 165; Borao
2005: 25–53).
Sangleyes is a transliteration in the Spanish sources of the Chinese term
商人来 shāngrén lái (merchant who arrives). Spanish scribes and notaries
who settled in Manila in the second half of the sixteenth century did not
know how to write or speak Chinese. Spanish scribes might hear about
the term shāngrén lái referring to Chinese traders and they transliterated
the term as sangleyes .9 It was likely a general term to identify merchants,
mainly from other races and ethnic groups, from Chinese origins. Also,
any merchant from Asian origins was labelled as sangley in the Spanish
sources (the only historical sources mentioning this term). In the Boxer
Codex the first allusion to sangley is when the author is describing the
island of Brunei, its lands, its people, and how Brunei became an Islamic
state circa fourteenth century under the mandate of the lord of the city
Sultan Yusuf. The quote says:
“…not satisfied with this and as a young man with no other goal
than to find new lands boarded all his people and sailed back through
the northeast and after some days reached port in Chinese lands and
requested license to stay and landed to go visit the King of China who he
recognized as superior King; and the King of China confirmed him back
as King, providing him of badges and weapons that today the King of
Borney [Brunei] still has and seeing that sultan Yuso [Sultan Yusuf] was
not married ceded him a sangleya [sangley woman] that happened to be
related with the King of China. She was lordess of a city called namtay
[Nantay] in the kingdom of China…”10
In their transcription and translation of the Boxer Codex from Spanish
to English, George B. Souza and Jeffrey S.Turley, likely echoing previous
9From the sixteenth century onwards, we have many examples in the Spanish sources
for such transliterations of Chinese terms. Champan 三 板 [sam pan] refers to a variety of
Chinese and Japanese fishing ship that was often mentioned in the Spanish early modern
historical sources. Such term is frequently mentioned in the sources of the Archivo General
de Indias in the catalogue of the Philippines related to commerce of East Asian ports such
as Nagasaki, Canton, Macao, or Manila, among others.
See Diccionario Marítimo Español, José de Lorenzo, Gonzalo de Muga, Martín
Ferreiro, 1865. According to this dictionary, this word was designated for vessels, 三
板 [sam pan], whose meaning is “three thick planks.”
10Indiana University Digital Library (hereafter IUDL), Boxer Codex , [manuscript], ca.
1590, f. 74v.
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interpretations such as Laufer’s and others, mention that sangley is a
transliteration from Chinese 常來 cháng lái meaning “frequently come”
and it was used “for Chinese visitors or settlers in the Philippines,
primarily but not exclusively from Fujian” (Souza and Turley 2015: 402).
The quotation above portrays a sort of fictional story relating the myth
of the Muslim Brunei Sultanate and its relationship with the emperor
of China who gave to the sultan a sangley woman [sangleya] as a wife.
The passage mentions that this woman was a relative of the emperor of
China and she was the ruler of the city of Nantay (the Fujianese city of
Quanzhou according to Souza and Turley (2015: 402, 403). This proves
that the manuscript itself does not mention any passage that explicitly
states that sangley is a word from Hokkienese or the origins of the term
that the above-mentioned and ongoing historiography (Crossley 2016)
keeps repeating without any solid foundation and deep analysis of the
term and historical context.
Also, the Spanish Augustinian friar Martin de Rada (1533–1578)
mentioned in his description of China that the indigenous people of the
Philippines islands “call China sangley, and the Chinese merchants them-
selves call it zhonghua” meaning “middle kingdom” (Souza and Turley
2015: 559, 560).11 According to Charles Boxer, many names were used
to refer to China, or the kingdom of Cathay as Marco Polo called it, and
Chinese communities were corrupted from southern China languages (i.e.
Hokkienese or Cantonese). People from Burney [Brunei] were also called
Chinese by natives of the Philippines (Souza and Turley 2015: 560, 561;
Boxer 1953; Boxer 1968).12 This does not make any sense and according
to Boxer there were errors in the transcription and copies of Rada’s work
and subsequent descriptions and views by Spanish friars and travellers in
the Philippines.
The misinterpretations around the sangleyes mainly stem from Spanish
(Santamaría 1966; Folch 2002; Ollé 2011; García-Abasolo 2011),
Chinese (Hu-DeHart 2013), and Taiwanese13 scholarship. Rada had an
incomplete image of China (Sola 2018: 176) and created a view and
11IUDL, Boxer Codex , f. 213r., f. 213v.
12IUDL, Boxer Codex , f. 213v., f. 214r.
13Here I just mention some works of Taiwanese scholarship which proves the incre-
mental and shallowness of the ongoing research in this topic (Li Yu Zhong 2001: 31–48;
Fang Chen-Chen 2010: 146–198, 2017: 179–227).
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opinion of Chinese society with the aim to project a distorted imagi-
nary (Gruzinski 1988, 2014) to ecclesiastic and civil officials of Spain
in the context of Catholic Counterreformation and Inquisition prosecu-
tions. This imaginary and idealistic view was also portrayed in the Boxer
Codex which described the rich lands and peoples of the Philippines and
nearby regions such as China.
The economic crisis at the end of the reign of Philipp II and at
the beginning of Philipp III is a plausible thesis to explain the detailed
accounts found in the Boxer Codex . The goal of the Codex, written
at the end of the sixteenth century under the administration of Luis
Pérez Dasmariñas, Governor General of the Philippines, was probably
to convince the authorities, and the king himself, of Spain’s need to
extract revenues from the rich lands and economic resources of the Philip-
pines and East Asia in a period in which the Spanish monarchy was in
bankruptcy (Elliott 1986, 2002; ; Yun-Casalilla 2019; Lynch 1994). One
of the illustrations of the Codex (see Illustration 4.2) portrayed a married
couple of sangleyes ,14 which the manuscript describes as rich kings from
Cathay (the middle kingdom). Sangleyes were mainly merchants and not
the sort of nobles or aristocrats as the image portrayed, probably echoing
the image of the elites and nobility of Spain. This was likely an unreal
image, then, but one with the aim of persuading local authorities of Spain
to maintain the presidios , encomiendas , and colonial institutions of the
Philippines, to extract potential economic benefits.
Beyond the etymological meanings and historiographical disputes such
denomination had a socio-cultural connotation as a way to refer to a non-
Catholic community which was very common within the context of pure
blood in the Iberian empires when new colonies in the Americas and
Asia were incorporated into the Iberian kingdoms. The conversion to the
Catholic faith of peoples and native American and Asian communities that
had a lower social status according to doctrines of the European Counter-
reformation was the main goal of the Spanish settlers in the Philippines.
This is the more plausible thesis as it was the Spanish who referred to the
Chinese communities as sangleyes that should be Christianised (Horsley
1950: 106, 107, 108). A different issue is the vernacular language these
transients and migrants from Fujian and Canton spoke when settled in
14IUDL, Boxer Codex , f. 204r, f. 222r.-227r.
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Illustration 4.2
Couple of Sangleyes as
in the Boxer Codex
Source: IUDL, Boxer
Codex , f. 204r, f.
222r.-227r
the Philippines by the “population that the Spanish called the sangleyes”
(Klöter 2011).
Therefore, it is plausible that the term sangleyes was aimed to stereo-
type a native community that should be converted to the Catholic faith,
as well as to the customs and traditions of the Spanish crown. They were
stereotyped in the same way as the native communities of the Americas,
the “indios” [Indians], who were converted by the Spanish conquistadors.
In 1594, a royal order was delivered to the governor of the Philippines
Gómez Pérez Dasmariñas to report and provide a remedy to the affronts
and insults the “indios sangleyes” [Indian sangleyes]15 received after
arriving in Manila from China to engage in trade and business.
In 1582 friar Juan Bautista, vicar of the village of Miton (Philippines),
wrote a letter to Domingo de Salazar, the bishop of the Philippines,
15AGI, Filipinas, 339, L. 2, f. 55r–56r.
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regarding the grievances the sangleyes received who came back without
any will to settle down in the village of Miton. In the letter Bautista
expresses his frustration in dealing with the sangleyes as he did not
understand their language (Chinese) and he also mentioned the complex
interactions with the sangleyes community orientated in business and how
they enslaved their own people for their business. The letter reads:
“I attempted to bring up what your eminence sent me from the sangleies
[sangleyes] directly and I have to sincerely say that after giving much
thought to it for another couple of hours thanks to the naughty young-
ster that also is unable to understand a thing I asked since after twenty
times [many many times] I asked they answered differently—they are indios
[Indians] after all and that until I was able to find out the real amount they
all screamed around saying that 400 pesos they had paid taking the cargo
because they had paid forty men at ten pesos each but I found out that
they did not pay 140 because the men that went were thirty five rented
men that were not paid more than seven pesos of those twenty or twenty
four. The rest were slaves and servants [esclavos y criados] of the same
sangleies because who had men to give gave no money. In reference to
the depopulation of Indians in this land the sangleies I have asked ship
captains to bring more people to live there a captain responded that he
had brought fifty, another that he had brought twenty, and another one
forty, all of them with the aim of settling here. My calculations are that a
bit more than two hundred, as I asked about how they were treated and
I witnessed how sometimes they forced rreos [prisoners] and in jornadas
[working days …] other times harassing the rest of the indios as usual and
particularly by buying their mercaderia [merchandise] at a lower price and
by force the alcaldes mayores [mayors] and sometimes taking Spaniards to
their homes and inspecting what they have under their beds and in the
boxes and purses, forcing them to open the boxes and purses and buying
the goods at a very low price or no price and many other things that I
will list and they regretted and came back because they did not want to
settle and in this town of Miton of the houses that of the ten houses that
there were now there are six empty and from these houses around eigh-
teen or twenty people indios and two or three years approximately fifty
people that were living here and wanted to settle and in the words of all
of the people living in Miton there are around three hundred indios , men,
that are missing and complain about many other things I could say … In
Miton, today Tuesday of 1562.”16
16Translation from Spanish to English, keeping original narrative as literal as possible.
AGI, Filipinas, 84, n. 26.
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Such misinterpretations of the lands of the Middle Kingdom and its
people by the early arrival of the Spanish Augustinians and Dominicans
were likely a product of the project of evangelization and socio-economic
and political domination of new lands under the reign of Philip II. The
above manuscripts and descriptions of China and the East Asian lands
showed that there was a lack of knowledge and adaptation by the Euro-
pean (mainly Spanish) newcomers. It was not until the arrival of the first
Jesuits to China in the last quarter of the sixteenth century when we find
a more accurate view and description of China through European eyes
as they were the best learners of the Chinese language and Jesuits also
created the more accurate dictionary from Chinese to Latin. This broke
down the stereotypes and distorted images constructed by Dominicans,
Augustinians, and Spanish conquerors.
There is not any similar reference, as in the way we find in the Boxer
Codex and other manuscripts, about sangleyes in the Jesuit manuscripts
of the late sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. The French
Jesuit Jean-Baptiste Du Halde (1674–1743) known in Chinese as Dù
Hèdé 杜赫德 prepared the Description de la Chine in 1735, one of the
best encyclopaedic works on China about the culture, society, politics,
economy, and history of the Middle Kingdom. There is not one mention
about the term sangleyes in Du Halde’s work, which demonstrates that the
term sangley is a Spanish construct. The accuracy of Du Halde’s work is
seen in his precise description of Chinese silk and porcelain production,17
and local producers of these commodities in Europe used his work to
discover the secrets of production of these highly appreciated Chinese
goods.
The arrival in Asia of the first Jesuit, San Francisco Xavier, founding
member of the Societatis Iesu in 1552, and thereafter, Father Matteo Ricci
in 1583, and his fellow Jesuits meant that knowledge of Asia and China in
Europe became much improved (Meynard 2006). The number of Jesuits
from different European territories who came to China increased from
the end of the Ming dynasty until the mid-Qing dynasty, with the main
countries of origin being Portugal, France, and Italy (see Table 4.1).
17The Beijing Center of Chinese Studies Library (hereafter TBCL), Rare Book
Collection: Jean-Baptiste Du Halde, Description Geographique, Historique, Chronologique,
Politique, et Physique de l’Empire de la Chine et de la Tartarie Chinoise, vols. 1–4, Paris:
P.-G. le Mercier, 1735.
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Table 4.1 Origins of
Jesuits settled in China
(1552–1701)



















Source: Author’s own elaboration using data from the Matteo Ricci
Institute of Macau/Archivum Romanum Societatis Jesu (hereafter
AMRIM/ARSJ), Japonensis Sinica [hereafter Jap.Sin.] 187, Epistola
Sinarum, folio (hereafter f.) 3-5v
Their main aim was to organize the Catholic missions in different
provinces (see Map 4.1) serving as the main agents of cultural and socio-
economic exchanges between Europe and China. Such exchanges were
presented in the form of the introduction in China of Christian values
and the adaptation to Chinese beliefs and ethics such as Confucianism
(Meynard 2015), Taoism, and Buddhism, as well as trans-linguistic and
cultural forms by which Western standards were adapted to Chinese
culture (Hosne 2011; 2013). This follows the Jesuit classic accommoda-
tion method to adapt themselves by preaching in the vernacular language
and learning the customs of the place where they had settled down: “ad
usum loci, in quo vivitur accomodatus” (Muller 2016; Mungello 1989;
Elison 1973).
Ricci when arrived in China at the age of thirty years old, he was calling
in Europe for priests that should be men of “good,” but also men of
“talent” (Latourette 1929: 83). Jesuits also acquired a Chinese name as
a sign of adapting to the culture and habits of the unknown Far East
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Map 4.1 Organization of Jesuit Missions in Ming China
Source: AMRIM/ARSJ, Jap.Sin. 181, Epistola Sinarum, f. 001
world (Menegon 2009; Standaert 2001; Spence 1985). For instance, the
surname of San Francisco Xavier was fám 方, the name of Father Matteo
Ricci (1552–1610) (Meynard 2013) was Lì Mǎdòu 利玛窦, and Father
Michele Ruggieri (1543–1607) was known in China as Luó Míngjiān 罗
明坚.
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Thus, they were the first to romanize the Chinese language by creating
the first Sino-Japanese-Latin dictionary (see Illustration 4.3). Some exam-
ples of this process of romanization from Chinese to Latin can be
observed through words such as heaven “cieli,” 天 tiān, and they wrote
“thier,” which means that they were adapting the dictionary more to the
phonological features of the Mandarin dialect of the late Ming dynasty.
The dictionary was not based on the northern Beijing dialect, being likely
Illustration 4.3 Preparation of a Sino-Japanese-Latin dictionary by Ruggieri
and Ricci, circa 1583–1588
Source: AMRIM /ARSJ, Jap. Sin. 187
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more based on the dialect of Nanking and its surroundings Ricci and
Ruggieri also prepared a Sino-Portuguese dictionary between 1583 and
1588 (Witek 2001: 208–209).
4.3 Sangleyes and European Networks
in Macao and Manila: Decentralizing
the Spanish and Qing Empires
The process of evangelization carried out by the Augustinians along-
side the Spanish monarchy’s economic project in the Philippines were
reminiscent of the strategies involved during the Spanish reconquest of
the Moors; land occupation, repopulation, and establishment of insti-
tutions and integration of peoples of non-Catholic faith (Perez-Garcia
2020; Ruiz 2004; Herzog 2015). Similarly, as in the territories of Spanish
America, the Crown established the encomienda system in the Philippines,
endowing the extraction of rents, tributes, and lands to Spanish colonizers
and religious orders such as the Dominicans and Augustinians.
The transfer of such benefits and tributes provided the Spanish elites
and religious orders a stable source of revenue. However, as in the
Americas, some difficulties were found in the repartimientos de indios or
“the temporary distribution of Indians as a workforce for the coloniz-
ers” (Yun-Casalilla 2019: 57; Jauregui and Aguilar 2005; Parry 1990;
Romano 2004), where in the case of Manila the Chinese sangleyes were
the main workforce. This was an endogenous factor that contributed to
the long-run stagnation of the Philippines’ economy as it also had in the
Americas (Elson 2013; Coatsworth 2008).
Spaniards often found resistance to their requests for labour and
taxation among indigenous populations. Additionally, abuse within the
encomiendas was common, as several episodes from July 1578 indicate,
revealing the lack of control and poor administration by the Spanish
elites and colonizers in Manila. There was the case of the factor [worker]
of ships Andres de Mirandaola who quarrelled with Diego Lopez de
Valdepeñas for the poor tax collection, accusing him of diverting the
money for his own benefit.18 There were also some testimonies that the
encomiendas of Guido de Lavezaris were misused causing great damage to
18AGI, Filipinas, 29, n. 29.
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the Real Hacienda de Filipinas [Royal Treasury of the Philippines].19 It
was mentioned that rice from these encomiendas was given to the Indians
of the villages of Bitis and Lubao, Chinese settlers and Philippine natives,
instead of Spanish officials and soldiers, and that royal soldiers and officials
had sacked much of the land.20
Before the arrival of Domingo de Salazar (first bishop of the
Philippines) (Gutierrez 1976) and the Governor General Gonzalo
de Ronquillo’s establishment of the Manila Parian as a place of residence
for Chinese merchants in 1581 (Cervera 2015; Ollé 2008; Pastells et al.
1925; Aduarte 1640; de la Costa 1950), the Augustinians were entrusted
to settle the sangleyes and work with them in the village named Miton
(which they renamed Santa Fe). They were in charge of the doctrine
of Christianity to convert the sangleyes to the Catholic faith as well as
employing them as the main human capital to economically develop
the area. In a memorial the Augustinian friar Andres de Aguirre, padre
provincial [provincial father], wrote that:
…to convert to the Chinese that comes to trade in Manila and they have
settled down there, they have been moved to a nearby place to Manila
named Miton as it is called in the language of the indios [Indians], and a
Church has been erected by two friars, but the bishop has made the proper
errands to take this village for its Church. He asks to protect this village to
the Augustinian Order and monastery, and to rename the village as Santa
Fe, and its monastery San Felipe…21
Figures on the number of sangleyes settled in Manila are not very accurate.
Diego Aduarte mentions that when the Dominicans arrived in Manila in
1587 the number of sangleyes settled in the Parian ranged from 8000 to
15,000 (Aduarte 1640: 171). From early on it is mentioned in Spanish
documents that sangleyes were ruthless people and orientated in business
and accumulating capital (mainly American silver). Local Spanish elites
had serious problems communicating with them as their language was
difficult to understand “no se les entiende bien…y al fin son indios… hasta
que yo trate de averiguar con todos la verdad andaban dando voces cada
19AGI, Filipinas, 29, n. 29.
20AGI, Filipinas, 29, n. 29.
21AGI, Filipinas, 79, n. 14.
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uno” [it is impossible to understand…after all they are Indians…until I
found the truth with all of them they were yelling…].22
The sangleyes stopped settling down in the village of Miton. The docu-
ments also show that the sangleyes participated in the slave trade as slave
owners [núlì fànzı̌ 奴隶贩子] (de Sousa 2010), and that they used the
“reos” [prisoners] as forced labour and engaged in business partnerships
[commenda] with the captains of vessels. Spanish merchants who were
bringing goods from the Americas and Spain, fostering price specula-
tion, were also forcing the “alcaldes mayores” [mayors] and other Spanish
officials in the Philippines to buy commodities at a low price.23
This practice continued from the sixteenth century to the eigh-
teenth century, being a major problem for the Habsburgs and Bourbon
monarchs of Spain, as the Pacific trade, mainly Manila-Macao-Canton
trade node, was the main channel that was funnelling the Spanish silver
to China and away from the royal treasury of the Spanish empire whose
decline started in the late sixteenth century. Regulations, royal decrees,
and even building a new social archetype, the sangleyes , in the Spanish
Asian colonies did not prevent the loss of Spanish economic resources.
One strategy that aimed to regulate the Atlantic and Pacific commerce
was the loss of the monopoly trade by the city of Seville to the port
of Cadiz (del Valle Pavon 2011). Such practices were consolidated from
times of the Iberian Union of Crowns (1580–1640) (Schaub 2001)
under the Habsburgs to the eighteenth century with the arrival of the
French Bourbon dynasty to the Spanish throne. Intellectual enlight-
eners and ministers hoped to regulate commerce in the Pacific (Bonialian
2012) with the establishment of the Real Compañía de Filipinas [Royal
Company of Philippines] (Díaz-Trechuelo 1965) or the open-trade royal
decree to open commerce in several Spanish ports in the second half of
the eighteenth century.
Unregulated trade and smuggling activities were prompted by the
constant drain of American silver into China, via Manila-Macao-Canton,
from the sixteenth century onwards. Silver had become the standard
payment for transactions and exchanges, as well as the main currency for
the fiscal system, particularly since paper money [bǎo chāo 宝钞 ] had
22AGI, Filipinas, 339, l. 2, f. 55r–56r.
AGI, Filipinas, 79, n. 14.
23AGI, Filipinas, 339, l. 2, f. 55r–56r.
AGI, Filipinas, 79, n. 14.
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resulted in inflation and copper coin production had proved insufficient
(Von Glahn 2019). Silver was introduced as the main standard after some
monetary reforms were introduced by the Ming emperor Xuande in 1436
when he accepted the “Gold Floral Silver” [j̄ın huā yín 金花银] (Huang
1974: 52; Von Glahn 1996; Twitchett and Grimm 1988). Later in the
early sixteenth century the “Single Whip Reform” (Grass 2017: 7–31;
Wan and Shu 2015) recognized that silver was officially and legally the
main unit for transactions and tax collection. However, the Ming dynasty
silver mines, located in Guizhou, Henan, Shanxi, Shandong, Zhejiang,
Fujian, Sichuan, and Yunnan, as Míng shílù (Records of Ming Dynasty)
reports, did not have enough production of silver.24 The government
had only 100,000 silver tael income from domestic silver mines every
year (Wan 2004).
These conditions paved the way for the constant influx of American
silver into Ming and Qing China. The shortage in domestic silver produc-
tion could hardly meet the increasing demand, so the Ming government
was forced to open maritime trade. Overall, the thirst for silver as payment
and the shortage in the supply of this precious metal stimulated a rise
in price. Selling silver to the Chinese turned out to be a fat bargain.
With the trade surplus advantage, gross inflow of foreign silver met the
growing demand for silver money in the middle and late Ming dynasty. In
addition, the growing demand in the Americas and Europe for Chinese
goods such as silk, porcelain, and tea contributed to the vast amounts of
American silver entering China (see Table 4.2).
The arrival of Portuguese and Spanish traders to Macao and Manila
was the final factor in consolidating the flow of silver from the Amer-
icas to China. Wang Yuxun points out that 1586 was a turning point in
this inflow. According to his findings, prior to 1586 about 300,000 pesos
of American silver came into China every year (Wang 1998). After that
the number rapidly increased which is correlated with the settlement of
Spanish colonizers and the sangley community in Manila. From 1586 to
1590 approximately 2,500,000 pesos came into China. Until the end of
sixteenth century the volume of American silver in China imported from
Manila amounted to two or three million pesos. Liang Fangzhong’s statis-
tics shows that 6,800,000 yuan of American silver entered China from
24SJTUL, Ming shilu (Veritable Records of the Ming Dynasty), Taipei: Academia Sinica
Institute of History and Philology, 1962.
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Table 4.2 The amount of silver from Spain-controlled Americas that entered
the East via Europe, 1500–1800
Year Production of silver in
Spain-controlled Americas
The amount of silver
that entered Europe
The amount of silver
transferred to the East
1550 3 3 2–3
1600 11–14 10 4.4
1650 10–13 8–9 6
1700 12 10–12 8.5
1750 18–20 18–25 12.2
1780 22 18–20 14.7
1800 30 23–35 18
Unit: Millions of yuan
Source: Attman (1986, p. 33)
1721 to 1740 and 105,000,000 yuan from 1752 to 1800 (Liang 1953;
Liang 1989).
Quan Hansheng (1966) surmised that from 1700 to 1830 five billion
yuan [one silver yuan equals circa 0.72 tael] (Faure 2006, 2007: 58) of
American silver arrived in China. He accepted the assumption that nearly
two thirds (Attman 1986; Dermigny 1964; Chaunu 1962; Atwell 2005;
Flynn and Giraldez 1996) of silver was transferred from the Americas to
Manila and then finally transported by Chinese merchants (the sangleyes)
to China via Macao, Canton, and Fujian as the main trade nodes.
However, he corrected his figures in later works declaring that circa six
and a half billion yuan were transferred to Macao-Canton through Manila
(Quan 1969).
Almost half of the American silver was absorbed by Chinese markets
in the late Ming dynasty, China being the largest silver consumer at
that period (Quan 1972; Wan 2004). In this framework the sangleyes of
Manila played a crucial role in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth-
century diversion of American silver and tax revenue from the Spanish
royal treasury to local traders of south China, mainly those from Macao,
Canton, and Fujian. As can be seen in Fig. 4.1 and Map 4.2, a high
volume of tax revenue to the royal treasury in the Philippines came
from the trade with south China, especially Canton, through the licences
granted to the sangleyes .
The data provided in Fig. 4.1—although constrained to one year—












Almojarifazgo Licences for Sangleyes
Fig. 4.1 Trade tax revenue of the Spanish royal treasury in the Philippines,
1612
Source: AGI, Contaduría, Cajas Reales de las Islas Filipinas, 1209, f. 640r.-670v
conditions, agriculture, sea-faring activities, and piracy (van Dyke 2017,
2011). The tax revenue accounts were arranged randomly according to
such factors. Mark Elvin analysed the system according to the Chinese
lunar calendar and defined it as “year-node divisions” related to the solar
periods in which the Chinese lunar calendar is divided (Elvin 1973: 350).
The licences granted to the sangleyes , who on many occasions were linked
to smuggling and unofficial trade, accounted for a higher value than the
almojarifazgo revenue in the autumn of 1612 (see Fig. 4.1 and Map 4.2).
Granting a higher number of licences to sangleyes was a way the
Spanish authorities devised to somehow control and regulate trade
between the colonies (the Philippines) and south China. This was a
daunting and unrealistic task, as trade along the coasts of Canton and
Macao and the routes connecting to Manila were rife with piracy and
smuggling (Antony 2010). In practice the regulation of commerce was
in the hands of the local authorities and elites of the Philippines, which
acted through non-official channels and coalitions with smugglers along
the Manila-Macao-Canton main trade artery connecting south China with
American and European territories.
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Map 4.2 Trade tax revenue of the Spanish royal treasury in the Philippines,
1612
Source: Author’s own elaboration, through GECEM Project Database and Soft-
ware QGIS v3.12 Base map from Natural Earth raster through data of AGI,
Contaduría, Cajas Reales de las Islas Filipinas, 1209, f. 640r.-670v
This trade system that began in the sixteenth century was consolidated
over the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries through trade networks
and business partnerships between European, American, and Chinese
merchants connecting big, medium, and small companies that shared
information and capital. The main mercantile system for such exchanges
was through letters of credit and contracts for American silver and goods
(i.e. silk, tea, or porcelain from China, and European red wines and
liquors, as major evidence I have found) enabling a third partner through
the so-called commenda contract (Pryor 1977) in which small compa-
nies or societies were engaged with a non-official business system to ship
goods and carry on transactions.
The sangleyes were the main agents and mediators in such exchanges
since Manila was the nexus for the flow of American silver and exchange
of Western and Chinese goods through the trade networks that connected
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agents from several origins (East Asia, southeast Asia, the Americas,
Europe) (Schurz 1939; Shiu and Keller 2007; Suarez 2018). A brokerage
system was consolidated through global trade networks that were formed
in local spaces connecting Europe and the Americas with the port cities
of Macao, Canton, Xiamen (Amoy), Ningbo, and Shanghai (Ng 1983).
The commenda, defined as a commercial form of cooperation, inte-
grated several agents and transactors, pooled capital, shared risks, and
investments (Reinert and Fredona 2017), as well as profits among the
participant agents. Originating in medieval Europe, the commenda (van
Doosselaere 2009; Greif 2006; Trivellato 2009; Mauro 1990) was found
in Ming and, mainly Qing China, where overseas trade connecting the
Pacific regions (Manila, Macao, Canton, and also Nagasaki) via Manila
galleons had a high risk (among major risks were piracy, shipwrecks, wars,
price speculation in south China markets, or the sudden disappearance of
one of the partners or contractors). And there were other problems with
this mercantile system in terms of trust and loyalty regarding the business
partners as the letters they exchanged show:
…I received a letter that from Mr. Obry and which contains a bond and
a certification that you gave to Mr. Bene which was given the Sangley of
some goods of mine sold on credit. I was astonished as when I sent you
a letter to the city of Mansiloc you replied me that the Sangley said that
there were not any goods or money for me, and now I see that you have
given a certification of my own goods. If I didn’t see it and I wouldn’t
have seen it with your own signature herein, I wouldn’t believe it! But I
am in the obligation to believe it or explode in fury; I am grateful for the
favors you have made me, and I can only say that you must remember that
the mountains are not found but men do…25
This letter was written by the governor of the Philippines, don Simon de
Anda y Salazar in 1762 complaining to his partners don Juan Solano and
don Jorge de Sanclemente who lived in Masinloc (a province of Zambales
in the Philippines) about the payment of a silk cargo bought in Macao and
Canton. The sangley merchant entrusted to carry on this business through
25The original letter was written in Spanish. Herein I present the English translation
for a better understanding of the reader. Arquivo Historico de Macau (thereafter AHM),
Catalogue of the Swedish East India Company (hereafter CSEIC) /Nordiska Museet
(hereafter NM) /The Godegard Archive (hereafter GA), Series: F17, vol. 1A, vol. ID:
17:1A and vol. 1 B, vol. ID: F17:1B, Grill Letters, ref. T1_00729.
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credit had delayed delivery on the goods (Chinese silks from Nanjing and
Suzhou) to be resold in Marseille. Such delay was infuriating the governor
of the Philippines.
Solano and Sanclemente took 500 silver pesos from the company,
led by John Abraham Grill and don Simon de Anda, and the governor
gave 91.5 pesos to the sangley to buy the silk manufactures in Canton
and ship them to Manila to the governor who would resend them to
Marseille through his subsidiary companies.26 Painted silk cloaks with
gold and silver embroidery with a value of 336 silver pesos , silk skirts
with a value of 61 silver pesos, plus a commission of 2.5% (12.4 silver
pesos) out of 500 silver pesos was the total amount of goods and silver.
This is an outstanding example of the commenda form as the main
business instrument undertaken by trade networks connecting China
with European markets. It is also very important to mention the British
blockage of the Philippines in this period that caused serious damage to
the above-mentioned transactions which elevated the business risks.
The Brunet family, Nicolas de Sollicoffre (French citizen and Swedish
consul in Marseille), the Roux family, and the Grill family stand out
as relevant agents who created a dense trade network connecting
big trade houses with subsidiary companies and individuals that had
business in Stockholm (Müller 2004), Amsterdam, London, Carta-
gena, Cadiz, Seville, Veracruz, Lima, Acapulco, Manila, Macao, and
Canton.27 Financers from Marseille and Montpellier integrated local
markets in western Mediterranean Europe, the Americas, and south China
(Hamashita 2015) creating a non-official mercantile system that bypassed
the control of both Qing and Spanish empires.
The sangleyes from Manila and the Hong merchants of Canton were
the main business agents and partners that perpetuated this brokerage
system in the eighteenth century which might be defined as an “Asian-
Mediterranean brokerage system” (Perez-Garcia 2013; Gipouloux 2011).
Through loans of credit and high interest rates these brokers developed
26AHM, CSEIC Series: F17, vol. 1A, vol. ID: 17:1A and vol. 1 B, vol. ID: F17:1B,
Grill Letters, ref. T1_00730.
27AHM, Documentary CSEIC /NM /G, Series: F17, vol. 1A, vol. ID: 17:1A and vol.
1 B, vol. ID: F17:1B, Grill Letters, ref. T1_00734.




profitable transactions by buying Chinese silk at low prices and selling
it to European traders, and selling European wines and liquors at high
prices in Canton markets.
The high risk behind this trade system can be observed through the
debts and risks that traders settled in Macao incurred during the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries. In many cases the loans of silver reached
an interest rate of 35% or even more (Ng 1983; Von Glahn 1996). The
Santa Casa de Misericordia de Macao [Holy House of Mercy of Macao]
(Díaz de Seabra 2011; de Sousa 2019) acted as the main institution that
channelized the finances and investments of the above-mentioned over-
seas trade covering risks. Portuguese traders (Souza 1986) issued letters
of credit and loans to finance such overseas ventures. It was a very risky
system, but very profitable. However, due to the main features involved in
this trade such as an unregulated market, piracy, and instability caused by
the British occupation of the Philippines, among the more relevant condi-
tions, the Holy House of Mercy of Macao was in debt in the last quarter
























































































































































































































































Fig. 4.2 Debts of the Holy House of Mercy of Macao, 1771–1830
Source: Arquivo Historico de Santa Casa de Misericordia de Macao (hereafter
AH/SCM) /40—‘Livro da Conta Corrente dos Mutuários: Dívidas à Santa Casa
da Misericórdia (1771/10/30 a 1804/10/22)’, f. 6v.-10. Díaz de Seabra [2011]
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4.4 Integrating South Europe and South China
Markets: The Case of Macao and Marseille
As an interdisciplinary field global studies has gained a lot of terrain
during the last decade, especially with the focus on the processes of
socio-cultural transfers that fostered the consumption and circulation of
exotic commodities such as tea, porcelain, or ornate clothing in Europe
from Asian territories, especially China and India. But what can we
say about socio-cultural transfers in southern European and southern
Chinese markets through new comparative case studies? Certainly, there
was a progressive consolidated market for Western goods in southern
Chinese provinces such as Guangzhou and Fujian, with Macao as the
main entrepôt (Flores 2000), because as discussed previously American
silver was introduced into Chinese markets in the early sixteenth century.
This prompted a rising consumption of Western and American goods
in Ming and Qing China. European colonies in Asia were the main
trade nodes and arteries that fuelled exchanges of Chinese and Western
commodities.
Portuguese families, as the first Europeans who arrived in Macao in the
sixteenth century (Subrahmanyam 1993), created solid trade networks by
being the main mediators and agents of the Jesuit (Menegon et al. 2018)
and Sephardim (de Sousa 2010) groups who also interacted with the
Armenian community of East Asia (Teles and Cunha 2008; Aghassian and
Kévonian 1999; Curtin 1984; Disney 1989). Such groups were settled in
Macao and stimulated the consumption of Western commodities as well
as the acquisition of new lifestyles by spreading new cultural habits and
trade exchanges. The trade routes of the Manila galleons connected with
main port cities of Macao, Guangzhou, Xiamen (Amoy), Ningbo, and
Shanghai (Li 2010), but also with Taiwan, Korea, Japan, and the South-
east Asia region (see Map 4.3). Through such maritime trade networks
in the South China Sea, goods such as tobacco, European red wines,
and liquors (Perez-Garcia 2019), and American crops (Ho 1979; Perez-
Garcia 2018) (i.e. potato, sweet potato, chili, corn, among others) were
introduced into southern Chinese provinces through the partnership and
alliances between European and Chinese trade networks.
With the potential emulation of new socio-cultural standards through
consumption of overseas goods, the inherent transcultural diversity of the
network might be correlated with upper stages of economic growth as
factors that could transform a traditional society to an open one. Marseille
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Map 4.3 Market integration between Asia, Europe, and the Americas through
global silk routes, seventeenth to eighteenth century
Source: Author’s own elaboration through GECEM Project Database and Soft-
ware QGIS v3.12 Base map from Natural Earth raster through data of AGI,
Contaduría [1289], Sobre las embarcaciones entradas en Filipinas, 1646–1758;
Archive de la Chambre de Commerce de Marseille (hereafter ACCM); AHM,
CSEIC, Grill Letters
and Macao, located in far off regions, are the paradigmatic examples of
the progressive integration of long-distance markets and the potential
transformation of open societies through global trade, circulation of over-
seas goods, American silver inflows, and development of modern financial
systems to secure economic transactions.
Merchant networks that settled their companies in the port cities of
Macao and Marseille exerted an essential role in the distribution and
consumption of overseas goods. Thus my analysis of these trade networks
focuses on merchant groups: their transnationality, the performance of
the network at both local and macro scales (Trivellato 2009; Green
2013), as well as its socio-economic mutation in the places where these
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communities settled down according to factors such as trust, shared infor-
mation, and partnership, all key factors to understanding the complexity
of Sino-European commerce.
The most influential social actors of the Sino-European trade were the
Portuguese who operated in the South China Sea with Macao as the
main centre of business and economic exchange. Under the national flag
of Portugal a diverse transnational group, mainly Jesuits and Sephardim
(Trivellato 2003; Molho and Curto 2003), managed the network. Like-
wise, in western Mediterranean Europe, in Marseille, the main social
groups that stimulated international commerce during the early modern
period were the Armenians of New Julfa (Raveaux 2012; Aslanian 2011;
Baladouni and Makepeace 1998) (see Fig. 4.3). However, with their
expulsion from Marseille in the late seventeenth century they shifted their
trade routes towards the Indian and Pacific Ocean through the interac-
tion with the Compagnie française des Indes orientales and the East India
Company (Carrière 1973).
Olivier Raveaux has made an accurate analysis of these Armenians who
introduced goods from Asian markets, especially from distribution centres












Fig. 4.3 Presence of Armenians in Marseille, 1660–1696
Source: Archives Departamentales des Bouches-du-Rhône (ADBDR). In
Raveaux [2012: 85, 101]
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ready-made goods arrived from Chinese markets through the old Silk
Road. These Armenian traders were known as Choffelins (Raveaux 2012:
89) since their origin was from New Julfa (Ispahan, capital of the Persia
Safavid in the seventeenth century) and they were defined as itinerant
merchants practising the commenda in the same way that the sangleyes
and European (Spanish and Portuguese) traders in Manila, Macao, and
Canton did, as discussed earlier. They specialized in the silk trade from
Asia and the Levant which shows that they were key players in the redis-
tribution and export of silks from China and Middle East Asian regions,
as the mediators and main agents for this market between eastern and
western regions (Aghassian and Kévonian 1999).
Analysing these inter-group relations offers a precise understanding of
the internal organization of trading diasporas and merchant coalitions.
The main goal of such interconnected groups was the self-interest of
individual actions that can be observed in the micro and macro forms
of the network itself. Through the spatiality and agency marked by the
global commerce, these merchants integrated east Asian and Western
markets. Thus, the geographical and spatial variables were relevant factors
to observing the mobility of these groups and how Western and Eastern
markets were integrated.
The Mediterranean market in the eighteenth century with Marseille
as main entrepôt was connected to the Atlantic and the Pacific via the
route Manila-Acapulco and Veracruz linking with Lisbon, Cadiz-Seville,
Marseille, and northern markets such as Amsterdam and Stockholm (see
Maps 4.3 and 4.4). Beyond the realm of the official route of the Spanish
empire, Manila-Acapulco, unofficial trade and contraband operated in
South American markets through the nodes Lima-Callao-Buenos Aires
(Ibarra 2017; Suarez 2018; Bonialian 2012).
Marseille and Mediterranean localities were also integrated into Far
Eastern markets through Indian and intra-Asian trade routes (Gipouloux
2011; Carriére 1973; Raveaux 2012; Aghassian and Kévonian 1999), with
Armenian, Sephardi traders, Portuguese, and Mediterranean coalitions of
merchants (i.e. French, Italian, Maltese, and Spanish, see Fig. 4.5), as
well as northern European groups settled in Marseille and Cadiz such
as the Grill family, all composing a transnational network that operated
in a polycentric, highly decentralized market connecting Europe, Asia,
and the Americas (see Maps 4.3 and 4.4). Such networks and economic
agents stimulated Eurasian commerce such as the Swedish Grill company
that established business in Macao and Canton in the eighteenth century
(see Fig. 4.4) (Perez-Garcia 2019).








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Itinerant merchants such as the Armenians of New Julfa, the sangleyes
of Manila, European trade companies settled in Macao, the Chinese Hong
merchants of Canton, and subsidiary companies and partners in American
markets (Ibarra 2019; Bonialian 2012; Martinez-Shaw 2007; Malamoud
1986) were collectively connected with western Mediterranean traders
and were the key agents bypassing official institutions. This transnational
community integrated Eurasian trade arteries by land and sea connecting
the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea through the routes of the
Red Sea and the intra-Asian routes, the so-called silk routes via Aleppo
and New Julfa (see Map 4.4) (Baladouni and Makepeae 1998; Aslanian
2011).
Map 4.4 Roux company trade houses in Mediterranean silk routes connecting
Marseille with the Near East, eighteenth century
Source: Author’s own elaboration through GECEM Project Database and
Software QGIS v3.12 Base map from Natural Earth raster through data of
ACCM
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This polycentric market developed a bilateral cooperation between
European companies and those that operated in East Asia, more specif-
ically in Macao, as the main linchpin that connected Qing China with
Western powers. A good example of this can be found in the coali-
tion between the Armenian and French traders, who jointly operated in
Marseille and Macao, as well as in Manila with the sangleyes and Spanish
local elites. The effect of this decentralized and unregulated trade system
boosted the accumulation of capital (American silver) by Western and
Eastern traders.
The consolidation of these commercial networks stimulated in Europe,
and more precisely in western Mediterranean regions, the consumption of
Asian goods such as tea, porcelain, furniture, clothing, and textiles made
of Asian cottons and silk. The paradigmatic example is the circulation
of Chinese silks (semi-elaborated and manufactured) in western Mediter-
ranean markets. These goods were introduced during the eighteenth
century (Perez-Garcia 2013; Carrière 1973) in Marseille and from there
re-exported to other Mediterranean ports such as Barcelona, Valencia,
Alicante, Cartagena, Cadiz, and Seville.
The main agents for the redistribution of Asian (Chinese) silks in the
western Mediterranean were transnational trade groups and subsidiary
companies such as Estoup, Cayron, Martin, Bouyon, Vidal, Cailus,
Dachiary, Aubour, Davide, Funes, Peretti, Pericano, Peseto, Pesano,
Sizilia, Socori, Sese, or Ycar (see Fig. 4.5). These small groups were
dependent on the big trade houses led by the Roux or Grill family both
established in Marseille. These groups created a “Mediterranean empo-
rium” in localities of Genoa, Civitavecchia, La Valeta, Bearn, Oloron,
Auvergne, Lyon, Marseille, and Cartagena, as the most relevant places
that have been found in the historical sources (see Map 4.4). These
trade networks consolidated connections with local and foreign elites
of western Mediterranean, American, and East Asian areas (Perez-Garcia
2011; Bartolomei 2007; Buti 2005).
During the early modern period, wholesalers, small retailers, peddlers,
and family groups, who mainly operated in the Mediterranean and the
South China Sea such as Macao, Canton, Fujian, Manila, or Taiwan,
established strategies based on marriage alliances with the aim of perpet-
uating and boosting business activities that provided high benefits (see
Figs. 4.6, 4.7). Within this empirical evidence the nature and origin of
relevant social actors and family groups that benefited from East Asian

















































































































Fig. 4.5 French-Italian-Maltese trade coalitions: Genealogy of the Stoup-
Cayron family, seventeenth to eighteenth century
Source: Author’s own elaboration. Protocols of the Archivo Histórico Provincial
de Murcia, Spain [hereafter AHPM]
There are several examples of merchants who ran businesses in Macao
(Boxer 1959; Boyajian 2008) during the seventeenth century (de Sousa
2019; Souza 1986; Bonialian 2012), such as the companies of Fran-
cisco Xavier Doutel and Luis Sanchez de Casares, who traded zinc,
porcelain, sugar, or copper. They engaged in marriage strategies with co-
national groups and local communities creating a transnational network
between Portuguese and Dutch families with local groups of Taiwanese
(Borao 2002, 2010) (see Fig. 4.7). This trade system and socio-economic
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Fig. 4.6 Co-national and transnational marriages among Mediterranean
merchants in Southeastern Spain (1730–1808)
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Fig. 4.7 Transnational marriages in Taiwan, seventeenth century
Source: Author’s own elaboration. Borao [2002]; Heyns and Cheng [2005]
alliances started in the sixteenth century, continued in the seventeenth
century, and was consolidated during the eighteenth century.
The growing transactions in Macao and Canton through dense trade
networks and partnerships by European and Chinese traders led to the
Qing government to implement changes within the then-current trade
policies. With the lifting of the official ban on overseas trade in 1684,
Qing officials established a series of customs posts and Beijing created
positions of custom superintendents such as the Hùbù户部, popularly
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known as “hoppos” (Van Dyke 2011: 7–9), in the provinces of Guang-
dong, Fujian, Zhejiang, and Jiangsu. This stimulated Chinese commerce
with foreigners, with Canton, Macao, Taiwan, and Manila as the main
trade zone in which the Sino-European, and more precisely Spanish and
Portuguese, business activities operated (Boxer 1958; Yuste Lopez 2007).
However, there were very strong tariff restrictions attached to this trade
with China. The imposition of taxes such as the almojarifazgo [royal
tariffs levied in the ports of the Spanish empire]28 were in most cases
disregarded by merchants, mainly the sangleyes of Manila (Chaunu 1960;
Schurz 1939) who carried on Chinese good exchanges with European
traders by not declaring such goods at port customs and fostering contra-
band in the south China trade routes. Figures of the total volume of trade,
data of shipping and arrivals, and the almojarifazgo levied in the Philip-
pines can be found at the Archivo General de Indias , which gives us an
overview of the official measures undertaken by the Spanish monarchy to
clamp down on tax evasion and contraband.
In October 1714 royal officials in the Philippines reported to the
Spanish king Philip V that the price of a licence granted to the sangleyes
to allow them to trade in the Philippines had increased to 1 silver peso and
2 tomines .29 Furthermore, an additional 2% was added to the existing 6%
that was in previous years charged for the derechos reales de almojarifazgo
[royal rights for the almojarifazgo] collection for the ship cargoes that
come to the Philippine islands. This tariff, to be charged from the month
of January to December, was applied from 1714 onwards. In 1718 the
number of licences rose and revenue stood at 2800 silver pesos ; in 1719
revenue was 1606 silver pesos .30
The changes in the almojarifazgo levied by Spanish royal officials in the
Philippines changed from 5% to 8%, and in other years almost reached
10%, which helps explain the sharp fluctuations in the tax collection of
28The term almojarifazgo comes from the Muslim word al-musrif meaning supervisor
in charge of collecting custom fees at the gates of cities and Muslim ports. The official
in charge of levying this tax, the almojarife, was one of the most important positions of
the Castilian Real Hacienda [Royal Treasury] until the fifteenth century as this official
managed the local treasure for the Spanish monarch in every new conquest land (Gonzalez
de Arce 2007: 13). This of course applied for the Spanish American colonies and the
Philippines.
29Fraction of 1/8 of silver peso.
30AGI, Contaduría, 1289, Caja de Filipinas, 1646–1758.




































































































































Value cargo Almojarifazgo levied
Fig. 4.8 Almojarifazgo levied in Manila of ships arrived from China, 1690–
1750
Source: Author’s own elaboration. AGI, Contaduría,1289, Sobre las embarca-
ciones entradas en Filipinas, 1646–1758
the almojarifazgo mainly in the years from 1738 to 1740 and from 1743
to 1745 (see Fig. 4.8). The sample of sources arranged at the Archivo
General de Indias (Spain) of the ships arriving from Chinese ports to
Manila for the period from 1690 to 1750 is 577 ships31 in which the
total value of the cargo and almojarifazgo collected is registered.
For these periods the frequency of ships arriving from China to Manila
(see the data of Fig. 4.8), mainly from the ports of Amoy (Xiamen),
Canton, and Macao, were higher than in the rest of the years as this period
is prior to the establishment of the Canton system [ȳıkǒu t̄ongshāng 一口
通商] by the Qianlong emperor setting Canton as the only port to trade
with Western powers. In addition, the formation of the Cohong by the
Yongzheng emperor fostered the trade monopoly with Manila by the elite
and merchant groups of Canton, Macao, and also from Fujian province
who were mainly engaged in smuggling activities.
Another important factor to consider is that the evaluation of goods
shipped was normally less than the real value of the cargo as officials disre-
garded it due to technical inefficiency or corruption practices between
31AGI, Contaduría, 1289, Sobre las embarcaciones entradas en Filipinas, 1646–1758.
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the captain and officials. In addition, Manila was not the place where the
sales were made, so the value of the real transaction is not estimated. The
value in many cases was arbitrarily calculated by royal officials. This was a
common practice in the Spanish-controlled colonies (Moutoukias 1988;
Walker 1979; Lamikiz 2011). As Katherine Bjork (1998) documented in
her work for the case of Acapulco and Veracruz that despite officials’ ad
valorem rates imposed over the cargo for the application of almojarifazo,
5% and 8% as for the case of Manila presented herein (see Fig. 4.8), or
in other cases 10% as in Veracruz (TePask and Klein 1986), duties were
charged arbitrarily and did not follow a standard manner and constant
rate, contrary to William L. Schurz’s thesis (1939), which only occurred
in the markets of Mexico City or Madrid.
The frequency of ships arriving in Manila from Macao and the almojar-
ifazgo levied from 1735 to 1745 (see Fig. 4.8) was affected by the strong
dependence of Macao on foreign trade. This provoked cyclical economic
crisis in Macao whenever there was a loss of ships and vessels due to
shipwrecks and piracy and this happened in the above-mentioned period
(1735–1745). The economic and political hegemony of the Netherlands
and Great Britain which was rising in the East Asian region provoked Joao
V, the King of Portugal, to issue a decree in 1746 prohibiting foreigners
from settling down and trading in Macao (Boyajian 2008; de Sousa 2019;
Souza 1986). However, the Portuguese monarch made an exception for
vessels coming from Manila as they could freely trade being subject to
pay less tributes, only 1.5%, whereas Portuguese and other inhabitants
of Macao were subject to pay 2% (Bruxo et al. 2017; Carneiro de Sousa
2014; Carneiro de Sousa 2010; Caldeira 2007).
When analysing dramatic variations of the almojarifazgo in Fig. 4.8
for the periods from 1690 to 1692, 1738 to 1740, and from 1743 to
1745, some other factors should also be considered: (1) The lump sum
for the payment of almojarifazgo of a period of years was imposed in a
one-year payment. (2) The political context of Qing China for the time
periods mentioned included three different emperors, the so-called “High
Qing” period [shèng q̄ıng 盛清] (Kangxi, Yongzheng, and Qianlong).
Kangxi (1661–1722) established some reforms such as setting maritime
customs duties which brought about some wealth but the last years of his
reign saw increased corruption and expenditure on military campaigns
which negated any gains (Rowe 2009). Yongzheng (1722–1735) intro-
duced some reforms (Porter 2016; Rowe 2009; Elliott 2001) to eradicate
corruption such as the creation of the Grand Council (Bartlett 1991),
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and the grouping of Chinese merchant houses in Canton into one single
institution, the Cohong [ḡong háng 公行] (Po 2018; Rawski 1998; Van
Dyke 2011) in 1725 to control trade. The Cohong preceded the main
reform on trade introduced by Qianlong (1733–1796) who established
Canton as the only port in China allowed to trade with foreign powers,
the so-called Canton system [ȳıkǒu t̄ongshāng 一口通商] (Van Dyke 2005;
Gao and Feng 2003). (3) The European (Spanish) political context which
included the War of the Spanish Succession (1701–1714) (Kamen 2001)
which ended with the arrival of the French Bourbon dynasty to the
Spanish throne. And the War of Jenkins’ Ear or guerra del asiento (1739–
1748) in Spain between Britain and Spain for the control of the asiento
[licence granted by the Spanish crown by which merchants obtained
the monopoly on a trade route or good] as the British wanted to gain
access to Spanish markets (Martinez-Shaw and Mola 2013; Martinez-
Shaw 1982). Later in 1756 the British blockaded Manila and thereafter
they occupied the Philippine islands between 1762 and 1764 (Danley and
Speelman 2012; Borschberg 2004; Fish 2003).
Behind the rivalry between the Spanish and British empires to be the
economic and politic hegemonic power overseas, there was a complex
system structure (Gibbons 2001) in which the different players, Spain,
England, and also France and the local elites of the Philippines, self-
organized their decisions according to the international relations scenario
and rationality for decision making on trade and social networks. Whereas
Spain and England were engaged in maritime disputes to control trade,
French trading houses and small companies seized an opportunity in
this conflict to engage in alliances with Manila elites and Macao and
Canton traders and brokers (mainly the Manila sangleyes). This prompted
a progressive creation of spatial and unofficial networks that were inter-
fering in Spanish trade zones and in the East Asian region dismissing the
economic and political power of Spain.
Illustrative examples are the trade networks established by the French
Roux company and the Swedish Grill House with Manila, Macao, and
Canton elites and traders through a dense network of small compa-
nies and intermediaries composed of the Brunet, Sollicoffre, Simon de
Anda y Salazar (governor of the Philippines), Bene, Obry, Cayron,
Dumond, Sanclemente, Poankeequa [Pan Zhencheng潘振承 president of
the Cohong in Canton], among the more relevant socio-economic actors
(Perez-Garcia 2019; Van Dyke 2017: 6).
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This set of factors made commerce in the South China Sea between
Manila and Chinese ports very fluctuant, and according to official sources
(see Fig. 4.8) very difficult to estimate, as officials (like their Chinese
counterparts in Macao and Canton) did not perform their duties due to
the rampant corruption, contraband, and bribes they received (Barrett
1990). Contraband of silver shipments, mainly silk exports from China
to the Americas and Europe, via Manila and Indian Ocean routes, was
very profitable due to the increasing demand for Chinese silks in Western
markets.
The formation and consolidation of the above-mentioned alliances are
testified in a series of letters, the so-called Grill letters, in which the
Cohong Poankeequa [Pankequa], Johan Abraham Grill, the captain and
governor of the Philippines, Gregorio Chang (sangley in Manila), and the
French merchant Dumond were dealing with cargoes of silk.32 Different
typologies of silks to be introduced via the Americas (Acapulco-Veracruz)
to Mediterranean markets with Marseille as main entrepôt of redistribu-
tion to other European territories were checked by Pankequa and Grill
sending samples of silks to show the quality: “…about the qualities of
these cargoes and other goods that were introduced in Manila by the Indian
[Chinese sangleyes] were sent to the Philippines to Acapulco and Europe.”33
The high volumes and circulation of American silver pesos to buy these
silks and clothing (see Fig. 4.9) were emphasized in these letters and
transactions.
Silks from Lanquin [Nanquin] were those that were exported in
highest volumes from China to western Mediterranean cities such as
Marseille and Seville. The city of Nanquin is Nanjing, from Jiangsu
province, whose name was the same as Nanjing county in Fujian because
the governor of Jiangsu had there a residence as described by Matteo
Ricci’s diaries and the Flemish Jesuit Nicolas Trigault. Father Trigault
edited and updated Ricci’s diaries and accounts of the Jesuit China
mission, and in his work De Christiana expeditione apd Sinas Suscepta
ab Societate Jesu translated from Italian to Latin and thereafter in Spanish
gave an accurate reference about Nanjing:
32AHM, CSEIC Series: F17, vol. 1A, vol. ID: 17:1A and vol. 1 B, vol. ID: F17:1B,
Grill Letters, ref. T1_00732.
33AHM, CSEIC Series: F17, vol. 1A, vol. ID: 17:1A and vol. 1 B, vol. ID: F17:1B,
Grill Letters, ref. T1_00732.




































































































































Stockings made of silk Totals Stockings made with embroderies of silk
Fig. 4.9 Re-exportation of stockings made of silk from Marseille to Spanish
Mediterranean ports, 1720–1780
Source: ACCM, Statistique. Serie I
“This metropolis is named Nanquin, however the Portuguese who
heard about this city by which the inhabitants of the city of the province
of Fuquien [Fujian] called it Lanquin; because in their language the letter
N is changed as L. By the name of other city by which is called in this
region [Fujian] with the name of Nanjing [of Jiangsu province], because
the governor of this city has a residence there…”34
Thus, the import-export market prompted changes in patterns of
consumption in western Mediterranean Europe and south China, via
the ports of Marseille and Macao, connecting inner China through
Macao and Canton, and Marseille with Spanish Mediterranean markets
of Barcelona, Valencia, Alicante, Cartagena, Cadiz, and Seville. The entry
of these Chinese silks and manufactures (see Fig. 4.9) were introducing
new fashions, tastes, and lifestyles creating a new middle class. Merchants
can be defined, therefore, as “vicarious consumers” (Perez-Garcia 2013,
2019) who stimulated changes in consumer behaviour. The illustrative
34TBCL, Rare Book Collection, Trigault, N., De Christiana expeditione apd Sinas
Suscepta ab Societate Jesu, Lugduni: Horatij Cardon, 1616, chapter X, p. 143.
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example of the parishes of the city of Seville for the first half of the eigh-
teenth century (see Map 4.5) shows the rising level of consumption of
Chinese silks and clothing in middle-class households such as merchants
and artisans, as well as the local nobility.
These changes in patterns of consumption and the rising demand for
Chinese goods (silk in the case presented in this chapter) was prompted
through the polycentric markets and trade networks operating in the
Pacific where smuggling activities and unofficial trade during the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries became the main channel of diffusion
into European markets. The intrusion of French trading houses in the
Manila, Macao, and Canton markets, mainly dominated by the Spanish
and Portuguese crowns, provoked a dislocation of the structure of the
networks and strategies according to the new political context of the
Map 4.5 Typologies of Chinese silks and consumer’s networks in the parishes
of Seville, 1727–1750
Source: Author’s own elaboration through GECEM Project Database and Soft-
ware QGIS v3.12 Base map from Natural Earth raster through data of protocols
and probate-inventories of the Archivo Provincial de Sevilla (hereafter AHPS)
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eighteenth century. The smuggling culture behind the commerce of
the South China Sea, with Macao as the main strategic port of such
transactions, contrasted with trade activities of western Mediterranean
markets, mainly Marseille, in which commerce was more regulated. Trade
exchanges in the South China Sea were defined by contraband or informal
commerce (Shimada 2006). For this reason, the state capacity of the
Spanish monarchy was too weak to organize trade in the Philippines and
control the traffic and cargoes of the Manila galleons (Cheong 1997;
Stein and Stein 2000).
This level of contraband, and the inefficiency of institutions and offi-
cials to regulate trade and organize the economy of the Spanish colonies
in the Pacific, was endemic within the Spanish monarchy ever since the
early arrival of Dominican and Augustinian friars and Spanish elites to
the Philippines. Trade relations with China were never well regulated.
For instance, Pedro de Vargas in 1655 travelled to Northern Vietnam,
Tunquin [Tonkin], to buy goods to be resold in Manila without paying
taxes.35 His licence to trade in the kingdom of Tonkin was suspended by
Juan de Bolivar y Cruz, fiscal [prosecutor for the government] of the Real
Audiencia de Manila [Royal Audience of Manila]. A letter was sent to the
Spanish king pleading for the official cancellation of de Vargas’ licence.
The report made by the fiscal also mentioned that several champanes
[ships] had sailed to the kingdoms of Conchinchina, Siam, Camboya,
and Macao to also buy silks without declaring the royal taxes in silver
and gold.
Such suspension was due to the contradictions declared in the Audi-
ence by Pedro de Vargas to trade in Tonkin with his champan because
it raised suspicions of potential contraband and illegal activities.36 This
demonstrated that both Spanish and Chinese merchants hardly paid royal
taxes [the almojarifazgo]. Therefore, ships that arrived in the Philippines
from Xiamen [Amoy], Canton, Macao, Gulf of Tonkin, and Manila were
inefficiently supervised by overseers or accountants.
The socio-cultural transfers related to the assimilation of new cultural
forms and daily habits, through the consumption of Chinese goods (silks)
for example, consequently brought changes in fashions and habits. By
analysing the role and function of merchants and their networks in Europe
35AGI, Filipinas, 22, r. 7, n. 24, Manila, 19-07-1655.
36AGI, Filipinas, 22, r. 7, n. 24, Manila, 19-07-1655.
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and East Asia, it is possible to shed light on changes in patterns of
consumption and, therefore, the formation of long-distance business part-
nerships. Marseille and Macao can be defined as central transnational
regions, where overseas goods circulated beyond the official realm of the
Spanish and Qing empires.
These two port cities are the key territories in order to see how
European cultural transfers took place in south China through Macao
and how Chinese goods penetrated into Europe through Marseille as
the main Mediterranean entrepôt of the eighteenth century. Both places
connected the West and the East and were the main trade nodes that inte-
grated south China and Mediterranean markets through the mediation of
transnational agents (i.e. merchants, missionaries, travellers, diplomats).
Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
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The Spanish and Qing empires were connected through the agency
of merchants, the trade networks they created, and the circulation of
goods which fostered local demand. Trade routes, mainly the maritime
economic arteries such as the Manila galleons, connected and integrated
Western markets and polities, in this case the Spanish empire with the
Middle Kingdom. The constant inflow of American silver into China
and the outflow of highly prized Chinese goods (i.e. silk, tea, porcelain)
into European and American markets were the main features for such
market integration between the Bourbon (French) Spanish empire and
the Qing (Manchu, non-Han) dynasty. This surpassed the realm of offi-
cial institutions of both empires along with their concomitant weak state
capacity.
One could argue that both the Spanish and Qing empires were
connected through the “imaginary” of the Silk Road, a concept
constructed in the late nineteenth century and one reinvigorated in the
present day. In reality, however, the Silk Road never existed; in Chinese
historical sources from the Han to Qing Dynasty there is no mention
of the term “Silk Road.” The Qing and Spanish empires were obviously
connected through the Manila galleons linking the Spanish American
colonies to China via Manila which was the main route that stimulated
the demand for American silver by southern Chinese merchants, as well
as the demand for Chinese goods by Spanish traders and local elites of
© The Author(s) 2021
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the Philippines, America, and Spain. The “imaginary” of the Silk Road
as a national construct aimed to be the space, likely with characteristics
of imperialism and expansion, of the emerging nation-state of twentieth-
century China which is being consolidated today in the twenty-first
century. This paradigm has indirectly been the main stimulus of current
national narratives, either in Chinese or Spanish scholarship, among other
world regions.
The “High Qing” period, conventionally defined as a “prosperous
age” [shèng q̄ıng 盛清], was in fact not as prosperous as a careful anal-
ysis of the socio-economic and cultural transformations for this period
reveals (Rowe 2001, 2009; Dunstan 2014; Jia 2012; Theobald 2015).
The three alien Manchu (non-Han) emperors, Kangxi, Yongzheng, and
Qianlong, were incapable of coping with Malthusian pressures after 1683
because of limited revenues and a drop in agricultural production due to
deforestation and farmland size. In addition, state interventionism, multi-
plication of official appointments, rising bureaucracy within the Qing
expansion, inefficiency in collecting tax revenues, and the inability to erad-
icate the rampant corruption mainly in the southern provinces are the key
factors that demonstrate that the so-called “High Qing” [shèng q̄ıng 盛
清] prosperity was a weak illusion, like a giant with clay feet.
The aforementioned deficiencies need to be further examined in future
research because some contemporary scholarship still promotes dubious
evidence to sustain this narrative of economic prosperity. The challenge to
that line of research is mainly presented in chapters three and four of this
book regarding tax revenue and the questionable efficiency of the official
trade system, which demonstrate that this period cannot be character-
ized by its “hallmarks,” its “dramatic economic transformation,” (Mann
1997: 20) or as a “time of great stability and prosperity” (Porter, 2016:
134; McMahon 2015: 110). Thus, the question “Does the Kangxi and
Qianlong Golden Age really exist?” posed by Li Qiang, Xu Kang-Ning,
and Wei Wei (Li et al. 2014; Wang 2014; Chan 2003) who questioned
and challenged the flourishing “High Qing” period [shèng q̄ıng 盛清]
thesis, seems very relevant. They argue that there were no scientific or
technological breakthroughs, the economic output was stagnant, military
power was unstable, culture was at a standstill, and the despotic rule of the
mandarinate was characterized by an obsolete and corrupt feudal system
that thwarted economic and social development.
This set of factors, and particularly the stymying of socio-economic
advances, demonstrates that the state capacity of Qing China was very
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weak just as the state was set into a “power paradox” or “supremacy
dilemma” characterized by rigid interventionism and an autocratic execu-
tion and use of power (Kuhn 1990) to maintain a complex network of
bureaucrats to keep local order. But at the same time at the local level,
mainly in Jiangsu, Jiangnan, Zhejiang, or Guangdong areas, features of
modern capitalism and development were emerging. As defined in Global
History with Chinese Characteristics, this placed the Qing state onto a
path with a crossroads: either foster economic growth and the elements of
capitalism and a market system that were flourishing in some of China’s
regions (Li 1998, 1985) or execute stiff rules and economic interven-
tionism through the use and abuse of power (Ma 2014; Ma and Rubin
2019).
Hegemonic states in the early modern period, and even in the present
day, could confront this dilemma by choosing well-defined management
rules and policies to establish a consolidated welfare state system or
choose to perpetuate a small but powerful elite at the expense of the
public good. The Qing state chose the second path, one defined by firm
socio-economic interventionism and despotic exercise of power. Thus, any
relative economic growth in the “High Qing” period [shèng q̄ıng 盛清]
resulted in stagnation due to the mandarinate’s execution of power which
resulted in inefficient institutions that were unable to manage the public
well-being and regulate trade in the southern provinces.
The historical data in the Local Gazetteers of China [zh̄ongguó
dìfāng zhì 中国地方志] provides an interesting window on this outcome
precisely because of its inaccuracy due to the flawed methods local officials
used to account population and tax revenue at provincial, prefecture, and
county levels. These officials were poorly paid to perform such duties.
Therefore, the census of population [rénkǒu pǔchá 人口普查] used to
levy taxes to household members was imprecise and rendered useless,
demonstrating by its ineffectiveness the weak capacity of the Qing state.
Analysing the Local Gazetteers through this different lens thus challenges
the so-called “High Qing” [shèng q̄ıng 盛清] age of prosperity. It also
re-evaluates the great divergence debate at the micro level in provinces,
prefectures, and counties affirming that the Qing economy stagnated due
to institutional constraints, the multiplication of inefficient institutions,
a highly extended bureaucracy, despotic exercise of power, and a lack of
economic and political reforms to eradicate corruption and smuggling
activities.
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The “High Qing” [shèng q̄ıng 盛清] prosperous thesis is, there-
fore, reviewed in light of the incremental scholarship of recent decades
(Mann 1997; Porter 2016; McMahon 2015; Rowe 2009; Theobald
2015) through an analysis of the low state capacity of Qing China,
thereby re-evaluating modern assumptions that have examined the Middle
Kingdom’s modernization and economic development through a marked
Eurocentric approach which has fostered the great divergence debate.
In many cases in that research, using untapped primary sources as new
data that might provide or redefine the great divergence debate has been
largely absent. Furthermore, the methodological approach presented in
this book to re-evaluate the great divergence debate from a local basis
proves that index numbers, numeraire, and statistical methods used by
economists and historians, mainly by the so-called “Maddison School,”
present inconsistent and unreliable results.
The establishment of the Canton system of trade [ȳıkǒu t̄ongshāng
一口通商] by the Qianlong Emperor in 1757 aimed to regulate trade,
eradicate corruption, and establish stiff mercantilist rules. The target was
purportedly foreign countries dealing with China, but in real terms the
system aimed to control non-official trade and institutions fostered by
new local Chinese elites who were seen by the high officials of the Beijing
court and the emperor himself as the main threat.
Business alliances through commenda contracts by traders from Fujian
and Guangdong provinces, the so-called sangleyes in the Philippines
who established networks with Spanish, Portuguese, and other Euro-
pean traders, was the main channel that poured American silver into
China for the exchange of Chinese goods (silk, tea, and porcelain).
This created informal trade networks and institutions which allowed local
Chinese traders, predominately the Hong merchants of Canton and local
traders of Macao, to accumulate high amounts of capital (American
silver) representing a major threat to the officialdom and establishment of
Beijing. The unregulated trade of the South China Sea region represented
through the Canton-Macao-Manila-Acapulco economic axis illustrates the
weak capacity not only of the Qing empire, but also of the Spanish empire
as more than 2/3 of American silver of Spanish-controlled colonies was
transferred to the East via non-official trade.
The Real Compañia de Filipinas [Royal Company of Philippines]
established in the second half of the eighteenth century, in the same
period when the Canton system was created, also proved to be ineffi-
cient as smuggling activities were rampant and silver flows continued to
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move eastwards. Mercantilist rules and autocratic measures in both the
Chinese and Spanish empires demonstrate just how ineffective their tax
and fiscal systems were, indicating the weak capacity of both states and
their economic and political decline. In addition to the feeble Qing China
tax system as evidenced through the analysis of the Local Gazetteers,
the royal tariffs levied in the ports of the Spanish empire, the so-called
almojarifazgo, were disregarded by Chinese and local Spanish traders of
Manila, revealing the inefficiency of the Spanish empire to fill the state
coffers and control the circuits of inbound and outbound vessels in the
Philippines. Flows of silver and exchange of goods in south China, either
of Chinese or European origin, kept circulating in high amounts beyond
official control.
Chinese and European goods challenged tradition, identity, and
created new cultural forms beyond the national borders. Starting in the
second half of the sixteenth century, when the Manila galleons trade
routes were established, inflows of American silver into China grew expo-
nentially. This prompted an expansion of markets not only across Eurasian
polities but also in the Americas. This is viewed as the birth of early global-
ization, challenging conventional scholarship (O’Rourke and Williamson
2004; Broadberry et al. 2018; Li and van Zanden 2012) which believes
that market integration and first globalization occurred after 1820 when
prices started to converge.
The progressive market integration between Asian and European
regions involved outflows of goods from China to Europe, and vice versa,
and inflows of silver from Europe and America to China. The writings by
missionaries such as the Augustinians, Dominicans, and Jesuits, as docu-
mented in chapter four, demonstrate the level of knowledge and views
of the Middle Kingdom through Western eyes. The early perceptions of
sixteenth-century Augustinians and Dominicans who settled down in the
Philippines were quite distorted as they aimed to establish and differen-
tiate social casts, as well as impose institutional and religious beliefs in
light of the “pure blood” statutes (Perez-Garcia 2020) and social model
determined by the Catholic European Counterreformation.
Only after the arrival of the first Jesuits to China, such as Matteo
Ricci, did the views and descriptions of China became more accu-
rate. Seventeenth- and eighteenth-century publications of encyclopaedic
volumes, books, and accounts on China by Jesuit fathers such as the
French Jesuit Jean-Baptiste Du Halde showed a more realistic view
of China’s culture, society, and economy. The Jesuit accommodation
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method, the so-called “ad usum loci, in quo vivitur accomodatus,” by
which the Jesuits adapted to the environment where they settled down,
learning the vernacular language and customs, allowed them to be the
main socio-cultural agents and catalysts of transferring Chinese culture
and tradition to Europe.
If we compare Du Halde’s Description de la Chine published in 1735
with the anonymous Boxer Codex of the late sixteenth century, the inaccu-
racies of the latter seem more obvious in light of Du Halde’s more precise
account. A paradigmatic example is the Spanish invention of the word
sangley to describe Chinese (and by extension eastern and south-eastern)
traders who arrived in the Philippines. Such denomination only appears in
Spanish sources and documents after the publication of the Boxer Codex ,
and there is not one reference of the so-called sangley community in any
other European or Chinese source. There is no mention of the word
sangley either in the Míng shílù 明实录, Q̄ıng shílù 清实录, or in any
other Ming and Qing dynasty source. It is just a Spanish invention of
the early modern period that conventional scholarship from Taiwan (Qiu
1995; Li, 2001; Folch 2002; Fang 2017) and Spain (Ollé 2002; Cano
Borrego 2016; Gil 2011; García-Abasolo 2011) over the past few decades
has believed to be a sophisticated term originating from the Hokkien
language of Fujian province.
The circulation of global goods and trade networks created transna-
tional communities. By the eighteenth century the first European settlers
in Macao (Portuguese, Sephardim, Jesuits, and Armenians) operated in
the South China Sea through the economic axis Macao-Canton, and
into the western Mediterranean through the economic axis Cadiz-Seville-
Marseille. This trade changed consumer behaviour, fostered market
integration and non-official trade surpassing the state capacity of the
Qing and Spanish empires, and transferred knowledge. Indeed the main
argument of Global History with Chinese Characteristics is that bilateral
Sino-European trade relations and the transnational dimension of global
goods transformed local economies, changed tastes and traditional habits,
and created a new type of global consumerism during the early modern
period as trade between European and Asian regions was progressively
growing.
In eighteenth-century Europe, trade conditions became more
favourable because there were fewer wars and ship construction and
circumnavigation techniques had improved. Trade relations between
China and Europe were thus shaping a new geostrategic global order
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during this time period which only collapsed after the outbreak of the
Opium Wars in the mid-nineteenth century. Analysing foreign trade
networks and alliances with Chinese local elites in Macao, as the main
entrepôt in southern China, is crucial to understanding how foreign trade
operated in this region.
Conventional research, however, mainly carried out by economists or
economic historians from either a Eurocentric or Sinocentric perspec-
tive (Maddison 2007; Broadberry et al. 2017; Li and van Zanden 2012;
Allen 2009; Duchesne 2001; Landes 1998; Vries 2003; Lin 1995; Xia
2012) persists in the analysis of market integration or adding to the
ongoing great divergence debate through ambiguous geographic and
chronological constructs for China and Europe. There is a need for
further research to examine the circulation of socio-economic agents and
goods, the transfer of knowledge, and changes in consumer behaviour
at the local level by mining new historical data as the main founda-
tion towards writing a “new” global history which can review the great
divergence debate. Presenting a comparative case study of Macao and
Marseille offers new analysis beyond the core-peripheries perspective
which mainly pays attention to advanced European powers such as Great
Britain and its colonies. Such research relegates or practically marginal-
izes other geographic areas such as the Mediterranean, Spanish American
or Pacific, and south China regions. Macao and Marseille were periph-
eral economic areas of south China and the western Mediterranean which
were integrated into a more complex trade network connecting Eastern
and Western markets within a polycentric geography with no dominant
economic space.
The very fact of their periphery indicates the importance of choosing
Marseille and Macao as units of comparison because they played an essen-
tial role in the decline of the Qing and Spanish empires during the
eighteenth century. It is traditionally believed that comparative studies
only seek similarities between geographies and two spaces or units. The
comparison between Marseille and Macao, however, is integrated into a
more global geography and the trade routes of both the Spanish and
Qing empires, mainly seeking differences, and through my analysis of
south China and western Mediterranean markets it can be observed how
economic growth was correlated with changes in consumer behaviour.
Within this micro-history case study, then, the long discussions of the
last twenty years over the great divergence debate, the divide between rich
and poor countries, and the straightjacketed Eurocentric or Sinocentric
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narratives can be surpassed. Using wide and ambiguous geographical units
of comparison, without locating concrete areas or employing a micro-
level analysis, the economic differences between China and Europe will
not be properly grasped and the conventional frames of comparisons
will continue blurring the analysis of why East Asian economies stag-
nated and northwestern European ones took off. Moreover, without the
micro-level focus, the role of other economic regions such as the Mediter-
ranean, American, or southern China will continue to be absent from the
historical analysis. Accordingly, the dynamics of inter-group organizations,
merchant coalitions, and the assimilation of new cultural forms that went
beyond defined geographical, political, and socio-cultural boundaries will
also remain largely absent if the scholarship retains its focus on the macro
scale.
Indeed, one of the key findings in this case study is the role of
merchants and their influence on consumer decisions, as they can be
defined as “vicarious” agents (Perez-Garcia 2013, 2019) who transformed
both the supply and demand side, creating new markets and new needs
that did not exist in long distance or local markets. Merchant networks
and the informal institutions and economic forms they created fostered
market integration and changes in patterns of consumption. Strategies in
merchant alliances were based on family relations (marriages), national
origins, shared information of their trade sector, and trust. These were
the main factors for the economic operations and interaction in the local
markets of south China and western Mediterranean Europe.
My analysis of Qing China’s state capacity which challenges the “High
Qing” [shèng q̄ıng 盛清] prosperous era argument, the examination of
non-official institutions and trade agents that surpassed state control,
and the discussion of concepts such as “power paradox” or “supremacy
dilemma” inherent to despotic and autocratic states are a set of factors
behind the hypothesis that the economic decline of the Qing (Manchu)
alien dynasty, prior to the First Opium War, had endogenous socio-
economic and political components beyond the classic explanation of
the intervention of foreign powers. The explanation that the economic
decline of early modern China, continuing into the nineteenth and twen-
tieth centuries, was the result of interference from Western hegemonic
powers (i.e. Great Britain, France, USA, Germany, among others), set
in place even up until today, national (Sinocentric and Sinocentred)
narratives within historical research.
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This perspective has encapsulated history writing in China within a
stiff nationalistic view which has been reinvigorated in recent years within
the new PRC’s policy of “One Belt, One Road” or “New Silk Road”
that aims to present nationally and internationally the uniqueness and
long-lasting exclusiveness of the history, culture, and civilization of the
Middle Kingdom. Within the framework of the government’s interna-
tional strategy, characterized by a national goal of keeping the country
unified in the twenty-first century, global history studies in China are
of relevant importance for the legitimacy of current social and cultural
policies.
Subsequently, most global history practitioners in China’s scholarship
present a marked Sinocentric and national perspective using the “global”
label. This has set China’s academics into what I defined in Global History
with Chinese Characteristics as the “global history paradox.” The Sinocen-
tric and Sinocentred approaches, within the framework of the “One Belt,
One Road” or “New Silk Road” policy, produces nationalizing global
history narratives. The outcome of such studies results in a paradox
itself because rigid national narratives contradict in essence the global
history perspective and its original aim to deconstruct the formation of
modern nation-states which emerged through the paradigm of invented
and imagined national histories.
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